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Abstract
We consider branching Brownian motion on the real line with the following selection mech-
anism: Every time the number of particles exceeds a (large) given number N , only the N
right-most particles are kept and the others killed. After rescaling time by log3N , we show that
the properly recentred position of the rαN s-th particle from the right, α P p0, 1q, converges in
law to an explicitly given spectrally positive Le´vy process. This behaviour has been predicted
to hold for a large class of models falling into the universality class of the FKPP equation with
weak multiplicative noise [Brunet et al., Phys. Rev. E 73(5), 056126 (2006)] and is proven here
for the first time for such a model.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Definition of the model and statement of the main result
In this article, we consider an instance of branching Brownian motion (BBM) with selection, dubbed
the N -BBM and defined as follows: Given a probability measure pqpkqqkě0 on N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u,
called the reproduction law, with m “ řpk´ 1qqpkq ą 0 and finite second moment, particles diffuse
according to standard Brownian motion and branch at rate βqpkq into k particles, for every k ě 0,
where β “ 1{p2mq is called the branching rate. We fix a (large) parameter N and select particles
according to the following simple mechanism: Each time the number of particles exceeds N , we keep
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only the N right-most and instantaneously kill the others. In Section 1.2, we explain the motivation
behind this system. We first state our result.
For a finite counting measure ν on R, α P p0, 1q and N P N, we define
quNα pνq “ inftx P R : νprx,8qq ă αNu. (1.1)
For N P N large enough, we then define aN “ logN ` 3 log logN and
µN “
d
1´ pi
2
a2N
“ 1´ pi
2
2 log2N
` 3pi
2 log logN
log3N
` o
´ 1
log3N
¯
.
Let νNt be the counting measure formed by the positions of the particles of N -BBM at time t.
Define
MNα ptq “ quNα pνNt q ´ µN t.
Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that at time 0 there are N particles distributed independently accord-
ing to the density proportional to sinppix{aN qe´x1p0,aN qpxq. Let α P p0, 1q and define xα ą 0 byş8
xα
ye´y dy “ α. Then the finite-dimensional distributions of the process `MNα `t log3N˘˘tě0 con-
verge as N Ñ8 to those of the Le´vy process pLt ` xαqtě0 with L0 “ 0 and
logEreiλL1s “ iλc` pi2
ż 8
0
peiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1qqΛpdxq. (1.2)
Here, Λ is the image of the measure x´21pxą0qdx by the map x ÞÑ logp1 ` xq and c P R is a
constant depending only on the reproduction law qpkq (in fact, c “ pi2pc3.8 ` c3.89 ´ logp2pi2qq, with
the constants from (3.8) and (3.89), respectively).
1.2 Motivation and related work
The N -BBM and the results of this article are related to several other mathematical models, a
few of which we wish to outline in this section. We are not going to elaborate on the applications
to other sciences such as physics or biology, for which we refer to [15, 16] and the review articles
[49, 45].
Most importantly, the N -BBM is a prototype for noisy travelling waves of FKPP type, i.e.
travelling waves of the stochastic partial differential equation Btu “ B2xu`up1´uq`
a
u{N 9W , where
9W is space-time white noise. This equation is known as the FKPP equation with weak multiplicative
noise and is believed to share the same phenomenology as the N -BBM. The connection between
BBM without selection and the FKPP equation without noise is indeed well known, at least since
McKean’s work [41], and has had many fruitful applications, one of the most important being
Bramson’s study of the law of the right-most particle of BBM [12]. The relation between the N -
BBM and the noisy FKPP equation is less explicit, but there is an exact duality relation between this
equation and a system of branching and coalescing Brownian motions [48]. More generally, particle
systems governed by the FKPP equation in the large population limit can often be modelled by the
noisy FKPP equation, the parameter N having the meaning of an “effective population size” ([14],
[49, Chapter 7], [45]).
Another example of BBM with selection is BBM with absorption at a linear space-time barrier.
This process is well-studied [33, 44, 27, 22, 25, 7, 6] and is much more tractable than N -BBM due to
the greater independence between the particles and its connection with some differential equations
[44, 27, 39]. It has been known since Kesten [33] that this process dies out almost surely if and only
if the slope of the barrier is at least 1 (with our choice of parameters). Of particular importance
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to this article is the near-critical case, where the slope of the barrier is slightly smaller than one.
This case has been studied in detail in the literature [22, 25, 7, 6]. Our article draws a lot on these
results, especially on [7].
We finally mention the relation between the N -BBM or N -BRW and an instance of a Fleming–
Viot-type process: Let N particles perform independent continuous-time nearest-neighbour random
walks on the integers with drift towards the origin. Furthermore, as soon as a particle reaches the
origin, let it jump at random onto one of the other particles. This type of model was introduced in
order to yield a particle representation of quasi-stationary distributions [17], and it is indeed con-
jectured that the empirical distribution of this system under the stationary distribution converges,
as N goes to infinity, to the quasi-stationary distribution of the random walk (see e.g. [2, 3, 50] for
recent progress on this subject). The relation with N -BRW (with binary branching) is obvious.
1.3 Comparison of Theorem 1.1 with previous results and discussion
The quantitative study of N -BBM and similar models has started with the seminal article by Brunet
and Derrida [13]. There, the authors define a variant of the FKPP equation with “cutoff”, which
(heuristically) models the effects of an N -particle discretisation on the solutions to the FKPP
equation. In a later article with co-authors [15], they extended this model with random shifts,
supposed to model the fluctuations of theN -BBM. In terms of theN -BBM, this yielded the following
heuristic semi-deterministic description of the system:
1. Most of the time, the particles are in a meta-stable state. In this state, the cloud of particles
(also called the front) has a diameter of logN ` Op1q, its empirical density of particles seen
from the left-most is proportional to e´x sinppix{ logNq, and the system moves at a linear
speed vcutoff “ 1´pi2{p2 log2Nq. In particular, most of the particles are at Op1q distance from
the left-most particle. This is the description provided by the cutoff approximation from [13]
mentioned above.
2. This meta-stable state is perturbed from time to time by particles moving far to the right. Fix
a point in the bulk, for example the median or the barycentre, and say that a particle reaches
a point y if it moves to distance y of that fixed point. Playing with the initial conditions
of the FKPP equation with cutoff, the authors of [15] find that a particle moving up to
the point logN ` x causes, after a relaxation time of order log2N , a shift of the front by
∆ “ log
´
1 ` Cex
log3 N
¯
, for some constant C ą 0. In particular, in order to have an effect on
the position of the front, a particle has to reach a point near logN ` 3 log logN .
3. Assuming that such an event where a particle “escapes” to the point logN ` x happens
at rate proportional to e´x, one sees that the time it takes for a particle to come close to
logN ` 3 log logN (and thus causing shifts of the front) is of the order of log3N , which is
greater than the relaxation time.
4. With this information, the speed of the front is found to satisfy vN ´ vcutoff « pi2 3 log logNlog3 N and
the fluctuations are found to be given by the Le´vy process from Theorem 1.1.
As mentioned above, this description relies on the validity of the approximation of the N -BBM
by the FKPP equation with cutoff and certain additional random shifts. There have been several
attempts to render these results rigorous. Be´rard and Goue´re´ [5] prove that the speed1 of a general
N -BRW satisfies p1 ´ vN q{ log2N Ñ c for some explicit constant c. An important ingredient of
their proof is a certain coupling with BRW with absorption at a linear space-time barrier, studied
in [25]. The empirical distribution of N -BRW has been studied by Durrett and Remenik [23], who
1By speed we mean here the limit vN “ limtÑ8Xt{t, where Xt is the barycentre, say, at time t.
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show that if the empirical distribution of the initial particles converges to a deterministic limit,
then the evolution of the empirical distribution of the N -BRW converges to the solution of a free-
boundary partial integro-differential equation. Finally, Mueller, Mytnik and Quastel [42] study
the propagation speed of solutions to the noisy FKPP equation, which is heuristically related to
the N -BBM as mentioned in the last section. They show that this propagation speed satisfies
vN “ 1´ pi2{p2 log2Nq ` Oplog logN{ log3Nq (again with our choice of parameters), which partly
confirms the physicists’ predictions.
The present article is therefore to the knowledge of the author the first example of a rigorous
proof of the full statistics of N -BBM or of a related model. Naturally, Theorem 1.1 has some
important limitations. First, it only describes the model on time scales of order log3N . It is still
possible (but in our opinion unlikely), that on larger time scales other behaviour might be observed,
leading to a different speed or larger fluctuations. Second, the requirement on the initial condition in
Theorem 1.1 is very strong. The results should certainly hold for every initial condition (modulo an
additional random shift determined by the beginning of the process). However, we were not able to
show this; notably the study of the B5- and B7-BBM (see below) highly depends on the assumption
of independence of the initial particles. Third, the convergence in finite-dimensional distributions
in Theorem 1.1 is certainly not optimal; one could expect convergence in a suitable function space,
possibly w.r.t. Skorokhod’s M1-topology
2. Fourth, Theorem 1.1 does not say anything about the
stationary distribution of the N -BBM, seen from the left-most particle, say. It has been shown
by Durrett and Remenik [23] that this stationary distribution exists (even for general N -BRW),
but it is still unknown what it looks like and in particular, how it behaves in the large N limit.
By analogy with the N -particle Fleming–Viot process mentioned in the last section, we expect the
empirical measure to be deterministic under this limit, namely, the quasi-stationary distribution of
the underlying random walk with a certain drift towards the origin. Finally, we do not consider
the genealogy of the N -BBM in this article. By analogy with the results in [7], we expect it to
be governed in the large N limit by the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent (at the timescale log3N).
Unfortunately, our methods do not seem to be immediately applicable (see the end of Section 1.4
for details).
1.4 Overview of the proof
Our approach to the proof of Theorem 1.1 is inspired by the ideas of Berestycki, Berestycki and
Schweinsberg [7], who consider BBM with absorption at the origin and with near-critical drift ´µN .
They show that the evolution of the number of particles in this process converges on the log3N
time scale to Neveu’s continuous-state branching process3 and the genealogy of the system to the
Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent. We will briefly recall the basic ideas of their proof.
Their starting point is to introduce a second barrier at the point4 aN “ logN ` 3 log logN and
divide the particles at time t into two parts; on the one hand those that have stayed inside the interval
p0, aN q, on the other hand those that have hit the point aN before hitting 0. This corresponds
roughly to the division of the process into a deterministic and a stochastic part. Indeed, killing
the particles at aN prevents the number of particles from fluctuating too much and thus permits
to estimate the particle density via first and second moment calculations. For example, if at time
2One cannot expect convergence in “the” Skorokhod topology, also called the J1 topology, since the jumps of the
Le´vy process from Theorem 1.1 are no real jumps in the N -BBM, but rather gradual shifts in the position over the
time scale log2 N .
3A continuous-state branching process (CSBP) pZtqtě0 is a time-changed Le´vy process without negative jumps:
at time t, time is sped up by the factor Zt´. CSBPs are scaling limits of Galton–Watson processes and thus have an
inherent notion of genealogy. Neveu’s CSBP is the CSBP with Le´vy measure x´21pxą0q dx, whose genealogy is given
by the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent [8].
4They actually consider aN,A “ aN ´ A for some large positive constant A, which slowly goes to infinity with N .
This is an important detail, but we ignore it for the moment.
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0 we have N particles distributed according to the meta-stable density, then the variance of the
number of particles at time log3N is of order N2. The particles inside the interval p0, aN q therefore
behave almost deterministically at the time scale log3N . Moreover, the leading term in the Fourier
expansion of the transition density of Brownian motion [with drift ´µN and killed at the border
of the interval p0, aN q] is proportional to e´µNx sinppix{aN q, which explains the meta-stable density
predicted by the physicists. As for the particles that hit aN , the authors of [7] find that 1) the
number of descendants at a later time of such a particle is of the order of WN , where W is a
random variable with tail P pW ą xq „ 1{x, as x Ñ 8 and 2) the rate at which particles hit the
right barrier is of the order of log´3N . Putting the pieces together yields their result.
In the present article, we define an auxiliary process, the B-BBM (“B” stands for “barrier”),
which is a better approximation of the N -BBM than BBM with a linear barrier. The B-BBM is a
BBM with drift ´µN and absorption at a random barrier, the role of which is to keep the number of
particles roughly constant over a time scale of order log3N . This random barrier should therefore
be seen as the approximate position of the left-most particle in the N -BBM. Its shape is remarkably
simple: most of the time it is constant as in [7] and only when a particle reaches a point at distance
aN from the barrier and spawns a large number of particles, does the barrier receive an additional
random shift to the right. We call this event a breakout. The magnitude of the random shift is
approximately logp1` piW q, where W is the variable from the last paragraph. This turns out to be
the shift that is necessary to keep the number of particles roughly constant. The form of this shift
explains5 the Le´vy measure which appears in Theorem 1.1.
Summing up the above arguments: 1) According to [7], the population size in BBM with ab-
sorption at a linear barrier evolves at the time scale log3N like a CSBP with Le´vy measure x´2 dx.
2) In order to counteract an increase in the population by wN , we have to shift the barrier by
logp1 ` wq. 3) As a consequence, the new barrier evolves like a Le´vy process whose Le´vy measure
is the image of the measure x´2 dx by the map x ÞÑ logp1` xq.
We now describe how we use the results on the B-BBM in order to prove Theorem 1.1. Initially,
our plan was to couple the N -BBM and the B-BBM, i.e. construct them on the same probability
space. We would then assign a colour to each particle: blue to the particles which appear in the
N -BBM but not in the B-BBM, red to those that appear in the B-BBM but not in the N -BBM, and
white to the particles that appear in both processes. Our aim was then to show that the number
of blue and red particles was negligible after a time of order log3N . This, unfortunately, did not
work out, because we were not able to handle the intricate dependence between the red and blue
particles.
Instead, we couple the N -BBM with two different processes, the B5- and the B7-BBM, which
are variants of the B-BBM and which bound the position of the N -BBM in a certain sense from
below and above, respectively. The B5-BBM is defined as follows: Initially, all particles are coloured
white and evolve as in the B-BBM. A white particle is coloured red as soon as it has N or more
white particles to its right. Children inherit the colour of their parent. After a breakout and the
subsequent relaxation, all the red particles are killed immediately and the process restarts with
the remaining particles. It is intuitive that the collection of white particles then bounds the N -
BBM from below (in some sense), because we kill “more” particles than in the N -BBM. Indeed,
in Section 2.3, we show by a coupling method that the empirical measure of the white particles in
B5-BBM is stochastically dominated by the one of the N -BBM with respect to the usual stochastic
ordering of measures. The study of the B5-BBM therefore yields a lower bound in Theorem 1.1.
For an upper bound, we couple the N -BBM with another system, the B7-BBM. Again, we colour
all initial particles white and particles evolve as in B-BBM with the following change: Whenever
a white particle hits 0 and has less than N particles to its right, instead of killing it immediately,
5As mentioned in Footnote 4, we actually use aN,A instead of aN . The random shift is then approximately
logp1 ` pie´AW q, so that in the limit only the large values of W , and therefore only the asymptotic 1{x of its tail,
contributes.
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we colour it blue and let it survive for a time of order log2N . Since we kill “less” particles than in
the N -BBM, we can again show that empirical measure of the white and blue particles in B7-BBM
stochastically dominates the one of the N -BBM.
In the limit as N Ñ 8, the position of the rαN s-th particle from the right in both the B5- and
B7-BBM will then be shown to evolve according to the Le´vy process defined in the statement of
Theorem 1.1, which implies the theorem.
We note that although our technique of bounding the N -BBM from below and from above works
well for the position of the particles, it does not give us information about the genealogy; the reason
being that the coupling deforms the genealogical tree of the process. Thus, although it should not
be difficult to show that the genealogy of the B-BBM (and of the B5- and B7-BBM) converges to the
Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent we do not know at present how one could transfer this information
to the N -BBM.
1.5 Organisation of the article
Here is a brief description of the organisation of this article: Section 2 introduces the processes
used to approximate the N -BBM: the B-, B5- and B7-BBM. The main results about these processes
are stated and a proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming these results is given. Sections 3, 4 and 5 then
prove the results about the B-, B5- and B7-BBM, respectively. An appendix consisting of three
sections contains a mixture of known and new results on general branching Markov processes and
(branching) Brownian motion in an interval.
As a guide to the reader: Start with Section 2, maybe refreshing your knowledge about branching
processes (notably about stopping lines) by skimming through the relevant pages in Section A.
Then read Sections 3, 4 and 5, jumping to the appendix whenever it seems necessary. Note that in
general, results are presented as a series of lemmas, with the proofs usually immediately following
the statement. This is merely a means to ensure that one may quickly and easily locate a particular
result with its proof and should not encourage strictly linear reading. Sections 4 and 5 may be read
independently of each other, but they highly depend on Section 3.
1.6 Notation guide
This article is quite long and uses a wealth of different notation. Below is a list of recurrent symbols,
together with their meaning, often informal, and the section where they are defined. Note that in
the appendix, these symbols sometimes have a similar, but different meaning (e.g. Px in Section A
or Zt in Section C). Sections 4 and 5 each use special notation, not listed below, which only appears
in those sections. Following the list are some further remarks about notational conventions.
Symbol Meaning Sect.
pqpkqqkěN Reproduction law 1
m m “ řkpk ´ 1qqpkq 1
β Branching rate, β “ 1{p2mq 1
a Large parameter of B-BBM, particles hitting a have a chance
to break out, i.e. spawn a large number of descendants
2.1.1
A Large parameter of B-BBM, the number of particles is approx.
proportional to eA`a{a3. We first let a, then A go to infinity
2.1.1
µ µ “a1´ pi2{a2. In B-BBM: drift towards the origin 2.1.1
wZpxq wZpxq “ a sinppix{aqeµpx´aq1pxPr0,asq 2.1.1
wY pxq wY pxq “ eµpx´aq 2.1.1
Px,Ex,Pxf ,E
x
f Law of and expectation w.r.t. BBM with constant drift ´µ or
drift ´µ´ a´2f 1pt{a2q, started from x
2.1.1
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Ppx,tq, ¨ ¨ ¨ Same as above, but started at the space-time point px, tq 2.1.1
Pν , ¨ ¨ ¨ Same as above, but started from a collection of particles dis-
tributed according to a finite counting measure ν
2.1.1
Xuptq Position of the individual u at time t 2.1.1
op1q Non-random term that vanishes as A and a go to infinity 2.1.1
oap1q Non-random term that vanishes as a goes to infinity (and A
is fixed)
2.1.1
ε Small parameter of B-BBM, depends on A: e´A{6 ď ε ď A´17 2.1.1
η Small parameter of B-BBM, depends on A: η ď e´2A 2.1.1
y, ζ Large parameters of B-BBM depending on η and pqpkqqkPN 2.1.1
B Event of a breakout 2.1.2
pB Probability of a breakout: pB “ PapBq “ pεeAq´1ppi ` op1qq 2.1.2
A0ptq Particles at time t which have not yet hit the origin 2.1.3
“critical line” (w.r.t. t): the space-time line a´ y ` p1´ µqps´ tq 2.1.3
τlpuq Time at which the individual u hits a for the l-th time (and
returns to the critical line in between)
2.1.3
σlpuq First time after τl´1puq the individual u hits the critical line 2.1.3
R
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles hitting a before time t, Rt “Ť
lě0R
plq
t
2.1.3
S
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles descending from R
pl´1q
t at the
moment they hit the critical line
2.1.3
S pu,tq Stopping line of descendants of pu, tq hitting the critical line 2.1.3
Zpu,tq, Y pu,tq Sum of wZpxq, wY pxq over particles in S pu,tq 2.1.3
σ
pu,tq
max Maximum of s´ t for all pv, sq P S pu,tq 2.1.3
Bpu,tq Event of a breakout of the particle pu, tq P R8 2.1.3
T plq Time of first breakout of a tier l particle 2.1.3
U (the fugitive) The particle that breaks out first 2.1.3
T, Tn Time of the first/n-th breakout 2.1.4
T` T ` σpU ,T qmax 2.1.4
Θn Beginning of the pn ` 1q-th piece of B-BBM (i.e. time of the
n-th breakout plus relaxation time). Θ1 “ pT ` eAa2q _ T`
2.1.4
X
rns
t The position of the first n pieces of the barrier at time t (bar-
rier process)
2.1.4
Gn “Good” event related to the first n pieces of B-BBM 3rε rε “ ppipBeAq´1 “ pε{pi2qp1` op1qq. 3
N
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles at time t or at time σlpuq if
τl´1puq ď t ă σlpuq, Nt “ Ťlě0N plqt 3.1
Z
plq
t , Y
plq
t Sum of wZpxq, wY pxq over particles from N plqt 3.1
R
plq
t Number of tier l particles hitting a up to time t, R
plq
t “ #Rplqt 3.1
Zt, Yt, Rt Zt “ Zp0`qt , Yt “ Y p0`qt , Rt “ Rp0`qt 3.1xNt Restriction of Nt to particles unrelated to fugitive 3.1ĎNt Restriction of Nt to particles spawned by fugitive between
times σlpU q and τlpU q for some l ě 0
3.1
|Nt Restriction of Nt to particles spawned by fugitive between
times τlpU q and σl`1pU q for some l ě 0
3.1
N fugt Restriction of Nt to descendants of fugitive 3.1pZt, sZt, etc. Value of Zt restricted to particles from xNt, ĎNt, etc. 3.1
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T´ pT ´ eAa2q _ 0 3.1
∆ The total shift of the barrier after a breakout 3.1qZ∆ Contribution of check -particles to ∆ 3.1
Qa Pa conditioned not to break out 3.2
W A random variable with tail P pW ą xq „ 1{x 3.2pP, pE Law/expectation of BBM conditioned not to break out before
some fixed time
3.3
pPplq, pEplq Law/expectation of BBM conditioned not to break out form
a tier k ď l before some fixed time
3.3
Z
plq
H,t Sum of wZpxq over particles from S plqt 3.3
EU Functional bounding the contribution of the bar-particles 3.4
LU ,FU Random line related to the bar-particles and its sigma-field 3.4
L∆ Random line consisting of the particles contributing to ∆ 3.5
Z∆, Y∆ Sum of wZ and wY over particles from L∆ 3.5
F∆ A sigma-field that contains FL∆ 3.5
GU , Gfug, pG,qG,G∆, Gnbab Several good sets regarding B-BBM 3.5
N
plq
t prq N plqt prq “
ř
pu,sqPN plqt 1pXupsqěrq 4.2
Ntprq Number of particles to the right of r at time t (‰ N p0`qt prq !) 4.2
U The space of individuals A.1
A ptq Set of individuals alive at time t in a branching Markov process A.1
Ft σ-algebra with information up to time t A.2
FL σ-algebra with information up to the stopping line L A.2
LT Stopping line generated by a stopping time T A.2
θ, θ Functions related to Jacobi theta functions B.1
W x Law of Brownian motion started at x B.1
pat px, yq Transition density of Brownian motion killed outside r0, as B.1
Et Error term decaying like e
´p3{2qpi2t as tÑ8 B.1
Iap¨, ¨q, Jap¨, ¨q Integrals related to Brownian motion killed outside r0, as B.1
W xtaboo,W
x,t,y
taboo Law of Brownian taboo process and its bridge B.2
The complement of an event G is denoted by Gc. N and N˚ are the sets of natural numbers
including and excluding 0, respectively. R is the set of real numbers, R` “ r0,8q. a^b denotes the
minimum of a and b. This relation is defined between real numbers, but also between individuals of
the branching Brownian motion and between (stopping) lines, where it has an analogous meaning
(see Section A). The maximum of two numbers a and b is denoted by a_ b.
The symbols C and C 1 stand for a positive constant, which may only depend on the reproduction
law q and the value of which may change from line to line. Furthermore, if X is any mathematical
expression, then the symbol OpXq stands for a possibly random term whose absolute value is
bounded by C|X|.
2 The approximating processes: B-, B5- and B7-BBM
In this section, we define the three processes which will be used to approximate the N -BBM. They
are called the B-, B5- and B7-BBM. We also state the main results about these processes (deferring
the proofs) and prove Theorem 1.1 assuming these results.
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2.1 B-BBM: definition and statement of results
The definition builds upon the ideas of [7] presented in the introduction. The basic idea is to
approximate the N -BBM by a BBM with absorption at a random barrier, which is chosen in such
a way that it keeps the number of particles almost constant. We call the resulting system the “B-
BBM” (B stands for “barrier”). It will serve as a blueprint for the B5-BBM and the B7-BBM defined
in 2.2, both of which are used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
In defining the random barrier of the B-BBM, we tried to depart as little as possible from the
linear barrier. That this has been possible is due to the fact that the N -BBM behaves most of the
time almost deterministically, advancing with linear speed. In this phase, the approximation with
the BBM with absorbing linear barrier can be established even on a rigorous level, as shown later
in this article. This approximation breaks down however, as soon as a particle goes far to the right
and spawns a large number of descendants (of the order of N), which causes a jump to the right
of the cloud of particles. Consequently, a first step in the definition of a barrier is to determine
exactly when such events occur. This will be done through the definition of a breakout, an event
where one particle – the fugitive – reaches a point sufficiently far to the right and then spawns a
large number of descendants. Only when such a breakout occurs do we shift the barrier to the right
(see Figure 1). After relaxation, the process starts anew. Defining this process precisely requires a
certain number of definitions which we introduce now.
a0
T
T`
Θ1
t “ 0
— a3
— 1
— a2
∆
breakout!
Figure 1: A caricatural graphical description of the B-BBM. The fugitive and its descendants are drawn with
thick lines, the other particles with thin lines. A breakout happens at time T and the barrier is moved from
the time T` on. The process starts afresh at time Θ1. Note that technically we increase the drift to the
left instead of moving the barrier. The three important time scales (1, a2 and a3) are shown as well. The
quantities T, T`,Θ1 and a are defined below. Note that a — logN .
2.1.1 The parameters and basic definitions
As in the introduction, we fix a reproduction law pqpkqqkě0 with m2 “ ř kpk´ 1qqpkq ă 8 and set
m “ řpk ´ 1qqpkq and β “ 1{p2mq. We further introduce several parameters which will be used
during the rest of the paper. The two most important parameters are a and A, which are both large
positive constants. As indicated in the introduction, the parameter a is the width of an interval
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the particles stay in most of the time. The parameter A has a more subtle meaning: it controls the
number of particles of the system and with it the intensity at which particles hit the right border of
the interval. Below, we will indeed choose the initial conditions such that the number of particles
is approximately 2pieA`a{a3. We set
µ “
c
1´ pi
2
a2
, (2.1)
so that the following estimate holds:
0 ď 1´ µ ď pi
2
2µa2
. (2.2)
The following functions are used throughout the article:
wZpxq “ aeµpx´aq sinppix{aq1pxPr0,asq, wY pxq “ eµpx´aq. (2.3)
Note that wZpxq ď C and wY pxq ď 1 for all x P r0, as.
Let f : R` Ñ R be continuous with fp0q “ 0. During the whole article, except in the appendix,
we denote by Pxf the law of the branching Markov process where particles move according to the law
of pXt´µt´fpt{a2qqtě0 for a standard Brownian motion pXtqtě0 and reproduce at rate β according
to the law pqpkqqkě0, starting from a single particle at x P R. A detailed definition of branching
Markov processes and the space of marked trees they live in is given in Section A.1. We also denote
by P
px,tq
f and P
ν
f the corresponding laws starting from a single particle at the space-time pointpx, tq or from a collection of particles given by a counting measure ν, respectively. Expectation with
respect to these laws will be denoted by Exf , E
px,tq
f and E
ν
f , respectively. Most of the time, we will
use these notations with f ” 0, in which case we omit the subscript.
When we study the system for large A and a, we first let a go to infinity, then A. Thus, the
statement “For large A and a we have. . . ” means: “There exist A0 and a function a0pAq, both
depending on the reproduction law q only, such that for A ě A0 and a ě a0pAq we have. . . ”.
Likewise, the statement “As A and a go to infinity. . . ” means “For all A there exists a0pAq,
depending on the reproduction law q only, such that as A goes to infinity and a ě a0pAq. . . ”.
These phrases will become so common that in Sections 3 to 5 they will often be used implicitly,
although they will always be explicitly stated in the theorems, propositions, lemmas etc. We further
introduce the symbols op1q and oap1q, which stand for a (non-random) term that only depends on
the reproduction law q and the parameters A, a, ε, η, y and ζ (defined below) and which goes to 0
as A and a go to infinity (op1q), or as a goes to infinity and A is fixed (oap1q).
The remaining parameters we introduce all depend on A, but not on a. First of all, there is
the small parameter ε, which controls the intensity of the breakouts. The mean time between two
breakouts will in fact be approximately proportional to εa3. We expect that one could choose ε
such that e´A{2 ! ε ! A´1, but for technical reasons we will require that
ε ď A´17, and (2.4)
ε ě e´A{6. (2.5)
Another protagonist is η, which we choose depending on ε and A and which will be used to bound
the probability of very improbable events, as well as some errors. We require that
η ď e´2A, (2.6)
which, by (2.5), implies
η ď ε12. (2.7)
The last parameters are y and ζ, which only depend on η and on the reproduction law, and are
always supposed to be as large as necessary (it will be enough to assume that y ě η´1 and that
y and ζ are chosen in such a way that Lemma 3.3 holds). Note that the parameters η, y and ζ
appeared already in [7] and had the same meaning there.
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2.1.2 The breakout
Now suppose we start with a single particle at the point a. Let S be the stopping line (see
Section A.2) consisting of the particles stopped at the space-time line a´y`p1´µqt, i.e., S “ LH ,
where HpXq “ inftt : Xt “ a ´ y ` p1 ´ µqtu for a path X “ pXtqtě0 starting at Xp0q “ a. It
is well-known that #S ă 8, Pa-almost surely [33]. Recalling that Xuptq denotes the position
at time t of the individual u, we define Z “ řpu,tqPS wZpXuptqq, Y “ řpu,tqPS wY pXuptqq and
Wy “ ye´y#S . As in [7], the quantity Z is used to estimate the number of particles after a
relaxation time of order a2 and the quantity Y is used to bound error terms. Furthermore, define
σmax “ maxtt : pu, tq P S u.
The event of a breakout is now defined by
B “ tZ ą εeAu Y tσmax ą ζu. (2.8)
Inclusion of the event tσmax ą ζu is for technical reasons. We also set pB “ PapBq.
2.1.3 The tiers
Having defined the event of a breakout, we would now like to define the (random) time of the first
breakout. This leads to the question of how to handle the particles which hit the right barrier but
do not cause a breakout. It will turn out that these particles have a non-negligible contribution,
so that we cannot simply ignore them. Instead, we classify the particles into tiers. Particles that
have never hit the point a form the particles of tier 0. As soon as a particle hits a (at time τ , say)
it advances to tier 1. Its descendants then belong to tier 1 as well, but whenever a descendant hits
a and has an ancestor which has hit the space-time line (the “critical line”) a´ y ` p1´ µqpt´ τq
after time τ , it advances to tier 2 and so on. Whenever a particle advances to the next tier, it has
a chance to break out.
a
y
τ0puq
σ1puq
τ1puq
σ2puq
Figure 2: A graphical view of the tiers. The trajectory of one particle u and its ancestors is singled out
(thick lines) and the times τlpuq and σlpuq are shown. The tier 0 trajectories are drawn with straight lines,
the tier 1 trajectories with dashed and the tier 2 trajectories with dotted lines.
We now define a set of stopping lines which implement this “tier structure”. As introduced in
Section A.1, U denotes the space of individuals and A ptq Ă U the set of individuals alive at time t.
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We define the subset of particles which have not yet hit the origin:
A0ptq “ tu P A ptq : H0pXuq ą tu,
where H0 is the hitting time functional of 0. For each u P U , we now define two sequences of random
times pτlpuqqlě´1 and pσlpuqqlě0 by τ´1puq “ 0, σ0puq “ 0 and for l ě 0:
τlpuq “ inftt ě σlpuq : Xuptq “ au,
σl`1puq “ inftt ě τlpuq : Xuptq “ a´ y ` p1´ µqpt´ τlpuqqu,
where we set infH “ 8. See Figure 2 for a graphical description. We then define for t P R`Yt8u
the stopping lines
R
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆR` : u P A0psq and s “ τlpuq ď tu, l ě ´1,
S
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆR` : u P A0psq and s “ σlpuq and τl´1puq ď tu, l ě 0,
and set R8{Rt{S8{St “ Ťlě0Rplq8 {Rplqt {S plq8 {S plqt . That means, Rplq8 contains the particles which
advance from tier l to tier l ` 1 at the moment they hit the right barrier (for l ě 0) and S plq8
contains the particles of tier l at the moment at which they come back to the critical line. Note
that R
pl´1q
t ĺ S
plq
t ĺ R
plq
t for every l ě 0 and t ě 0 (the relation “ĺ” for stopping lines is defined
in Section A.2).
Since every pair pu, tq P R8 represents a particle located at a and having a chance to break
out, we denote by S pu,tq, σpu,tqmax , Bpu,tq, Zpu,tq, Y pu,tq and W pu,tqy the corresponding objects from
Section 2.1.2 (with σ
pu,tq
max “ maxts´ t : pu, sq P S pu,tqu).
We can now define the time of the first breakout. For l P N, define the stopping times
T plq “ inf
!
t ě 0 :
ÿ
pu,sqPRplqt
1Bpu,sq “ 1
)
, T “ min
jě0 T
pjq, T p0;lq “ min
0ďjďl T
pjq.
Then, T is the time of the first breakout and T plq is the time of the first breakout of a particle from
tier l. We denote by U the individual that causes the first breakout, i.e. the almost surely unique
individual s.t. pU , T q P R8. This individual is called the fugitive.
Remark 2.1. Note that all of these definitions also make sense for BBM with varying drift given by
a continuous function f as described in Section 2.1.1. However, in this case we change the definition
of the critical line to be the line a´y`p1´µqpt´ τq´pfpt{a2q´fpτ{a2qq. The number of particles
absorbed at this line, starting with a single particle at the space-time point pa, τq, then has the
same law for every f .
2.1.4 B-BBM: definition
We call a function f : R` Ñ R a barrier function if it is continuous, fp0q “ 0, fptq ´ fpsq ě ´1
for all s ă t and the left-derivative f 1 exists everywhere and is of bounded variation. For such a
function, we define
}f} “ max
!
}f}8, }f 1}8,
ż 8
0
rf 1psqs2 ds,
ż 8
0
|df 1psq|
)
, (2.9)
where } ¨ }8 is the usual supremum norm.
We are almost ready to define the B-BBM, we only need two more ingredients. The first is a
family pfxqxPR of functions fx P C 2pR,Rq, measurable in x, such that,
1. For all x P R, fxptq “ 0 for t ď 0 and limtÑ8 fxptq “ x.
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2. For all x P R and t ě 1, |fxptq ´ x| ď C|x|{t.
3. The function x ÞÑ }fx} is uniformly bounded on compact sets.
4. For all x ě ´1, fxptq ´ fxpsq ě ´1 for all 0 ď s ď t.
For all x ě ´1, the function fx is then a barrier function. The family pfxqxPR will determine the
shape of the random barrier in the B-BBM after a breakout. As an example of a family of functions
with the above properties, consider the following one (θptq is defined in (B.4)):
fxptq “ log
`
1` pex ´ 1qθptq˘ for t ě 0, fxptq “ 0 for t ă 0. (2.10)
As will be seen later, with this choice the number of particles in the B-BBM stays roughly constant
over time. It is therefore used for the B5- and B7-BBM below.
The second ingredient is a (possibly random) finite counting measure ν0 “ νA,a0 for every A
and a, which represents the initial configuration of particles. Apart from the fact that we require
supp ν0 Ă r0, as almost surely, this measure is arbitrary for now, but later we will choose it in such
a way that Z 10 « eA, where
Z 1t “
ÿ
uPA0ptq
wZpXuptqq.
with wZ from (2.3). Z
1
t is an important quantity, which measures for example the number of particles
at a future time t` t1 with a2 ! t1 ! a3 (see Section C.3), or the number of particles which hit the
right barrier between t and a future time t` t2 with t2 ! a3 (see Section C.4).
The B-BBM is now formally a branching Markov process with reproduction law pqpkqqkě0,
branching rate β, initial configuration of particles ν0 and where particles move according to Brownian
motion with a random, time-dependent drift ´µt (defined below) and are absorbed (i.e. killed) at
the origin. We will denote its law (on the space of marked trees from Section A.1) by PB and
expectation w.r.t. this law by EB. It remains to define µt; for this we define for each n P N a
stopping time Θn, with 0 “ Θ0 ď Θ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ , and for each n P N˚ a process pXrnst qtPrΘn´1,Θns, such
that µt “ µ` pd{dtqXrnst for each t P rΘn´1,Θns. Θn and Xrns are defined as follows:
1. Initially, the drift is constant, i.e. µt “ µ, until the time T of the first breakout. We set
accordingly X
r1s
t “ 0 for t P r0, T s.
2. After the breakout, we modify the drift: Define the stopping times T` “ T ` σpU ,T qmax and
Θ1 “ pT ` eAa2q _ T`. We then set
X
r1s
t “ Xr1sΘ0 ` f∆
´ t´ T`
a2
¯
and µt “ µ` d
dt
X
r1s
t , t P rΘ0,Θ1s.
(In particular, X
r1s
t “ 0 for t P r0, T`s). Here, ∆ is an FT`-measurable random variable
whose exact definition will be provided later in (3.4). Morally, we have ∆ « logpe´AZ 1T`q, so
that Z 1Θn « eA w.h.p., as we will see later.
3. Having defined T1 “ T , T`1 “ T`, Θ1 and Xr1s, we define T2, T`2 , Θ2 and Xr2s by repeating
the above steps, but starting at time Θ1 and with X
r2s
Θ1
“ Xr1sΘ1 .
We construct the barrier process pXr8st qtě0 by Xr8st “ Xrnst , if t P rΘn´1,Θns.
Remark 2.2. One might remark that for the definition of the B-BBM, instead of introducing the
law PB, we could have stuck with the law P and instead introduced new random variables. For
example, we could have defined XBu ptq “ Xuptq ´ Xr8st as well as variants of all other random
variables (for example of the random times τnpuq and σnpuq) referring to XBu ptq instead of Xuptq.
However, since below we define two more processes, the B5- and the B7-BBM, we would have had
to do the same for these, leading to a zoo of different random variables. Introducing new laws is
more economical in terms of notation.
Finally, since the law of the process until time T` is the same under PB and P, we can and will
often use P instead of PB when considering the process up to this time.
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2.1.5 B-BBM: results
Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 below are our main results on the B-BBM. Note that these results
are not used directly in the proof of Theorem 1.1, their proofs rather serve as blueprints for the
proof of the corresponding result for the B5-BBM and B7-BBM (Theorem 2.5).
Define the predicate
(HK) ν0 is obtained from t2pieAa´3eµau particles distributed independently according to the
density proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq.
Furthermore, if for some n ą 0, ptA,aj qnj“1 P Rn` for all A and a, then define the predicate
(Ht) There exists 0 ď t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn, such that for all j P t1, . . . , nu, tA,aj Ñ tj as A and a go
to infinity, with tA,a1 ” 0 if t1 “ 0.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (HK). Let n ě 1 and ptA,aj qnj“1 P Rn` such that (Ht) is verified. Define the
process
pXtqtě0 “ pXr8sa3t ´ pi2Atqtě0.
Then, as A and a go to infinity, under PB, the law of the vector pX
tA,aj
qnj“1 converges to the
law of pLtj qnj“1, where pLtqtě0 is the Le´vy process from Theorem 1.1 but with the constant c “
pi2pc3.8 ` c3.89 ´ log piq.
A stronger convergence than convergence in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions is con-
vergence in law with respect to Skorokhod’s (J1-)topology (see [24, Chapter 3]). The convergence
in Theorem 2.3 does not hold in this stronger sense, because the barrier is continuous but the Le´vy
process is not and the set of continuous functions is closed in Skorokhod’s J1-topology. However, if
we create artificial jumps, we can rectify this:
Theorem 2.4. Suppose (HK). Define Jt “ Xr8sΘn , if t P rΘn,Θn`1q, for n P N. Then as A and a
go to infinity, under PB, the process pX 1tqtě0 “ pJa3t ´ pi2Atqtě0 converges in law with respect to
Skorokhod’s topology to the Le´vy process defined in the statement of Theorem 2.3.
It will be technically convenient to prove Theorem 2.4 first, because working in Skorokhod’s
topology makes time changes easier to handle. Theorem 2.3 then follows almost immediately. We
also remark that the assumption (HK) in the above theorems can be considerably weakened, in fact,
the assumptions from Proposition 3.1 below would be enough.
2.2 B5-BBM and B7-BBM: definition and statement of results
In this section, we introduce the two auxiliary processes B5- and B7-BBM, which will bound the
N -BBM from below and from above, respectively. During the whole section, we fix δ P p0, 1{100q.
In the definition of the phrase “as A and a go to infinity”, (see Section 2.1.1), A0 and the function
a0pAq may now also depend on δ.
2.2.1 B5-BBM: definition
Define N 5 “ t2pieA`δa´3eµau. The B5-BBM is defined as follows: Given a possibly random initial
configuration ν0 of particles in p0, aq, we let particles evolve according to B-BBM with the family
of barrier functions given by (2.10). In addition, we colour the particles white and red as follows:
Initially, all particles are coloured white. As soon as a white particle has N 5 or more white particles
to its right, it is coloured red6. Children inherit the colour of their parent. At each time Θn, n ě 1,
6This can be ambiguous if there are more than one of the particles at the same position, for example when the
left-most particle branches. In order to eliminate this ambiguity, induce for every t ě 0 a total order on the particles
in A ptq by u ă v iff Xuptq ă Xvptq or Xuptq “ Xvptq and u precedes v in the lexicographical order on U . Whenever
there are more than N 5 white particles, we then colour the particles in this order, which is well defined.
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Figure 3: Left: The B5-BBM with N 5 “ 6 (no breakout is shown). White and red particles are drawn with
solid and dotted lines, respectively. A blob indicates that a white particle is coloured red, the circles show
the six white particles living at that time (thick circles correspond to two particles at the same position).
Right: The B7-BBM with N 7 “ 3 (no breakout is shown). White and blue particles are drawn with solid and
dotted lines, respectively. A blob indicates that a white particles is coloured blue. A cross indicates that a
blue particle is killed. rK is a large constant.
all the red particles are killed immediately and the process goes on with the remaining particles.
We denote the empirical measure of the white particles at time t by ν5t . The law of the process is
denoted by P5, expectation w.r.t. this law by E5. See Figure 3 for a graphical description.
2.2.2 B7-BBM: definition
Define now N 7 “ t2pieA´δa´3eµau. Further, define K to be the smallest number, such that K ě 1
and EK ď δ{10, where Et is defined in (B.9). The B7-BBM is defined as follows: Given a possibly
random initial configuration ν0 of particles in p0, aq, we let particles evolve according to B-BBM
with barrier function given by (2.10) and with the following changes: Define tn “ npK ` 3qa2
and In “ rtn, tn`1q. Colour all initial particles white. When a white particle hits 0 during the
time interval In and has at least N
7 particles to its right, it is killed immediately. If less than N 7
particles are to its right, it is coloured blue and survives until the time tn`2 ^ Θ1, where all of its
descendants to the left of 0 are killed and the remaining survive and are coloured white again. At
the time Θ1, the process starts afresh. We denote the empirical measure of all particles (white and
blue) at time t by ν7t . The law of the process is denoted by P7, expectation w.r.t. this law by E7.
See Figure 3 for a graphical description.
2.2.3 Results
Theorem 2.5. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 still hold for the B5- and B7-BBM.
Recall the definitions of quNα (Eq. (1.1)), xα (Theorem 1.1) and (Ht) (Section 2.1.5).
Proposition 2.6. Suppose (HK) and let ptA,aj q satisfy (Ht). Let α P p0, e´2δq. For large A and a,
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1. P5p@j : quN5α pν5a3tA,aj q ě xαe2δq Ñ 1, and
2. P7p@j : quN7α pν7a3tA,aj q ď xαe´2δq Ñ 1.
Lemma 2.7. Define a variant called C7-BBM of the B7-BBM by killing blue particles only if there
are at least N 7 particles to their right. Then the parts of Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 concerning
the B7-BBM hold for the C7-BBM as well.
Remark 2.8. The definitions of the B5- and B7-BBM are quite natural, except for the choice of the
length of the intervals during which the blue particles do not feel any selection in B7-BBM. There is
actually not much choice for the length of this interval: If we increase its length, the blue particles
would spawn too many descendants. On the other hand, if we decreased the length of the intervals
In, then the errors due to the application of Lemma C.7 (namely, due to the appearance of the wY
term in that lemma) would blow up.
We remark that for deriving the above results on B5- and B7-BBM, Lemma C.7 and the other
results from Section C.3 play a pivotal role in several places, in particular in order to bound the
number of white particles in B5- and B7-BBM that get coloured red or blue. In deriving Lemma C.7,
we were actually quite lucky: Its bound is exactly the one that is needed for all errors to be negligible
(as seen for example in the case of the B7-BBM explained above). Note that the corresponding result
in [7] (Proposition 14) would not yield good enough bounds for t — log2N , neither can its proof be
optimised to yield these bounds.
Finally, we remark that assumption (HK) is really necessary for the proof of the above results,
weakening it considerably seems to be difficult.
2.3 A monotone coupling between N-BBM and more general particle systems
In this section, we establish a monotone coupling between the N -BBM and a class of slightly more
general BBM with selection which includes the B5-BBM and C7-BBM.
A selection mechanism for branching Brownian motion is by definition a stopping line L , which
has the interpretation that if pu, tq P L , we think of u being killed at time t. The set of particles
in the system at time t then consists of all the particles u P A ptq which do not have an ancestor
which has been killed at a time s ď t, i.e. all the particles u P A ptq with L ł pu, tq.
Now suppose we have two systems of BBM with selection, the N`-BBM and the N´-BBM,
whose selection mechanisms satisfy the following rules.
1. Only left-most particles are killed, i.e. if pu, tq P L , then Xuptq ď Xvptq for all v P A ptq with
L ł pv, tq.
2. N`-BBM: Whenever a particle gets killed, there are at least N particles to its right (but
not necessarily all the particles which have N particles to their right get killed). N´-BBM:
Whenever at least N particles are to the right of a particle, it gets killed (but possibly more
particles get killed).
Note that the N -BBM is both an N`-BBM and an N´-BBM.
Let νt` , νt´ and ν
N
t be the empirical measures of the particles at time t in N
`-BBM, N´-BBM
and N -BBM, respectively. On the space of finite counting measures on R we denote by ĺ the
usual stochastic ordering: For two counting measures ν1 and ν2, we write ν1 ĺ ν2 if and only
if ν1prx,8qq ď ν2prx,8qq for every x P R. If x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , ym denote the atoms (with
multiplicity) of ν1 and ν2 respectively, then this is equivalent to the existence of an injective map
φ : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . ,mu with xi ď yφpiq for all i P t1, . . . , nu. Furthermore, for two families
of counting measures pν1ptqqtě0 and pν2ptqqtě0, we write pν1ptqqtě0 ĺ pν2ptqqtě0 if ν1ptq ĺ ν2ptq for
every t ě 0. If pν1ptqqtě0 and pν2ptqqtě0 are random, then we write pν1ptqqtě0 stĺ pν2ptqqtě0 if there
exists a coupling between the two (i.e. a realisation of both on the same probability space), such
that pν1ptqqtě0 ĺ pν2ptqqtě0.
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Lemma 2.9. Suppose that ν´0
st
ĺ νN0
st
ĺ ν`0 . Then pνt´ qtě0
st
ĺ pνNt qtě0
st
ĺ pνt` qtě0.
Proof. We only prove the second inequality νNt
st
ĺ νt` in detail, the proof of the first one is sketched
at the end of the proof. Coupling νN0 and ν
`
0 and conditioning on F0, it is enough to show it
for deterministic νN0 and ν
`
0 . Let n
` “ ν`0 pRq and let Π “ pΠp1q,Πp2q, . . . ,Πpn`qq be a forest of
independent BBM trees with the atoms of ν`0 as initial positions. We denote by A Πptq the set
of individuals alive7 at time t and by XΠu ptq the position of an individual u P A Πptq. Denote by
A `ptq Ă A Πptq the subset of individuals which form the N`-BBM (i.e. those which have not been
killed by the selection mechanism of the N`-BBM). We set νt` “
ř
uPA `ptq δXΠu ptq.
From the forest Π we will construct a family of forests
´
Ξt “ pΞp1qt , . . . ,ΞpNqt q
¯
tě0
(not necessarily
comprised of independent BBM trees), such that
1. if t1 ď t2, then the forests Ξt1 and Ξt2 agree on the time interval r0, t1s,
2. the initial positions in the forest Ξ0 are the atoms of ν
N
0 ,
3. for every t ě 0, the N -BBM, regarded as a measure-valued process, is embedded in Ξt up
to the time t, in the sense that for every s P r0, ts, if A Ξpsq denotes the set of individuals8
from Ξt alive at time s and X
Ξ
u psq the position of the individual u P A Ξpsq, then there is a
subset A N psq Ă A Ξpsq such that pνNs q0ďsďt “
`ř
uPA N psq δXΞu psq
˘
0ďsďt is equal in law to the
empirical measure of N -BBM run until time t,
4. for every t ě 0, there exists a (random) injective map φt : A N ptq Ñ A `ptq, such that
XΞu ptq ď XΠφtpuqptq for every u P A N ptq.
We will say that the individuals u and φtpuq are connected. If at a time t an individual v P A `ptq
is not connected to another individual (i.e. v R φtpA N ptqq), we say that v is free.
The construction of the coupling goes as follows: Since νN0 ĺ ν
`
0 , we can construct Ξ0, A
N p0q
and φ0, such that for every u P A N p0q we have XΞu p0q ď XΠφ0puqp0q and the trees Ξ
puq
0 and Π
pφ0puqq
are the same up to translation. We now construct the forests pΞtqtě0 along with a sequence of
random times ptnqně0 recursively as follows: Set t0 “ 0. For a BBM forest Σ and an individual u in
the forest alive at some time t, denote by Σpu,tq the subtree rooted at u and t, i.e., for an individual
uw alive at some time t` s, s ě 0, we have XΣpu,tqw psq “ XΣuwpt` sq. Let n P N and suppose that
a) Ξt and φt have been defined for all t ď tn and satisfy the above-mentioned points 1.-4. up to
the time tn,
b) for each u P A N ptnq, the subtrees Ξpu,tnqtn and Πpφtn puq,tnq are the same, up to translation.
Note that this is the case for n “ 0. We then define tn`1 to be the first time after tn at which either
i) a particle of the N -BBM branches, or
ii) the left-most particle of the N`-BBM dies without a particle of the N -BBM branching.
Between tn and tn`1, we simply set Ξt “ Ξtn and φt “ φtn for all t P rtn, tn`1q. The above-mentioned
points 1.-4. are then still satisfied for t ă tn`1, because by hypothesis b), connected particles move
and branch together. At the time tn`1 however, we may need to “rewire” particles. We show that it
is always possible to do this in such a way that the above conditions on the family Ξt are satisfied.
Figure 4 is a graphical description of the key step.
We distinguish between the two cases above, starting with the second:
Case ii): The left-most particle w1 of the N`-BBM gets killed without a particle of the N -BBM
branching. If w1 is free, nothing has to be done, i.e. we set Ξtn`1 “ Ξtn and φtn`1 “ φtn . Suppose
therefore that w1 is connected to a particle w of the N -BBM. Then, since there are at most N ´ 1
remaining particles in the N -BBM and there are at least N particles to the right of w1 in the N`-
BBM (otherwise it would not have been killed), at least one of those particles is free. Denote this
particle by v1. We then “rewire” the particle w to v1 by setting φtn`1pwq :“ v1 and define Ξtn`1 by
7The term “alive” has the same meaning here as in Section A.1, i.e. it includes the “killed” particles.
8Note that this does not depend on t.
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N -BBM
N`-BBM
w1
w
v1
Figure 4: The connection between the particles w of the N -BBM and w1 of the N`-BBM breaks. By
definition of the N`-BBM, there exists a free particle v1 to the right of w1 and w is rewired to that particle.
replacing the subtree Ξ
pw,tn`1q
tn in Ξtn by Π
pv1,tn`1q, properly translated. Note that we then have
XΠφtn`1 pwqptn`1q “ X
Π
v1ptn`1´q ě XΠw1ptn`1´q ě XΞwptn`1´q,
where the first inequality follows from the fact that w1 is the left-most individual in N`-BBM at
time tn`1 and the second inequality holds by the induction hypothesis.
If more than one particle of the N`-BBM gets killed at time tn`1, we repeat the above procedure
for every particle, starting from the left-most.
Case i): A particle u of the N -BBM branches at time tn`1. By the hypothesis b), the particle
φtnpuq then branches as well into the same number of children. We then define φtnpukq “ φtnpuqk
for each k P t1, . . . , kuu (recall that ku denotes the number of children of u), i.e. we connect each
child of u to the corresponding child of φtnpuq. Now first define φ1tn`1 to be the restriction of φtn to
the surviving particles, i.e. to A N ptn`1q. Then continue as in Case i), i.e. for each particle w1 of the
N`-BBM which gets killed and which is connected through φ1tn`1 to a particle w of the N -BBM,
rewire w to a free particle v1. In the end, we get φtn`1 .
This procedure gives a recursive definition of pΞtqtě0, pφtqtě0 and the sequence ptnqně0. Note
that each time we rewire a particle, we rewire it to a particle whose subtree is independent of the
others by the strong branching property, whence the particles from A N ptq and A `ptq still follow
the law of N -BBM and N`-BBM, respectively. Furthermore, we have for every realisation (hence,
almost surely): νNt ĺ νt` for every t ě 0. This finishes the proof of the second inequality.
The first inequality is proven very similarly. Here, one defines for every t ě 0 a random injective
map φt : A ´ptq Ñ A N ptq, such that XΠu ptq ď XΞφtpuqptq for every u P A N ptq. This connects each
particle from the N´-BBM to a particle from the N -BBM, at each time t. Each time a connection
breaks because of particle from the N -BBM being killed, we then rewire the corresponding particle
from the N´-BBM, similarly as above. The fact that in the N´-BBM the number of particles is
always at most N ensures that there always exists a particle to rewire to. We omit the details.
2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming the results from Sections 2.1 and 2.2
Recall the definitions from the introduction, in particular, let N P N be large and set aN “
logN ` 3 log logN and µN “
b
1´ pi2{a2N . Let pνNt qtě0 be the empirical measure process of N -
BBM starting from N particles independently distributed according to the density proportional
to sinppix{aN qe´x1pxPp0,aN qq. We wish to show that for every α P p0, 1q, the finite-dimensional
distributions of the process pMNα pt log3Nqqtě0 (defined in the introduction) converge weakly as
N Ñ 8 to those of the Le´vy process pLtqtě0 stated in Theorem 1.1 starting from xα. We will do
this by proving separately a lower and an upper bound and show that in the limit these bounds
coincide and equal the Le´vy process pLtqtě0.
Lower bound. Fix α P p0, 1q and δ ą 0. We assume that δ is small enough such that α ă e´2δ.
We let N and in parallel A and a go to infinity (in the meaning of Section 2.1.1) in such a way that
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N “ N 5 “ 2pieA`δa´3eµa, where µ is defined in (2.1). Since µ “ 1`Op1{a2q for large a, this gives,
logN “ a´ 3 log a`A` δ ` logp2piq ` op1q “ p1` op1qqa.
This gives log logN “ log a` op1q and thus,
a “ aN ´ pA` δ ` logp2piq ` op1qq. (2.11)
Write ε “ aN ´ a. Then
1
a2
“ 1
a2N
1
p1´ ε{aN q2 “
1
a2N
ˆ
1` 2ε
aN
`Oppε{aN q2q
˙
,
so that
µ “
c
1´ pi
2
a2
“ 1´ pi
2
2a2
`Op1{a4q
“ 1´ pi
2
2a2N
` pi
2ε
a3N
`Op1{a4 ` ε2{a4N q.
With µN “
b
1´ pi2{a2N “ 1´ pi2{p2a2N q `Op1{a4N q and 1{a3N “ 1{a3 `Opε{a4q we get,
µ “ µN ` pi
2
a3
pA` δ ` logp2piq ` op1qq. (2.12)
Let pν5t qtě0 be the empirical measure process of B5-BBM starting from the initial configuration
(HK), i.e. ν50 is obtained from te´δN u particles distributed independently according to the density
proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq. We claim that one can couple ν50 and νN0 such that ν50
st
ĺ νN0
with high probability for large N (in the sense of Section 2.3). Indeed, write
ϕpxq “ cϕ sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq, ϕN pxq “ cN sinppix{aN qe´x1p0,aN qpxq,
where cϕ and cN are such that the functions are probability densities. Expanding the sine functions
at 0 and using the fact that a{aN Ñ 1 and µ Ñ 1, we get cϕ{cN Ñ 1 as N Ñ 8. We now apply
the inequality b sinppix{bq ď c sinppix{cq, b ď c, 0 ď x ď b with b “ a and c “ aN , to get for large N ,
for every δ1 P p0, δq,
e´δ1ϕpxq ď e´δ1cϕaN
a
sinppix{aN qe´x`Opx{a2q1p0,aqpxq
ď cN sinppix{aN qe´x1p0,aN qpxq “ ϕN pxq.
The rejection algorithm then allows us to construct from νN0 a random number
rN of iid particles
distributed according to the density ϕpxq whose empirical measure rν satisfies rν stĺ νN0 . We can
then construct ν50 from rν by choosing te´δN u particles amongst these, completing with independent
particles if necessary. Since rN is binomially distributed with parameters N and e´δ1 and therefore
greater than e´δN with high probability, this gives a coupling between ν50 and νN0 such that ν50
st
ĺ νN0
with high probability for large N .
Now, if X5t denotes the barrier process of the B5-BBM, then pνt´ qtě0 “ pν5t ` µt ` X5t qtě0 is
by definition an instance of the N´-BBM defined in Section 2.3. Here, for a measure ν and a
number x we denote by ν ` x the measure ν translated by x. Lemma 2.9 now gives for large N ,
pν´qtě0 stĺ pνNt qtě0 w.h.p., which by definition implies
pquNα pνt´ qqtě0
stď pquNα pνNt qqtě0, w.h.p. (2.13)
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Given 0 ď t1 ă . . . ă tn, we now define tNi “ a´3ti log3N , so that tNi Ñ ti for every i, as N Ñ 8.
We then have w.h.p.,´
MNα
`
ti log
3N
˘¯n
i“1
stě ` quNα pν´ti log3 N q ´ µN ti log3N˘ni“1 by (2.13)
“ ` quNα pν5a3tNi q `X5a3tNi ´ pi2pA` δ ` logp2piq ` op1qqtNi ˘ni“1 by (2.12).
By the B5-BBM part of Theorem 2.5, the vector pX5
a3tNi
´ pi2pA` logp2piqtNi qqni“1 converges in law
to pLtiqni“1, with pLtqtě0 being the Le´vy process from the statement of Theorem 1.1. Together with
the previous inequality and the B5-BBM part of Proposition 2.6, this yields for large N , w.h.p.,´
MNα
`
ti log
3N
˘¯n
i“1
stě `xαe2δ ` Lti ´Opδq˘ni“1.
Letting first N Ñ8, then δ Ñ 0 yields the proof of the lower bound.
Upper bound. The proof is analogous to the previous case, with two differences: First, the B7-
BBM is not a realisation of the N`-BBM, as defined in Section 2.3. However, the C7-BBM (defined
in Lemma 2.7) is such a realisation and by that lemma, the B7-BBM parts of Theorem 2.5 and
Proposition 2.6 hold for the C7-BBM as well. Second, the construction of the coupling between ν70
and νN0 has to be slightly modified since it is not true that for all δ
1 P p0, δq and x ě 0, we have
ϕpxq ě e´δ1ϕN pxq. However, one can check that ϕpxq ě e´δ1ϕN pxq1xPr0,aN´A2s for large N . Hence,
if rνN0 is obtained from νN0 by removing the particles in the interval raN ´A2, aN s, then we can show
as above that rνN0 stĺ ν70 w.h.p. Furthermore, since NϕN praN ´ A2, aN sq “ OpA2Ne´aq “ op1q, we
have rνN0 “ νN0 with high probability, whence νN0 stĺ ν70 w.h.p. This finishes the proof of the upper
bound and of Theorem 1.1.
3 The B-BBM
In this section, the longest of the article, we prove Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 about the B-BBM (refer to
Section 2.1 for the definition of the B-BBM and several quantities associated to it). The core of the
proof is Proposition 3.1 below. Recall that ν0 is the empirical measure of the initial particles and
let νt be the empirical measure of the particles of B-BBM at time t. Further recall the definitions
of the functions wZ and wY from (2.3):
wZpxq “ aeµpx´aq sinppix{aq1pxPr0,asq, wY pxq “ eµpx´aq.
The variable Z 1t defined in Section 2.1.4 then can be written as Z 1t “
ş
wZpxq νtpdxq. We also define
Y 1t “
ş
wY pxq νtpdxq. Note that later (in Section 3.1), we will define Zt and Yt, whose definitions
closely match those of Z 1t and Y 1t but are technically more convenient to work with.
We now define a sequence of events pGnqně0 recursively as follows. The event G0 is defined as
G0 “ tsupp ν0 Ă p0, aq, |e´AZ 10 ´ 1| ď ε3{2, Y 10 ď ηu,
The role of this event is basically to ensure that the time before a particle hits the right barrier is
of order e´Aa3. It is easy to show that under the hypothesis (HK), the event G0 holds with high
probability (tending to 1 as A and a go to infinity).
The event Gn for n ě 1 is then defined to be the intersection of Gn´1 with the following events
• supp νΘn Ă p0, aq, |e´AZ 1Θn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and Y 1Θn ď η.• @u P A0pΘnq : Θn R Ťlě0rτlpuq, σl`1puqq, i.e. no particles at time Θn are in an “intermediate
state” (this is equivalent to NΘn Ă U ˆ tΘ0u),
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• Θn ą Tn` , i.e. in the n-th piece of the process, the descendants of the fugitive reach the critical
line at the latest at time T ` eAa2.
Note that Gn P FΘn for every n ě 0.
Recall that pB is the probability of a breakout as defined in Section 2.1.2.
Proposition 3.1. Fix λ P R and define rε “ ppipBeAq´1. There exists a numerical constant b ą 0,
such that for large A and a, we have PBpGcn |F0q1G0 ď nε1`b for every n ě 0 and
EB
”
eiλX
r8s
Θn
ˇˇˇ
F0
ı
1G0 “ exp
´
nrεpκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1qq¯1G0 `Opnε1`bq. (3.1)
where κpλq is the right-hand side of (1.2) with c “ pi2pc3.8` c3.89´ log piq and where op1q and Opεbq
may depend on λ.
Proposition 3.1 is proved in Section 3.5. Note that we will show in Proposition 3.2 that Θ1 is
approximately exponentially distributed with mean rεa3.
3.1 More definitions
The random variables Z 1t and Y 1t defined above are not useful when there are particles near or above
the point a. To remedy this, we define for each l ě 0 and t ě 0 the stopping line N plqt containing
the particles of tier l that have already come back to the critical line by time t, as well as the
descendants of those that haven’t, at the moment at which they hit the critical line:
N
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆR` : u P A0psq, τl´1puq ď s ă τlpuq,
and either t ă σlpuq “ s or σlpuq ď t “ su, l ě 0,
and set Nt “ Ťlě0N plqt . We then define for l ě 0,
Z
plq
t “
ÿ
pu,sqPN plqt
wZpXupsqq, Y plqt “
ÿ
pu,sqPN plqt
wY pXupsqq.
Similarly, we set R
plq
I “ #pRplq8 X pU ˆ Iqq for every l ě 0 and every interval I Ă R` and set
R
plq
t “ Rplqr0,ts for t ě 0. We then write for any symbol S (e.g. S P tZt, Yt, Rt, RIu) and 0 ď k ď l ď 8,
Spk;lq “
lÿ
i“k
Spiq, Spl`q “ Spl;8q, S “ Sp0`q. (3.2)
Later, we will also want to distinguish between the particles related to the fugitive and the
others (recall from Section 2.1.3, that the fugitive, denoted by U , is the particle that breaks out
first). We will actually split the particles into four groups, denoted by a hat, bar, check and the
superscript “fug”, respectively. The first group, the hat-particles, consists of those which share no
relation with the fugitive, i.e. their ancestor at time 0 is not the ancestor of the fugitive. The second
type of particles, denoted by a bar, are those whose most recent common ancestor with the fugitive
has died between the times σlpU q and τlpU q for some l ě 0. The third group, denoted by a check,
consists of those particles whose most recent common ancestor with the fugitive has died between
the times τlpU q and σl`1pU q for some l ě 0. The last group then consists of the fugitive and its
descendants and is denoted by the superscript “fug”.
Formally, this reads as follows. Recall the notation u^ v for the most recent common ancestor
of u and v (with u^ v “ H if it does not exist) and du for the death time of the individual u (see
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Section A.1).
xA0ptq “ tu P A0ptq : u^U “ Hu,ĎA0ptq “ tu P A0ptq : du^U P ď
lě0
rσlpU q, τlpU qqu,
|A0ptq “ tu P A0ptq : du^U P ď
lě0
rτlpU q, σl`1pU qqu,
A fug0 ptq “ tu P A0ptq : U ĺ uu.
We also use this notational convention for all the other quantities, e.g. xNt “ tpu, sq P Nt : u PxA0psqu, sRplqt “ tpu, sq P Rplqt : u P ĎA0psqu, qZplqt “ řuP |Nt wZpXuptqq, Rfugt “ #Rfugt .
The random shift ∆. With the previous definitions, we can now properly define the random
shift ∆ from the definition of the B-BBM in Section 2.1.4. It would be tempting to define it to
equal logpe´AZT q, but there is a slight problem here: In order to study the system after the time T ,
we would have to condition on the σ-field FT , otherwise the shape of the barrier, or, equivalently,
the varying drift determined by ∆ would be random (this would be undesirable because the results
of Section C require the barrier function f to be deterministic). The problem about conditioning
on FT is that the estimates on the distribution of particles in the B-BBM would then only be good
for times t with t´ T " a2. This would cause severe problems in Sections 4 and 5.
Instead, we will condition on the particles at a time T´ ă T and define ∆ in terms of the
particles at that time. Furthermore, we do not take into account all particles, but only those which
will have a non-negligible impact later on.
The actual definitions are as follows: Define T´ “ pT ´ eAa2q _ 0 and set
qZ∆ “
$’&’%
qZp1q
T´ if τ0pU q ď T´
ZpU 10 ,τ0pU qq if τ0pU q P pT´, T q
0 if τ0pU q “ T,
(3.3)
where U 10 is the ancestor of U alive at time τ0pU q. Note that qZ∆ ‰ 0 implies T ‰ T p0q. We then
define
∆ “ log
´
e´Ap pZT´ ` qZ∆ ` ZpU ,T qq¯. (3.4)
3.2 The time of the first breakout
In this section, we study the law of the time of the first breakout. Specifically, we show in Proposi-
tion 3.2 that it is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter pBpiZ0{a3 (we will assume
throughout the section that the initial conditions are non-random). Since the law of the process
until the first breakout is the same under the laws PB and P, we will work with the law P in this
section, as well as in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Define
t3.5 “ 120Aa3. (3.5)
Proposition 3.2. Let 0 ď t ď t3.5. For A and a large enough, we have
PpT ą tq “ exp
´
´ pipBZ0 t
a3
´
1`OpAt{a3 ` pBq
¯
`OppBY0q
¯
. (3.6)
Before attacking the proof of Proposition 3.2, we will collect some results about the quantities
from Section 2.1.2. The proof then proceeds by a sequence of lemmas. Lemma 3.4 gives a estimate
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on PpT p0q ą tq. This is used in Lemma 3.5, in order to obtain an estimate on PapT ą t |T ‰ 0q,
using a recursive argument. Finally, Proposition 3.2 is proven by combining Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5.
Recall the definition of the breakout event B with its probability pB and the associated quantities
Z, Y , Wy and σmax from Section 2.1.2. For later use of the results that follow, we allow for a varying
drift given by a barrier function f ; note that the definition of the critical line then has to be adapted
as in Remark 2.1. Define the law of BBM started at a with the first particle conditioned not to
break out:
Qaf p¨q “ Paf p¨ |T ą 0q “ Paf p¨ |Bcq “
Paf p¨, Bcq
1´ pB .
If f ” 0, then we omit it from the subscript as usual. The following lemma, which essentially
already appeared in [7], will be crucial to the study of the law Qaf . Note that σmax ď ζ on the event
Bc, by definition.
Lemma 3.3. Let f be a barrier function with }f} bounded by some fixed function of A.
1. On the event σmax ď ζ, we have Paf -almost surely, for large a,
Z “ piWy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
and Y “ 1
y
Wy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
,
and, in particular, Y ď ηZ for large a.
2. There exists a random variable W ě 0, whose law depends only on the reproduction law qpkq,
such that Paf p|Wy ´W | ą ηq ă η{2 for η fixed and y large enough. Furthermore, the variable
W satisfies for some constant c3.8 P R,
P pW ą xq „ 1
x
, as xÑ8, (3.7)
ErW1pWďxqs ´ log xÑ c3.8, as xÑ8. (3.8)
(Note: probability and expectation with respect to W alone will always be denoted by P and
E, respectively).
3. For fixed η and y and large ζ, we have for all a and f , Paf pσmax ą ζq ă η{2.
Proof. By (2.2), every point px, tq on the critical line with t ď ζ satisfies
|x´ pa´ yq| ď p1´ µqt` }f 1}8t{a2 ď ppi2{2` }f}qζ{a2.
By the hypothesis on }f} and the fact that ζ depends only on η and thus only on A, this is Op1{aq
for large a. This readily implies the two equalities of the first part, where for the first equality we
also use the fact that for |z| ď 1, wZpa ´ y ` zq “ e´y`zppiy ` Opz ` py ´ zq3{a2q. The remaining
inequality of the first part then follows from the fact that y´1 ď η by hypothesis, see Section 2.1.1.
For the remaining parts, we can assume that f ” 0, since the law of pWyqyě0 and the law of
σmax do not depend on f , nor a, by definition of the critical line. The second part then has been
proven in [7] for the case of dyadic branching (but their arguments carry over to our setting), see
Proposition 27 and the remark following it for (3.7) and the proof of Proposition 39, in particular
Equation (134), for (3.8). Their arguments are very ingenious but indirect; for a more direct proof,
see [40, Section 2.4]. The third part is immediate (see also [7, Corollary 25]).
Together with (2.6), Lemma 3.3 now yields for large A and a,
pB “ Paf pZ ą εeA, σmax ď ζq `Paf pσmax ą ζq
“ P pW ą pi´1εeAp1` op1qqq `Opηq
“
´
pi ` op1q
¯ 1
εeA
“ op1q, (3.9)
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where the last equality follows from (2.5). Furthermore, for large A and a,
EaQf rZs “ p1´ pBq´1Eaf rZ1pZďεeAq1pσmaxďζqs
“
´
ErpiW1pWďpi´1εeAp1`op1qqqs `OpεeAPaf pσmax ą ζqq
¯
p1`OppBqq
“ pipA` log ε` c3.10 ` op1qq, (3.10)
by Lemma 3.3, (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (3.9). Here, c3.10 “ c3.8 ´ log pi. In particular, we have for
large A and a, by (2.4),
EaQf rZs ď piA. (3.11)
By (3.7), we have ErW 21pWďxqs „ x as x Ñ 8. Similarly as above, we then have for large A
and a,
EaQf rZ2s ď CεeA. (3.12)
We can now start the proof of Proposition 3.2 by stating the first lemma:
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 ď t ď a3. Suppose that pB ď 1{2. Then,
PpT p0q ą tq “ exp
´
´ pipBZ0 t
a3
`
1`OppBq
˘`OppBY0q¯.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be the positions of the initial particles. Since the initial particles spawn
independent branching Brownian motions, we have
PpT p0q ą tq “
ź
i
PxipT p0q ą tq.
We have for every x P p0, aq,
PxpT p0q ą tq “ Ex
” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
1pBpu,sqqc
ı
“ Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
, (3.13)
since by the strong branching property, the events Bpu,sq are independent conditioned on F
R
p0q
t
. By
Lemma C.8 and the assumption t ď a3, we have
|ExrRp0qt s ´ piwZpxqt{a3| ď CwY pxq, (3.14)
ExrpRp0qt q2s ď CpwZpxqt{a3 ` wY pxqq. (3.15)
By Jensen’s inequality, (3.14) and the inequality | logp1´ zq| ď z ` z2 for z P r0, 1{2s,
Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ě exp
´
´ pipBwZpxq t
a3
p1` pBq ´ CpBwY pxq
¯
. (3.16)
Furthermore, the inequality p1´ pqn ď 1´ np` npn´ 1qp2{2 and Equations (3.14) and (3.15) give
Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ď 1´ pipBwZpxq t
a3
p1´ CpBq ` CpBwY pxq. (3.17)
The lemma now follows from (3.13), (3.16) and (3.17) together with the inequality 1 ` z ď ez for
z P R.
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 ď t ď t3.5. Then, for large A and a,
QapT ą tq ě exp
´
´ CpBAp ta3 ` ηq
¯
.
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Proof. We will use the simplified notation from Section 2.1.2, in particular,S “ S pH,0q, Z “ ZpH,0q
and Y “ Y pH,0q. By the strong branching property applied to the stopping line S , we have
QapT ą tq “ EaQ
” ź
pu,sqPS
PXupsqpT ą t´ sq
ı
ě EaQrPνpT ą tqs, (3.18)
where ν “ řpu,sqPS δXupsq. Since T ą t implies T p0q ą t, we have
PνpT ą tq “ PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tqPνpT p0q ą tq. (3.19)
Now note that Y ď ηZ, Qa-almost surely, by the first part of Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.4, we have
for large A,
PνpT p0q ą tq ě exp
´
´ CpBZ
`
t
a3
` η˘ ¯. (3.20)
Furthermore, with the notation from Section C.5, with ppsq ” pB,
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq “ rPνpT ą tq “ rEν” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
QapT ą t´ sq
ı
ě rEν”QapT ą tqRp0qt ı.
By Jensen’s inequality, (C.37) and Lemma C.8, this implies
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqrEν rRp0qt s ě QapT ą tqpiZpt{a3`Opηqq. (3.21)
Equations (3.18), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21), together with Jensen’s inequality and (3.10), now yield
for large A and a,
QapT ą tq ě QapT ą tqpi2Apt{a3`Opηqq ˆ exp
´
´ CpBA
`
t
a3
` η˘ ¯. (3.22)
By the hypothesis on t and (2.6), the exponent of QapT ą tq in (3.22) is smaller than 1{2 for large
A and a. This yields the statement.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The upper bound follows from Lemma 3.4 and the trivial inequality T ď
T p0q. For the lower bound, we note that as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we have by Jensen’s inequality
and (C.37),
PpT ą tq “ PpT ą t |T p0q ą tqPpT p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqErRp0qt sPpT p0q ą tq. (3.23)
By Lemmas 3.5 and C.8, we have
QapT ą tqErRp0qt s ě exp
´
´ CpBAp ta3 ` ηqp ta3Z0 ` Y0q
¯
, (3.24)
The lower bound in (3.6) now follows from (3.23), (3.24) and Lemma 3.4, together with the hypoth-
esis on t, (2.6) and (3.9).
We now state two corollaries of Proposition 3.2. The first gives a handy estimate for the moments
of T , the second a coupling of T with an exponentially distributed random variable.
Corollary 3.6. Define γ “ ppipBZ0q´1. Suppose that Y0 ď C. Then, for large A and a, for every
n P N and l P NY t8u,
ErppT p0;lq{a3q ^ 1qns ď Cn!p2γqn.
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Proof. Follows from the equality
ErppT p0;lq{a3q ^ 1qns “ n
ż 1
0
tn´1 PpT p0;lq ą ta3qdt,
together with Lemma 3.4, the trivial inequality T p0;lq ď T p0q, the hypothesis on Y0 and the fact that
pB Ñ 0 as A and a go to infinity by (3.9).
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that e´AZ0 “ 1`Opε3{2q and that Y0 ď ηZ0. Then there exists a coupling
pT, V q, such that V is a random variable which is exponentially distributed with parameter pipBeA,
T is σpV q-measurable and Pp|T {a3 ´ V | ą ε3{2q ď Cε2 for large A and a.
Proof. Set γ :“ pipBeA. Define F ptq :“ PpT ě tq, which is a continuous function since T has no
atoms except at infinity9. We can therefore define a random variable U , uniformly distributed on
p0, 1q, by setting
U “ F pT q1pTă8q ` U 1F p8q1pT“8q,
where U 1 is a uniformly distributed random variable on p0, 1q, independent of T . Now define
V “ ´γ´1 logU . Then V is exponentially distributed with parameter γ and T “ F´1pe´γV q, where
F´1 denotes the generalised inverse of F . Hence, T is σpV q-measurable. On tT ă 8u, we have by
Proposition 3.2, for a large enough,
V “ ´γ´1ppipBeAe´AZ0T {a3p1`OpAT {a3 ` pBqqq `OppBY0q
“ T {a3p1`Opε3{2 `AT {a3 ` pBqq `OppBeAηq,
by the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0. Hence, by (2.5), (2.7) and (3.9), we have for a large enough,
|T {a3 ´ V | “ Opε3{2T {a3 `ApT {a3q2q `Opε2q. (3.25)
But now we have by Lemma 3.4, for large A and a,
PpT {a3 ą ε7{8q ď PpT p0q{a3 ą ε7{8q ď Ce´Opε´1{8q ď ε2{2. (3.26)
The statement now follows from (3.25) and (3.26) together with (2.4).
3.3 The particles that do not participate in the breakout
In this section, we fix ϑ ď t3.5. As in the previous section, we assume that the initial condition
is non-random. We define the law of BBM conditioned not to break out before ϑ from the tiers
0, . . . , l by pPplqp¨q “ Pp¨ |T p0;lq ą ϑq, with pP “ pP8.
Expectation w.r.t. pPplq is denoted by pEplq. Under the law pPplq, the process stopped at Rp0q8 then
follows the law rP from Section C.5, with
pptq “ Ppa,tqpT p0;lq ď ϑq. (3.27)
By Proposition 3.2, we have for every x P r0, as and t ě 0, for large A and a,
Ppx,tqpT p0;lq ą ϑq “ PxpT p0;lq ą ϑ´ tq ě PxpT ą ϑq ě e´CpB . (3.28)
In particular, (3.27) and (3.28) give,
}p}8 ď CpB. (3.29)
9This follows from the facts that 1) the first hitting time of a point by a Brownian motion has no atoms and 2)
the number of individuals alive at a fixed time in branching Brownian motion is almost surely finite.
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Moreover, (3.28) implies for large A and a,
@t ď ϑ, QapT p0;lq ą tq ě QapT ą ϑq “ P
apT ą ϑq
PapT ą 0q ě e
´CpB . (3.30)
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of (3.28) together with some results
from Section C.5, namely, Lemma C.10, Corollary C.11 and Lemma C.12 (applied with hpx, tq “
Ppx,tqpT p0;lq ą ϑq).
Corollary 3.8. Let x P p0, aq, t P r0, a3s and g : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable. Define Sp0qt “ř
pu,sqPN p0qt gpXupsqq or S
p0q
t “ Rp0qt . Then, for large A and a,
pExplqrSp0qt s “ p1`OppBqqExrSp0qt s and pExplqrpSp0qt q2s ď p1`OppBqqExrpSp0qt q2s.
We now first study the particles from tiers 1 and higher, the moment they come back to the
critical line. We set for k ě 0 and t ě 0,
Z
pkq
H,t “
ÿ
pu,sqPS pkqt
wZpXupsqq, Y pkqH,t “
ÿ
pu,sqPS pkqt
wY pXupsqq.
For every k ď l and t ď ϑ, we then have by the first part of Lemma 3.3,
Y
pk`1q
H,t ď ηZpk`1qH,t , pPplq-almost surely. (3.31)
Lemma 3.9. We have for large A and a, for all t ď ϑ,
pEplqrZp1qH,ts “ ppi `OppB `A´1ϑ{a3qqEaQrZsp ta3Z0 `OpY0qq, and (3.32)pEplqrZpk`1qH,t s ď CAp ta3Z0 ` Y0q `ppi2 ` CpBqAp ta3 ` Cηq˘k , for all 0 ď k ď l. (3.33)
We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.10. For every l P N and t ď ϑ, we have for large A and a,
EaQrZ |T p0;lq ą ts “ p1`OppB `A´1ϑ{a3qqEaQrZs, (3.34)
EaQrZ2 |T p0;lq ą ts ď CεeA. (3.35)
Proof. The upper bound in (3.34) directly follows from (3.30) and the fact that Z is positive.
Similarly, (3.35) follows from (3.30) together with (3.12). As for the lower bound in (3.34), we have
by (3.28) and the first part of Lemma 3.3,
EaQrZ |T p0;lq ą ts ě EaQrZ1pT p0;lqątqs ě EaQrZ PpT p0;lq ą t |FS qs ě EaQrZ expp´CpBpϑ{a3 ` ηqZqs.
Equations (3.12) and (3.9) now give,
EaQrZ expp´CpBpϑ{a3 ` ηqZqs ě EaQrZs ´ CpBEaQrZ2spϑ{a3 ` ηq ě EaQrZs ´ Cpϑ{a3 ` ηq.
By (3.10), (2.5) and (2.6), we have EaQrZs ě CA and η ď pBEaQrZs for large A and a. The preceding
equations now yield the lower bound in (3.34).
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Write Gk “ FS pkqt and Hk “ FRpkqt , so that Gk ĂHk Ă Gk`1 for every k. For
0 ď k ď l, pEplqrZpk`1qH,t |Hks “ pEplq” ÿ
pu,sqPRpkqt
Zpu,sq
ˇˇˇ
Hk
ı
.
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Conditioned on Hk, the random variables Z
pu,sq in the last equation are iid under pPplq, of the same
law as Z under Qap¨ |T p0;l´kq ą ϑ´ sq, and independent of Hk, by the strong branching property.
With (3.34), this gives
pEplqrZpk`1qH,t |Hks “ p1`OppB `A´1ϑ{a3qqEaQrZsRpkqt . (3.36)
Now, we have
pEplqrRpkqt |Gks “ ÿ
pu,sqPS pkqt
EXupsqrRp0qt´s |T p0;l´kq ą t´ ss,
such that by Lemma C.8 and Corollary 3.8,
pEplqrRpkqt |Gks ď p1`OppBqq´pi ta3ZpkqH,t ` CY pkqH,t¯. (3.37)
Equations (3.36) and (3.37) now yield
pEplqrZpk`1qH,t |Gks ď ppi ` CppB `A´1ϑ{a3qqEaQrZsp ta3ZpkqH,t ` CY pkqH,tq. (3.38)
Equation (3.33) follows easily from this by (3.11) and (3.31). Now, in the case k “ 0, we have
G0 “ F0 by definition. Denote the positions of the initial particles by x1, . . . , xn. By Lemmas C.8
and C.14,
pEplqrRp0qt s “ nÿ
i“1
pExiplqrRp0qt s ě nÿ
i“1
ExirRp0qt s ´ }p}8ExirpRp0qt q2s
ě pi t
a3
Z0 ´ CY0 ´ }p}8C
`
t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
˘
,
which, together with (3.38) and (3.29), yields (3.32).
Corollary 3.11. For every k ě 1 and t ď ϑ, we have for large A and a,
pErZpk`qH,t s ď CAp ta3Z0 ` Y0q `Ap ta3 ` Cηq˘k´1 .
Proof. By the hypothesis t ď ϑ ď t3.5, (2.6) and (3.9), we have ppi2 ` CpBqAp ta3 ` Cηq ď 1{2 for
large A and a. Summing (3.38) and using (3.11) yields the result.
We now come to the first moment estimates for the variables Zt and Yt:
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that t ď ϑ. Then for large A and a, we have
pErZts “ Z0 ´1` piEaQrZs ta3 `O ´pB ` `A ϑa3 ˘2¯¯`OpAY0q, pErYts ď C `Y0 ` ηA ta3Z0˘ .
If moreover t ě 2a2, then
pErYt1pRrt´a2,ts“0qs ď Ca pZ0 `AY0q and pPpRrt´a2,ts ‰ 0q ď CηpZ0 `AY0q.
Proof. By Proposition C.2 and Corollary 3.8, we have
pErZts “ ÿ
lě0
pE ”pErZplqt | FS plqt sı “ p1`OppBqqpZ0 ` pErZp1qH,ts ` pErZp2`qH,t sq, (3.39)
and similarly, pErYts ď Cp1`OppBqqpY0 ` pErY p1`qH,t sq ď CpY0 ` ηpErZp1`qH,t sq, (3.40)
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where the last inequality follows from (3.31). The first statement now readily follows from the
previous inequalities together with Corollary 3.11 and (3.32).
Now, let t ě 2a2. By (3.39) and Corollary 3.11, we have for large A and a,pErZt´a2s ď CpZ0 `AY0q.
Furthermore, as in (3.40), but using (C.8) for the tier 0 particles,
pErYt´a2s ď Cpa´1Z0 ` ηpErZp1`qH,t sq ď ηpZ0 `AY0q,
for large A and a. Together with Proposition C.2, Lemma C.8 and Corollary 3.8, this proves the
other two inequalities.
If the drift of the BBM is changed according to a barrier function f (see Sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.4), then some of the above estimates still hold under some conditions:
Lemma 3.13. Let f be a barrier function and suppose that }f} is bounded by a function depending
on A only. Furthermore, suppose that ϑ and f are such that P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq ě 1 ´ CpB for all
x P r0, as and t ě 0. Then for t ď ϑ ď t3.5, for large A and a,
pExf rZp1`qH,t s ď CA´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯, and Y p1`qH,t ď ηZp1`qH,t . (3.41)
Furthermore, with the notation of Corollary 3.8, we have for t ď a3, for large A and a,
pExf rSp0qt s ď p1`OppBqqExf rSp0qt s and pExf rpSp0qt q2s ď p1`OppBqqExf rpSp0qt q2s. (3.42)
If fpsq “ 0 for all s ď ϑ, we also have, for t ď a3, for large A and a,
pExf rSp0qt s “ p1`OppBqqExf rSp0qt s. (3.43)
Proof. As for Corollary 3.8, Equations (3.42) and (3.43) follow from the hypothesis on P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq
together with Lemma C.10, Corollary C.11 and Lemma C.12. It remains to prove the first inequality
in (3.41), the second follows from the first part of Lemma 3.3. Inspection of the proof of the
corresponding result with f ” 0, namely, Corollary 3.11, shows that one only needs to perform the
following changes:
• Replace the uses of (3.30) by the inequality Qpa,tqf pT ą ϑq :“ Ppa,tqf pT ą ϑ|T ą tq ě e´CpB ,
which follows from the hypothesis on P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq.
• Replace the uses of Corollary 3.8 by (3.41) (only the upper bound of the first-moment estimate
is used from Corollary 3.8).
• Use Lemma C.9 together with Lemma C.8 wherever the latter is used, together with the
hypothesis on P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq.
In order to verify P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq ě 1 ´ CpB for all x P r0, as and t ě 0, we cannot use Proposi-
tion 3.2 anymore (and its proof does not adapt easily). Luckily, we will only need to look at times
ϑ ď 2eAa2; for these times, we have the following result:
Lemma 3.14. Let f be a barrier function and suppose that }f} is bounded by a function depending
on A only. Then for ϑ ď 2eAa2, for large A and a, we have for all x P r0, as, t ě 0,
P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq ě 1´ CpBpwY pxq ` wZpxqϑ{a3q ě 1´ C 1pB.
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Proof. Let x P r0, as and t ě 0. From Lemmas C.8 and C.9, (3.11) and the inequality from the first
part of Lemma 3.3, we easily get for ϑ ď 2eAa2 and for large A and a the following estimates (we
omit the details which are similar to parts of the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.9):
P
px,tq
f pT p0q ą ϑq ě 1´ CpBpwY pxq ` wZpxqϑ{a3q
and P
px,tq
f pRp1q ą 0, T p0q ą ϑq ď CηApwY pxq ` wZpxqϑ{a3q.
By (3.9), (2.6) and (2.5), this gives for large A and a,
P
px,tq
f pT ą ϑq ě Ppx,tqf pT p0q ą ϑq ´Ppx,tqf pRp1q ą 0, T p0q ą ϑq ě 1´ CpBpwY pxq ` wZpxqϑ{a3q.
This yields the lemma.
In order to estimate second moments, we will make use of the following extension to the many-
to-two lemma (Lemma A.2). It is valid for time-varying drift as well, but we omit this from the
notation, for simplicity. For x, z P p0, aq and 0 ď t ď ϑ, we define pplqt px, zq to be the (expected)
density of tier l particles at position z and time t under the law pPx, not counting the particles u
which haven’t come back to the critical line, i.e. with τl´1puq ď t ă σlpuq. Then set pt “ pp0`qt .
Lemma 3.15. Let w : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable, t ď ϑ and define St “ řpu,tqPNt wpXuptqq. Then
pExrS2t s ď pExr ÿ
pu,sqPNt
wpXupsqq2s ` βm2
ż t
0
ż a
0
pspx, zqpEpz,sqrSts2 dz ds
` pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrStspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrStsı.
Proof. Recall the notation u^v for the most recent common ancestor of u and v (with u^v “ H if
it does not exist) and du for the death time of the individual u (see Section A.1). Define for l ě 0,
A
pl`1q
1 “ tppv1, s1q, pv2, s2qq P N 2t : v1 ‰ v2 and τlpv0q ď dv1^v2 ă σl`1pv0qu,
A
plq
2 “ tppv1, s1q, pv2, s2qq P N 2t : v1 ‰ v2 and σlpv0q ď dv1^v2 ă τlpv0qu.
(this is akin to the definition of the check- and bar-particles in Section 3.1). Then,
N 2t “ tppv, sq, pv, sqq : pv, sq P Ntu Y
ď
lě0
A
pl`1q
1 Y
ď
lě0
A
plq
2 . (3.44)
We now have
pEx” ÿ
ppv1,s1q,pv2,s2qqPA pl`1q1
wpXv1ps1qqwpXv2ps2qq
ˇˇˇ
FS pl`1q
ı
“
ÿ
pu,sqPRplqt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrStspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrSts.
As for the contribution of the pairs in A
plq
2 , note that under
pPx, if particles are stopped at a
(and 0), then the resulting process is the process rPx from Section C.5, with pp¨q given by (3.27).
This is again a BBM with space- and time-dependent branching rate pβpy, sq and second factorial
moment of the reproduction law xm2py, sq. By (C.27) and the description of this process at the
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beginning of Section C.5, we have pβpy, sqxm2py, sq ď βm2 for all y and s. Conditioning on Rplqt ,
applying Lemma A.2 and then using the tower property of conditional expectation, we get
pEx” ÿ
ppv1,s1q,pv2,s2qqPA plq2
wpXv1ps1qqwpXv2ps2qq
ı
ď βm2
ż t
0
ż a
0
pplqs px, zqpEpz,sqrSts2 dz ds.
Summing over l in the last two displays and using (3.44) yields the lemma.
Remark 3.16. An analogous result holds for Rt.
Lemma 3.17. We have for every t ď ϑ, for large A and a,
yVarpZtq ď CεeA´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
and yVarpRtq ď CεeA´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
.
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 3.15 for every initial particle but first have to collect some esti-
mates. By Lemma 3.12, (3.11) and the hypothesis t ď ϑ ď t3.5, we have for every x P p0, aq and
s ď t, for large A and a, pEpx,sqrZts ď C´wZpxq `AwY pxq¯. (3.45)
In particular, since µ ą 7{8 for large a, pEpx,sqrZts ď CAe´ 34 pa´xq for large A and a. Now, for
s0 ď s ď t, let pp0qs0,spx, zq be defined as pp0qs px, zq, but starting from the space-time point px, s0q. As
in the proof of (C.13), we have by Corollary 3.8,ż t
s0^t
ż a
0
pp0qs0,spx, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz ds ď CA2 ż t
s0^t
ż a
0
pp0qs0,spx, zqe´
3
2
pa´xq dz ds
ď CA2
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
,
which yieldsż t
0
ż a
0
pspx, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz ds ď C pEx” ÿ
pu,s0qPSt
ż t
s0^t
ż a
0
pp0qs0,spXups0q, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz dsı
ď CA2
´ t
a3
´
wZpxq ` pExrZp1`qH,t s¯` wY pxq ` pExrY p1`qH,t s¯
ď CA2
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
,
by Corollary 3.11, (3.31), (2.6) and the hypothesis t ď ϑ ď t3.5. Furthermore,pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrZtspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrZtsı
ď C pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
pZpu,sq `AY pu,sqq2
ı
by (3.45)
ď CεeApExrRts by (3.31), (2.6) and (3.35)
ď CεeA
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
by Lemma C.8 and Corollary 3.8
We can now apply Lemma 3.15 together with the two previous displays, Lemma 3.12 and the
inequality w2Z ď CwY , to getyVarxpZtq ď pExrZ2t s ď CpA2 ` εeAq´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯.
Summing over the initial particles and using (2.5) yields the inequality for yVarpZtq. The proof of
the second inequality is similar, relying on Lemma C.8 and Remark 3.16.
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We finish the section with a corollary which will be useful in the next section.
Corollary 3.18. Suppose that t ď ϑ and x P p0, aq. Then for large A and a, we have pExrZts ď
CAe´pa´xq{2, pExrZ2t s ď CεeAe´pa´xq{2 and pExrYts ď Ce´pa´xq{2.
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3.12 and 3.17 and (2.2).
3.4 The fugitive and its family
We now describe the BBM conditioned to break out at a given time. Recall that U denotes the
fugitive. For simplicity, write τl and σl for τlpU q and σlpU q, respectively, l P N. By the strong
branching property, we have the following decomposition:
Lemma 3.19. Let k P N, l P NYt8u with l ě k and t ě 0. Conditioned on F0, T p0;lq “ T pkq “ t,
τ0 and U0, the BBM admits the following recursive decomposition:
1. The initial particles u ‰ U0 spawn independent BBM conditioned on T p0;lq ą t,
2. independently, the particle U0 spawns BBM conditioned on the event10 that
• there exists a particle (call it U 10 ) hitting the point a for the first time at time τ0 and
• no particle which is a descendant of U0 but not of U 10 breaks out before time t from tiers
0, . . . , l.
Then, at time τ0:
(a) If k “ 0, the particle U 10 spawns BBM conditioned on the event B of a breakout.
(b) If k ą 0, it spawns BBM starting at the space-time point pa, τ0q conditioned on T p0;lq “
T pkq “ t. In particular, if we write S 1 “ S pU 10 ,τ0q, then conditioned on FS 111, the parti-
cles in S 1 spawn BBM starting from the collection of space-time points S 1, conditioned
on T p0;l´1q “ T pk´1q “ t.
Note that in the case 2(b) above, the subtree spawned by pU 10 , τ0q follows the law Qa conditioned
on T p0;lq “ T pkq “ t, hence the law of S pU 10 ,τ0q is not the same as under Qa. In particular,
ErZpU 10 ,τ0qs ­ď CA. Indeed, conditioning on one of its descendants breaking out at a later time
corresponds to a kind of size-bias on the number of particles. However, it is still true that ZpU 10 ,τ0q ă
εeA, by the definition of a breakout.
In order to study the particles related to the fugitive, the following definition will be helpful.
Let L be the tier from which the breakout arises, i.e. T pLq “ T . For l ď L, let Ul and U 1l be the
ancestors of the fugitive alive at σl and τl, respectively. We define a random proper line LU to
contain the descendants and the cousins of the fugitive, at the time they are born or, if they are
born between times τlpU q and σl`1pU q for some l ě 0, at the time they hit the critical barrier.
Formally,
LU “ L fugU ^ |LU ^ ĎLU , where
L fugU “ S pU ,T q
|LU “ L´1ľ
l“0
´
S pU 1l ,τlqztpUl`1, σlqu
¯
ĎLU “ ď
uăU , duPŤLl“0rσl,τlq
tpuk, duq : k P t1, . . . , kuu, uk ł U u.
10This event has zero probability but the conditioned law can be defined in obvious ways, for example by a limiting
procedure. Note that this law is described in Lemma C.15.
11This σ-algebra is defined in Section A.2.
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Here, we recall that ku and du denote the number of children, resp., the time of death of the
individual u. Note that the ^ symbols could have been replaced by unions in the above formulas.
We further write
FU “ FLU ,
as defined in Section A.2. The following statement is a direct corollary of Lemma 3.19.
Corollary 3.20. With the notation introduced above, for every j ď l, conditioned on the event
T p0;lq “ T pkq “ t and on the σ-algebra FU , the (space-time) tier-j particles on the line LU spawn
independent BBM conditioned not to break out from tiers 0, . . . , l ´ j before time t.
The following FU -measurable functional will be of use in the study of first and second moments
of the bar-quantities conditioned on FU (Corollary 3.18 tells us why):
EU “
ÿ
pu,sqP ĎLU
e´pa´Xupsqq{2 “
Lÿ
l“0
ÿ
uăU , duPrσl,τlq
pku ´ 1qe´pa´Xupdu´qq{2. (3.46)
Lemma 3.21. For large A and a, we have for every l P N,
ErEU |T “ T plq ď t3.5s ď Cpl ` 1q.
Proof. By Lemma 3.19 and Corollary C.16 (which can be applied because of (3.29)), we have for
every l P N,
ErEU |T “ T plq ď t3.5s ď C
lÿ
i“0
E
”
Wi
” ż τi´σi
0
e´pa´Xtq{2 dt
ı ˇˇˇ
T “ T plq ď t3.5
ı
,
where Wi is the law of a Brownian bridge of length τi ´ σi from XU pσiq to XU pτiq. The statement
now follows readily from Lemma B.2.
We can now bound the probability that the fugitive stems from tier 1 or 2.
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that C1e
A ď Z0 ď C2eA and Y0 ď ηZ0. Then for large A and a, we have
for l P t1, 2u,
PpT pl`q ă T p0;l´1q ď t3.5q ď CpεAql,
Proof. Fix t ď t3.5 and l ě 1 and write for this proof pPpjqp¨q “ Pp¨ |T p0;jq ą tq for all j ď l´ 1. Let
ν “ řni“1 δxi , where x1, . . . , xn are the positions of the initial particles (we assume w.l.o.g. that ν
is non-random). Conditioned on T p0;l´1q “ t, let pi be the probability that the first breakout from
tiers 0, . . . , l ´ 1 is caused by a descendant of the i-th initial particle. Then,
PνpT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tq ď
nÿ
i“1
pi
´pPν´δxipl´1q pT pl`q ă tq `PxipT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tq¯ . (3.47)
Define ct “ 10Apt{a3 ` Cηq, where C is the constant from (3.33). Then ct is less than 2{3 for
large A and a by the hypothesis on t and (2.6). By Lemma 3.9, we have for every j ď l ´ 1 and
every px, sq P p0, aq ˆ r0, ts,pEpx,sqpl´j´1qrZpl´jqH,t s ď CAp ta3wZpxq ` wY pxqqcl´j´1t . (3.48)
We now have for l ě 1,pPν´δxipl´1q pT pl`q ă tq ď CpB pEν´δxipl´1q r ta3ZplqH,t ` Y plqH,ts by Proposition 3.2
ď CpBA´1ctpEν´δxipl´1q rZplqH,ts by (3.31)
ď CpBZ0A´1cl`1t by (3.48) and the hyp. on Y0.
ď CpAεq´1cl`1t by (3.9) and the hyp. on Z0.
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With (3.9) and the hypothesis on Z0, this gives
pPν´δxipl´1q pT pl`q ă tq ď CpAεq´1cl`1t . (3.49)
In order to bound the second term on the RHS of (3.47), we note that as above, we have for
every x P p0, aq and every k “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1, by Proposition 3.2 and (3.31),
PxpT pl`q ă t |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ tq ď CpBA´1ctExr qZplqH,t ` sZplqH,t |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts. (3.50)
By (3.48), Lemma 3.21 and the inequality wZpxq ` wY pxq ď Ce´pa´xq{2, we have for every k “
0, . . . , l ´ 1,
Exr sZplqH,t |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts ď Cpk ` 1qAcl´k´1t . (3.51)
Moreover, if U 1j denotes the ancestor of U at time τjpU q, then by (3.48),
Exr qZplqH,t |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts ď Ex” k´1ÿ
j“0
CAp t
a3
ZpU
1
j ,τjpU qq ` Y pU 1j ,τjpU qqqcl´j´2t
ı
ď CεeAcl´kt , (3.52)
where the last equation follows from (3.31), the fact that ZpU
1
j ,τjpU qq ď εeA by the definition of
a breakout, and the fact that ct ď 2{3. Equations (3.50), (3.51) and (3.52) and the law of total
expectation now give
PxpT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tq ď CpBpA´1εeAc2t ` lctq ď CpA´1c2t ` lpεeAq´1ctq, (3.53)
by (3.9).
Summing up the above results, we have by (3.47), (3.49) and (3.53),
PνpT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tq ď CppAεq´1cl`1t `A´1c2t ` lpεeAq´1ctq,
so that, with pT “ T p0;l´1q ^ t3.5,
PpT pl`q ă T p0;l´1q ď t3.5q “
ż t3.5
0
PνpT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tqPνpT p0;l´1q P dtq
ď CEν
”
pAεq´1cl`1pT `A´1c2pT ` lpεeAq´1c pT
ı
, (3.54)
By the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0, Corollary 3.6 and (2.7) now give for j “ 1, 2, 3,
EνrcjpT s ď CpAεqj .
The lemma now follows easily from this equation together with (3.54) and (2.5).
Remark 3.23. One may wonder whether one can simply calculate PpT plq P dt |T p0;l´1q ą tq for every
l ě 1 and t ď t3.5, using only the tools from Section 3.3. This would require fine estimates on the
density of the point process formed by the particles from tier l ´ 1 hitting a just before t. These
estimates can be most easily obtained if one stops descendants of the particles hitting a at a (large)
fixed time ζ instead of the line from the first part of Lemma 3.3, with which the results in this
paper would hold as well. However, in order not make our results dependent on a particular form
of the critical line, we stick to Lemma 3.22, which is enough for our purposes.
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3.5 Proof of Proposition 3.1
Fix λ P R. In this section, the symbols op1q and Op¨q may depend on λ (we could make the
dependence precise, but we won’t need it). Also, in this section, we always assume that A and a
are large and will sometimes omit mentioning it explicitly.
Recall that rε “ ppipBeAq´1. In particular, by (3.9) and (2.4), we have for large A and a,
rε “ pε{pi2qp1` op1qq “ Opεq “ op1q. (3.55)
In order to prove Proposition 3.1, we will prove the following statements: There exists a numer-
ical constant b ą 0, such that for large A and a, we have
PBpGc1 |F0q1G0 “ Opε1`bq (3.56)
EB
”
e
iλX
r8s
Θ1 1G1
ˇˇˇ
F0
ı
“ exp
´rεpκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1qq¯1G0 `Opε1`bq, (3.57)
with κpλq as in the statement of Proposition 3.1. Let us show how this implies the proposition.
Since the process starts afresh at the stopping time Θn, it is easily proven from (3.56) by induction
that
PBpGcn |F0q1G0 “ Opnε1`bq, @n ě 1.
This yields the first statement of Proposition 3.1. In order to show (3.1), it is then enough to show
that
EB
”
eiλX
r8s
Θn 1Gn
ˇˇˇ
F0
ı
“ exp
´
nrεpκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1qq¯1G0 `Opnε1`bq. (3.58)
We prove this again by induction: for every n, we have by (3.57),
EB
”
e
iλX
r8s
Θn`1 1Gn`1
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ı
“ EB
”
e
iλpXr8sΘn`1´X
r8s
Θn
q
1Gn`1
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ı
eiλX
r8s
Θn
“ exp
´rεpκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1qq¯eiλXr8sΘn 1Gn `Opε1`bq.
Assume now that λ ‰ 0 (for λ “ 0, (3.57) follows from (3.56)). Then Repκpλq ` op1qq ă 0 for large
A and a. In particular, | expprεpκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1qqq| ď 1 for large A and a. From this, one easily
concludes by induction that (3.58) holds for every n.
Now let us turn to the proof of (3.56) and (3.57). We first introduce some notation. Define the
random proper line
L∆ “ xNT´ ^S pU ,T q ^ |N p1qT´ ^ p |S p1qT z |S p1qT´ q.
By definition, we then have ( qZ∆ was defined in (3.3))
Z∆ :“
ÿ
pu,sqPL∆
wZpXupsqq “ pZT´ ` ZpU ,T q ` qZ∆,
so that ∆ “ logpe´AZ∆q by (3.4). Define Y∆ and qY∆ analogously to Z∆ and qZ∆.
Recall the definition of FU from Section 3.4. We set
F∆ :“ FU _ xFT´ _ |FT´ .
We then have FL∆ Ă F∆, in particular, the random variables Z∆, Y∆ and ∆ are measurable with
respect to F∆. Furthermore, it follows from Corollary 3.20 and the strong branching property
(applied to BBM conditioned not to break out) that conditioned on F∆, the (space-time) particles
on the line L∆ spawn independent BBM conditioned not to break out before time T .
In what follows, we will work on several “good sets”, all of which we define here for easy reference,
since they will be reused in the following sections. For this reason, some of them (for example pG)
are actually more restrictive than what would be necessary for the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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• GU “ t2eAa2 ď T ď ?εa3, T “ T p0;1q, EU ď eA{3u (EU was defined in (3.46)).
• Gfug “ tσpU ,T qmax ď ζ, ZpU ,T q ď eA{ε, Y pU ,T q ď ηZpU ,T qu.
• pG “ t|e´A pZT´ ´ 1| ď ε1{4, pYT´ ď a´1e3A{2u.
• qG “ t qZ∆ ď ε1{4eA, qY∆ ď e´A{2u.
• G∆ “ GU XGfug X pGX qG P F∆.
• Gnbab (“nbab” stands for “no breakout after breakout”) is the event that no bar-particle
breaks out between T and Θ1 ` eAa2 and that no descendant of the particles in L∆ hits a
between T´ and Θ1 ` eAa2. We also define PBnbab “ PBp¨ |Gnbabq.
Note that for large A and a, by (2.6) and (2.5),
on G∆, Z∆ ď 2eA{ε and Y∆ ď 2e´A{2. (3.59)
Finally, we recall that from time T` “ T ` σpU ,T qmax on, we have the drift ´µt “ ´µ ´ f∆ppt ´
T`q{a2q{a2. On Gfug, we have T` ď T ` ζ and Θ1 “ T ` eAa2. Furthermore, for large A,
´1 ď ∆ ď C logp1{εq on G∆. By the hypotheses on the family pfxqxPR from Section 2.1.4 and (2.5)
it follows that for large A and a, for some function g,
on G∆ : f∆ is a barrier function, }f∆} ď gpAq and ∆´ f∆ppΘ1 ´ T`q{a2q “ Ope´A{2q,
(3.60)
where } ¨ } is defined in (2.9).
The probability of G∆. We say that hypothesis (HB0) is verified if ν0 is deterministic and such
that G0 holds.
Lemma 3.24. Suppose (HB0). For large A and a, we have P
BpG∆q ě 1´ Cε5{4.
Proof. Since under PB, the drift does not change before T` and the event G∆ only depends on
the process up to this time, we have PBpG∆q “ PpG∆q. It is therefore enough to show that
PpG∆q ě 1´ Cε5{4.
First note that
?
εa3 ď t3.5 for large A and a, by (2.4). With Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.22,
Pp2eAa2 ď T ď ?εa3, T “ T p0;1qq ě 1´ CA2ε2.
With Lemma 3.21 and Markov’s inequality, this yields
PpGU q ě 1´ CA2ε2 ´ Ce´A{3 ě 1´ CA2ε2, (3.61)
where the last inequality follows from (2.5). Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3, with the notation used
there and in Section 2.1.2,
PpGcfugq “ PapZ ą eA{ε, σmax ď ζ |Bq `Papσmax ą ζ |Bq
ď p´1B pP ppipW ` ηq ą p1`Op1{aqqeA{εq ` ηq
ď Cp´1B pεe´A ` ηq,
where the last inequality follows from (3.7) and (2.6). With (3.9), (2.5) and (2.6), this now gives
PpGfugq ě 1´ Cε2. (3.62)
In order to estimate the probability of pG, we will calculate first and second moments of the
quantities in the definition of pG. These estimates will be needed again later on, when we will
calculate the Fourier transform of the random variable ∆. Recall that EaQrZs ď piA for large A
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and a by (3.11) and that T´ “ pT ´ eAa2q _ 0. Also, by hypothesis, we have pZ0 “ p1`Opε3{2qqeA
and pY0 ď η. By Lemma 3.12 (applied with ϑ “ T ), we then have for large A and a,
on GU , Ere´A pZT´ |FU s “ p1`Opε3{2qq´1` piEaQrZsT´a3 `O´pB ` `A Ta3 ˘2¯¯`OpAηq
“ 1` piEaQrZs Ta3 `O
´
ε3{2 ` `A T
a3
˘2¯
, (3.63)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that T ď ?εa3 on GU , together with (3.9), (2.5) and
(2.6). As for the second moment, Lemma 3.17 and the hypothesis give
Varpe´A pZT´ |FU q1GU ď Cpε Ta3 ` εe´Aηq1GU .
Together with (3.63), (2.7) and the inequality px` yq2 ď 2px2 ` y2q, this yields
Erpe´A pZT´ ´ 1q2 |FU s1GU ď C `ε Ta3 ` pA Ta3 q2 ` ε3˘1GU , (3.64)
In order to integrate away the conditioning on FU in the above estimates, we need to estimate
the first and second moment of T1GU . First note that PpGcU q “ Opε3{2q by (3.61) and (2.4). This
gives
ErT1GU s “ ErT ^ t3.5s ´ErpT ^ t3.5q1GcU s
“
ż t3.5
0
PpT ą tq dt`OpA´1a3PpGcU qq
“ prε`OpA´1ε3{2qqa3,
where the last equality is an easy consequence of Proposition 3.2 and the hypothesis, together with
the usual inequalities (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (3.9). Furthermore, Corollary 3.6 and the hypothesis
give
Er` T
a3
˘2
1GU s ď Er
`
T
a3
^ 1˘2s ď Cε2.
With (3.63), (3.10) and (2.4), this now gives
Ere´A pZT´ |GU s “ p1`Opε3{2qq´1` piEaQrZsEr Ta3 1GU s `O´ε3{2 `A2E“` Ta3 ˘21GU ‰¯¯
“ 1` pi2rεpA` log ε` c3.10 ` op1qq `Opε3{2q. (3.65)
Similarly, with (3.64) instead of (3.63), we get,
Erpe´A pZT´ ´ 1q2 |GU s “ OpA2ε2q. (3.66)
Furthermore, by the second part of Lemma 3.12 and Markov’s inequality, together with (2.6) and
the hypothesis, we have
PppYT´ ą e3A{2{a, GU q ď PppYT´ ą e3A{2{a, pRrT´´a2,T´s “ 0, GU q `Pp pRrT´´a2,T´s ‰ 0, GU q
ď Ce´A{2. (3.67)
Turning now to the check-quantities, note that with the notation introduced in Section 3.3,qZ∆ “ qZp1qT´ if τ0pU q ď T´ and qZ∆ “ qZp1qH,T otherwise, and similarly for qY∆. Recall that by definition
of a breakout, qZp1qH,T ď εeA1pT“T p1`qq and qY p1qH,T ď η qZp1qH,T . By Lemmas 3.12 and 3.17 and (2.6) we
then have (conditioning on S
p1q
T inside the expectations)
Ere´A qZ∆ |FU s1GU ď CEre´Ap qZp1qH,T `AqY p1qH,T q |FU s1GU ď Cε1pT“T p1qq (3.68)
Erpe´A qZ∆q2 |FU s1GU ď CEre´2A ´εeAp qZp1qH,T ` qY p1qH,T q ` p qZp1qH,T `AqY p1qH,T q2¯ |FU s1GU
ď Cε21pT“T p1qq (3.69)
ErqY∆ |FU s1GU ď CErqY p1qH,T ` η qZp1qH,T |FU s1GU ď CeAη ď Ce´A. (3.70)
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Equations (3.67) and (3.70) and Markov’s inequality applied to (3.66) and (3.69) together with (2.4)
now give for large A and a,
Ppp pGc Y qGcq XGU q ď ε5{4. (3.71)
The lemma now follows from (3.61), (3.62) and (3.71).
The probability of Gnbab.
Lemma 3.25. Suppose (HB0). Then P
BppGnbabqc |F∆q1G∆ ď Cε2 for large A and a.
Proof. Define R1 “ pRrT´,Θ1`eAa2s ` RfugrT,Θ1`eAa2s ` qRp1qrT´,Θ1`eAa2s. The second condition in the
definition of Gnbab then is equivalent to R1 “ 0. As mentioned at the beginning of the section,
conditioned on F∆, the (space-time) particles on the line L∆ spawn independent BBM conditioned
not to break out before time T . Corollary C.11 and (3.28) together with Lemmas C.8 and C.9 and
Markov’s inequality then imply
PBpR1 ą 0 |F∆q1G∆ ď CpZ∆ ¨ oap1q ` Y∆q ď Cε2,
where the last inequality follows (3.59) and (2.5).
It remains to prove the statement about the bar-particles. First, by Corollary 3.18 and the
definition of G∆,
EBr sZT |F∆s1G∆ ď CAEU 1G∆ ď CAeA{3 and EBrsYT |F∆s1G∆ ď CEU 1G∆ ď CeA{3. (3.72)
We then apply Lemma 3.14 to the bar-particles at time T , the hypotheses being verified on G∆ by
(3.60) and since we apply it with ϑ “ Θ1 ` eAa2 ´ T “ 2eAa2 on G∆. With the tower property of
conditional expectation, this gives for large A and a,
PBpa bar-particle breaks out between T and Θ1 ` eAa2 |F∆q1G∆
ď CpBEBr sZT ¨ oap1q ` sYT s ď CpBeA{3 ď Cε2,
where the last inequality follows from (3.9) and (2.5). This finishes the proof.
The particles at time Θ1. The probability of G1.
Lemma 3.26. Suppose (HB0). Then P
BpG1q ě 1´ Cε5{4 for large A and a.
Proof. We first bound sZΘ1 and sYΘ1 . As in the proof of Lemma 3.25, we note that the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.14 are verified on G∆ by (3.60), so that we can apply the results of Lemma 3.13.
Equation (3.41) together with Corollary C.11 and Proposition C.2 then gives for large A and a,
EBnbabr sZΘ1 |F∆s1G∆ ď CEBr sZT `AsYT s |F∆s1G∆ ď CAeA{3 (3.73)
EBnbabrsYΘ11p sRrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s“0q |F∆s1G∆ ď CEBr sZΘ1´2a2{as ď CEBr sZT {a`AsYT {a |F∆s1G∆
ď CAeA{3{a. (3.74)
where the last inequalities in each numbered equation follow from (3.72). We can similarly bound
the first moment of sRrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s. If we start afresh the definition of the tiers at time T , we have by
(3.42) and (3.41), together with Lemmas C.9 and C.8,
EBnbabr sRrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s |F∆s1G∆ “ EBnbabr sRp0qrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s ` sRp1`qrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s |F∆s1G∆
ď CEBr sZT {a` ηApsYT ` sZT eA{aq |F∆s1G∆ ď CηAeA{3.
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With Markov’s inequality we then get, for large A and a,
PBnbabp sRrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s ą 0 or e´A sZΘ1 ą ε3{2{2 or sYΘ1 ą η{2 |F∆q1G∆
ď CpηAeA{3 `Ae´2A{3ε´3{2 `AeA{3{pηaqq ď Cε2, (3.75)
where the last inequality follows from (2.6) and (2.5). Note that sRrΘ1´2a2,Θ1s “ 0 implies supp νΘ1 Ăp0, aq on Gnbab for large A and a.
As for the remaining particles, denote by Z♦Θ1 the contribution to ZΘ1 of the descendants of the
particles in L∆ which have not hit a after L∆. On Gnbab X G∆, we then have ZΘ1 “ Z♦Θ1 ` sZΘ1 .
Define analogously Y ♦Θ1 . Proposition C.2 together with (3.43), (3.42) and (3.60) then gives for large
A and a,
EBre´AZ♦Θ1 |F∆s1G∆ “ e´∆´AZ∆p1`Ope´A{2 ` pBqq1G∆ “ 1`Opε3q
VarBpe´AZ♦Θ1 |F∆q1G∆ ď Ce´2A pZ∆ ¨ oap1q ` Y∆q1G∆ ď Ce´2A
EBrY ♦Θ1 |F∆s1G∆ ď Ce´∆Z∆1G∆ ¨ oap1q ď oap1q.
where the last inequality in the first line follows from (3.9) and (2.5) and in the second and third
lines from (3.59). By Chebychev’s inequality and (2.5), the previous inequalities then give,
PBpt|e´AZ♦Θ1 ´ 1| ě ε3{2{2u XGnbab |F∆q1G∆ ď Cε2. (3.76)
Moreover, by Markov’s inequality, for large A and a,
PBptY ♦Θ1 ą η{2u XGnbab |F∆q1G∆ ď oap1q ď ε2. (3.77)
The lemma now follows from (3.75), (3.76) and (3.77) together with Lemmas 3.24 and 3.25.
Remark 3.27. Lemma 3.26 obviously still holds if one replaces G1 by G1 X t|e´AZΘ1 ´ 1| ă 12ε3{2u.
This will be needed in Sections 4 and 5.
The Fourier transform of the barrier process. In this paragraph we will prove (3.57). We
will assume throughout that hypothesis (HB0) is verified. Fix λ P R. Throughout the proof,
the symbols Op¨q, op1q and C may depend on λ (but are uniform in ρ appearing below). Define
∆drift “ e´Ap pZT´ ` qZ∆q ´ 1 and ∆jump “ e´AZpU ,T q, so that
∆ “ logp1`∆drift `∆jumpq “ logp1`∆driftq ` logp1` ∆jump
1`∆drift q.
Recall that X
r8s
Θ1
“ f∆ppΘ1´T`q{a2q on G∆. Equation (3.60) together with Lemmas 3.24 and 3.26
and (2.5) then yield,
EBreiλXr8sΘ1 1G1s “ Ereiλ∆1GU s `Opε5{4q
“ Ereiλ logp1`∆driftqeiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`∆drift q1GU s `Opε5{4q.
(3.78)
We now claim that for every |ρ| ă 1{2, we have for large A and a,
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs “ exppΨ`Opε| log ε|ρqq, (3.79)
where Ψ :“ rε´pi2 ż 8
0
reiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1qsΛpdxq ` iλpi2p´ log ε` c3.89 ` op1qq
¯
,
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with Λpdxq as in the statement of Theorem 1.1 and c3.89 as defined in (3.89). Let us show how
(3.79) implies (3.57). We use throughout without mention that PpGU q “ 1 ´ OpA2ε2q by (3.61).
First, by (3.68) and Lemma 3.22, we have
Ere´A qZ∆ |GU s ď CεPpT “ T p1q |GU q ď CAε2,
so that with (3.65) and (2.4), we get,
E r∆drift |GU s “ pi2rεpA` log ε` c3.10 ` op1qq `Opε3{2q. (3.80)
Furthermore, (3.66) and (3.69) and the inequality px` yq2 ď 2px2 ` y2q yield
E
“p∆driftq2 |GU ‰ “ OpA2ε2q “ Opε3{2q, (3.81)
where the last inequality follows from (2.4). In particular, Markov’s inequality applied to (3.81)
yields,
Pp|∆drift| ě 1{2 |GU q “ Opε3{2q. (3.82)
Equations (3.78), (3.79) and (3.82) then give (note that ∆jump is independent of ∆drift and GU and
that Ψ is deterministic)
EreiλXr8sΘ1 1G1s “ Ereiλ logp1`∆driftq1GU 1p|∆drift|ă1{2qeΨ`Opε| log ε|∆driftqs `Opε5{4q
“ eΨErp1` piλ`Opε| log ε|qq∆drift `Op∆2driftqq1GU 1p|∆drift|ă1{2qs `Opε5{4q
“ eΨErp1` iλq∆drift1GU s `Opε5{4q,
where the last equality follows from (3.81) and (3.82) together with standard applications of the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the bound Ψ “ Op1q valid for large A and a. With (3.80) and
(3.55), this gives
EreiλXr8sΘ1 1G1s “ eΨp1` iλpi2rεpA` log ε` c3.10 ` op1qqq `Opε5{4q
“ exp
!rε´pi2 ż 8
0
reiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1qsΛpdxq ` iλpi2pA` c3.10 ` c3.89 ` op1qq
¯)
`Opε5{4q.
But this implies (3.57) with c “ pi2pc3.10 ` c3.89q “ pi2pc3.8 ` c3.89 ´ log piq.
It remains to show (3.79) for any |ρ| ă 1{2. By the definition of the breakout event B in (2.8),
we have
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs “ Eareiλ logp1` e
´AZ
1`ρ q |Bs “ p´1B Eareiλ logp1`
e´AZ
1`ρ q1pZąεeA, σmaxąζqs.
Recall that Papσmax ą ζq “ Opηq “ Ope´2Aq by the third part of Lemma 3.3 and (2.6). Together
with (3.9), this yields,
PapZ ą εeAq “ PapZ ą εeA, σmax ą ζq ´O pPapσmax ą ζqq
“ pB `Opηq “ pBp1`Ope´Aqq.
(3.83)
Furthermore, setting gpxq “ exppiλ logp1` xqq, the above two equations yield
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs “ p´1B Eareiλ logp1`
e´AZ
1`ρ q1pZąεeAqs `Opp´1B Papσmax ą ζqq,
“ Eargp e´AZ1`ρ q |Z ą εeAs `Ope´Aq.
(3.84)
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Define hpxq “ gpxq ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q and hρpxq “ hp x1`ρq for x ě 0, so that
Eargp e´AZ1`ρ q |Z ą εeAs “ 1`
iλ
1` ρE
are´AZ1pZďeAq |Z ą εeAs`Earhρpe´AZq |Z ą εeAs. (3.85)
Recall that rε “ ppipBeAq´1. With (3.83), this gives for large A and a,
Eare´AZ1pZďeAq |Z ą εeAs “ p1`Ope´Aqqp´1B Eare´AZ1pεeAăZďeAqs
“ pirεEarZ1pεeAăZďeAqsp1`Ope´Aqq.
By the first two parts of Lemma 3.3 and (2.6), we have for large A and a,
EarZ1pεeAăZďeAqs “ ErpiW1ppi´1εeA`OpηqăWďpi´1eA`Opηqqs `OpeAηq
“ pi `log `pi´1eA `Opηq˘´ log `pi´1εeA `Opηq˘˘` op1q
“ ´pi log ε` op1q.
The two previous equations yield together,
Eare´AZ1pZďeAq |Z ą εeAs “ pi2rεp´ log ε` op1qq. (3.86)
As for the last expectation in (3.85) first note that |hρpxq| “ Op1^x2q for every x ě 0 and |ρ| ď 1{2
(recall that we allow the symbol Op¨q to depend on λ in this proof), so that
Earhρpe´AZq1pZąεeAqs “ Earhρpe´AZqs `OpEarpe´AZq21pZďεeAqsq
“ Earhρpe´AZqs `Opεe´Aq,
where the last equality follows for the same reasons as (3.12). Furthermore, since hρ has a bounded
derivative, uniformly in |ρ| ď 1{2, except at x “ 1 ` ρ, the first two parts of Lemma 3.3 yield for
large A and a,
Earhρpe´AZqs “ Erhρpe´ApiW qs `Opη ` P p|piW ´ p1` ρqeA| ď Cηqq
“ Erhρpe´ApiW qs `Opηq ` e´Aop1q.
The previous equations and (2.6) now yield
Earhρpe´AZq1pZąεeAqs “ Erhρpe´ApiW qs ` e´Aop1q. (3.87)
We wish to express Erhρpe´ApiW qs for large A. Denote by h1pxq the left derivative of h, which
satisfies |h1pxq| ď Cpx^ x´1q for x ě 0. Integration by parts gives for every α ą 0,
ErhpαW qs “
ż 8
0
h1pxqP pαW ą xq dx` php1`q ´ hp1qqP pαW ą 1q.
By the second part of Lemma 3.3, we have P pW ą xq „ x´1 as xÑ8, in particular,
h1pxqα´1P pαW ą xq ď h1pxqα´1Cpα´1xq´1 ď Cp1^ x´2q, for all α ą 0 and x ě 0.
Setting α “ pie´A{p1`ρq and using dominated convergence then yields the following limit, uniformly
in |ρ| ď 1{2,
lim
AÑ8p1` ρqpi
´1eAErhρpe´ApiW qs “ lim
αÑ0α
´1ErhpαW qs
“
ż 8
0
h1pxq1
x
dx` php1`q ´ hp1qq “
ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx,
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where the last equality follows again by integration by parts. Together with (3.87), (3.83) and the
definition of rε, this gives
Earhρpe´AZq |Z ą εeAs “ pi2rε´ ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx`Opρq ` op1q
¯
. (3.88)
Collecting (3.84), (3.85), (3.86) and (3.88) and using the fact that e´A “ rε ¨op1q by (3.55) and (2.5),
we now have
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs “ 1` rεˆ´ iλ
1` ρpi
2 log ε` pi2
ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx`Opρq ` op1q
˙
“ exp
ˆrεˆ´iλpi2 log ε` pi2 ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx` op1q
˙
`Opε| log ε|ρq
˙
Set
c3.89 “
ż 8
0
rlogp1` xq1plogp1`xqď1q ´ x1pxď1qsx´2 dx, (3.89)
which is well defined since logp1` xq “ x`Opx2q for |x| ď 1{2. We have,ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx “
ż 8
0
reiλ logp1`xq ´ 1´ iλ logp1` xq1plogp1`xqď1qs 1x2 dx` iλc3.89
“
ż 8
0
reiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1qsΛpdxq ` iλc3.89,
where Λ denotes the push-forward/image of the measure x´2 dx by the map x ÞÑ logp1` xq, as in
the statement of Theorem 1.1. The preceding equations now finally yield (3.79), which was the last
missing piece in the proof of (3.57). Together with (3.56) (which holds by Lemma 3.26), this finally
yields Proposition 3.1.
3.6 Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
We start with two lemmas: the first, Lemma 3.28, shows that hypothesis (HK) implies the event G0
with high probability, the second, Lemma 3.29, shows Skorokhod convergence to the Le´vy process
pLtqtě0 from Theorem 2.3 for an auxiliary process pX2t qtě0. This process is essentially a time-change
of the process pX 1tqtě0; Lemma 3.29 thus technically bridges the gap between Proposition 3.1 and
Theorem 2.4. The step from Lemma 3.29 to Theorem 2.4 is done through a coupling of the random
times pΘnqně0 with a Poisson process of intensity rε´1. Theorem 2.3 is then easily derived from
Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 3.28. (HK) implies PBpG0q ě 1´ oap1q.
Proof. Recall that under (HK), there are t2pieAa´3eµau particles distributed independently according
to the probability density proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq. An elementary calculation yields
that
EBrZ 10s “ eAp1` oap1qq, VarBpZ 10q ď CeA{a3, EBrY 10s ď CeA{a. (3.90)
This immediately yields the statement, by Chebychev’s and Markov’s inequalities.
Lemma 3.29. As A and a go to infinity, supposing PBpG0q Ñ 1, the process pX2t qtě0, defined by
X2t “ Xr8sΘttrε´1u ´ pi2At, converges in law (with respect to Skorokhod’s topology) to the Le´vy process
pLtqtě0 defined in Theorem 2.3.
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Proof. Note that the process pX2t qtě0 is adapted to the filtration pF 2t qtě0 :“ pFΘttrε´1uqtě0. In
order to show convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions, it is then enough to show (see
Proposition 3.1 in [35] or Lemma 8.1 in [24], p. 225), that for every λ P R and t, s ě 0,
EB
”ˇˇˇ
EBreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |F 2t s ´ esκpλq
ˇˇˇı
Ñ 0, (3.91)
as A and a go to infinity, where κpλq denotes the right-hand side of (1.2). Fix λ P R and t, s ě 0
and define m :“ ttrε´1u and n :“ tpt` sqrε´1u. Then, pn´mqrε “ s` A´1op1q, by (2.4) and (3.55).
By Proposition 3.1, we have
EBreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |FΘms1Gm “ e´iλpi2AsEBreiλpX
r8s
Θn
´Xr8sΘm q |FΘms1Gm
“ exp
´
s
`
κpλq ` op1q `Opεbq˘¯1Gm . (3.92)
In total, we get for A and a large enough,
EB
”ˇˇˇ
EBreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |F 2t s ´ esκpλq
ˇˇˇı
ď esκpλqEBr|espop1q`Opεbqq ´ 1|s `PBpGcmq,
where we used the fact that Reκpλq ď 0 and therefore |esκpλq| ď 1. By Proposition 3.1, this goes to
0 as A and a go to infinity, which proves (3.91).
In order to show tightness in Skorokhod’s topology, we use Aldous’ famous criterion [1] (see also
[10], Theorem 16.10): If for every M ą 0, every family of pF 2t q-stopping times τ “ τpA, aq taking
only finitely many values, all in r0,M s, and every h “ hpA, aq ě 0 with hpA, aq Ñ 0 as A and a go
to infinity, we have
X2τ`h ´X2τ Ñ 0, in probability as A and a go to infinity, (3.93)
then tightness follows for the processes pX2t qtě0 (note that the second point in the criterion, namely
tightness of X2t for every fixed t, follows from the convergence in finite-dimensional distributions
proved above). Now let τ be such a stopping time and let Vτ be the (finite) set of values it takes.
We first note that since Gn Ą Gn`1 for every n P N, we have for every t P Vτ and every A and a
large enough,
PBpGcttrε´1uq ď PBpGctMrε´1uq “ OpMεbq. (3.94)
by Proposition 3.1 and (3.55). Moreover, we have for every λ ą 0,
EBreiλpX2τ`h´X2τ qs “
ÿ
tPVτ
EB
”
eiλpX
2
t`h´X2t q1pτ“tq
ı
“
ÿ
tPVτ
EB
”
EBreiλpX2t`h´X2t q |F 2t s1pτ“tq1Gttrε´1u
ı
`OpMεbq by (3.94)
“ ehpκpλq`op1q`Opεbqqp1´OpMεbqq `OpMεbq, by (3.92),
which converges to 1 as A and a go to infinity. This implies (3.93) and therefore proves tightness in
Skorokhod’s topology, since M was arbitrary. Together with the convergence in finite-dimensional
distributions proved above, the lemma follows.
A coupling with a Poisson process. Let pVnqně1 be a sequence of independent exponentially
distributed random variables with mean rε. In order to prove convergence of the processes pXtqtě0
and pX 1tqtě0 (the latter was defined in the statement of Theorem 2.4), we are going to couple the
BBM with the sequence pVnqně1 in the following way: Suppose we have constructed the BBM until
time Θn´1. Now, on the event Gn´1, by Corollary 3.7, the strong Markov property of BBM and
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the transfer theorem (a theorem which allows to “transfer” random variables to another probability
space, see [32], Theorem 5.10), we can construct the BBM up to time Θn such that P
Bp|pTn ´
Θn´1q{a3´Vn| ą ε3{2q “ Opε2q (recall that Tn denotes the time of the first breakout after Θn´1). On
the event Gcn´1, we simply let the BBM evolve independently of pVjqjěn. Setting G1n “ GnXt@j ď
n : |pTj ´ Θj´1q{a3 ´ Vj | ď ε3{2u, there exists by Corollary 3.7 and Proposition 3.1 a numerical
constant b ą 0, such that for large A and a,
PBpG1nq ě PBpG0q ´ nOpε1`bq (3.95)
Furthermore, we have Θn “ Tn ` eAa2 on G1n, whence for large A and a,
on G1n : |pΘn ´Θn´1q{a3 ´ Vn| ď 2ε3{2.
This construction now permits us to prove Theorem 2.4:
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The main idea of the proof is to compare the process pX 1tqtě0 with the process
pX2t qtě0 and deduce convergence of the former from the convergence of the latter. For this, we first
recall some basic facts about Skorokhod convergence.
Let d denote the Skorokhod metric on the space of real-valued cadlag functions Dpr0,8qq (see
[24], Section 3.5). Let Φ be the space of strictly increasing, continuous, maps of r0,8q onto itself.
Let x, x1, x2, . . . be elements of Dpr0,8qq. Then ([24], Proposition 3.5.3), dpxn, xq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 if
and only if for every M ą 0 there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such that
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕnptq ´ t| Ñ 0, and sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ xptq| Ñ 0. (3.96)
If px1nqnPN is another sequence of functions in Dpr0,8qq, with dpx1n, xq Ñ 0, then by the triangle
inequality and the fact that Φ is stable under the operations of inverse and convolution, we have
dpxn, xq Ñ 0 if and only if there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such that the first inequality in (3.96)
holds and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ x1nptq| Ñ 0.
For every A and a, we now define the (random) map ϕA,a P Φ by
ϕA,aprεpn` rqq “ pp1´ rqΘn ` rΘn`1qa´3, with n P N, r P r0, 1s.
Let M ą 0 and define nM “ rMrε´1s. Let pX2t qtě0 be the process from Lemma 3.29. Then,
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| ď max
nPt0,...,nM u
ˇˇ
a´3Θn ´ rεnˇˇ ,
sup
tPr0,Ms
|X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| ď maxnPt0,...,nM upi
2A
ˇˇ
a´3Θn ´ rεnˇˇ .
By Doob’s L2 inequality and the fact that rε “ EBrV1s, we get
PB
´
max
nPt0,...,nM u
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
Vi ´ nrε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ε1{3¯ ď Cε´2{3nM VarBpViq ď CMε1{3,
by (3.55). Furthermore, on the event G1nM defined above, we have for every n ď nM , |Θn´
řn
i“1 Vi| ď
CnMε
3{2 ď CMε1{2. By Lemma 3.28 and (3.95), PBpG1nM q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity. In total,
@M ą 0 : sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| Ñ 0, in probability, (3.97)
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as A and a go to infinity, which is equivalent to
8ÿ
M“1
2´M
”
1^
´
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq|
¯ı
Ñ 0, in probability. (3.98)
Now, suppose that A and a go to infinity along a sequence pAn, anqnPN and denote by X 1An,an , X2An,an
and ϕAn,an the processes corresponding to these parameters. By Lemma 3.29 and Skorokhod’s
representation theorem ([10], Theorem 6.7), there exists a probability space on which the sequence
pX2An,anq converges almost surely as nÑ 8 to the limiting Le´vy process L “ pLtqtě0 stated in the
theorem. Applying again the representation theorem as well as the transfer theorem, we can transfer
the processes X 1An,an and ϕAn,an to this probability space in such a way that the convergence in
(3.98) holds almost surely, which implies that the convergence in (3.97) holds almost surely as well.
By the remarks at the beginning of the proof, it follows that on this new probability space,
dpX 1An,an , Lq ď dpX 1An,an , X2An,anq ` dpX2An,an , Lq Ñ 0,
almost surely, as nÑ8. This proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let ptA,ai qki“1 be as in the statement of the theorem (with n replaced by k)
and write ti “ tA,ai . By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show that
PB
´
@i : Xr8s
tia3
“ Jtia3
¯
Ñ 1. (3.99)
Let n :“ r2ptk ` 2q{rεs, so that n “ Opε´1q, by (3.55), where we allow the Op¨q symbol to depend
on tk. By Chebychev’s inequality, we then have
PBp
nÿ
i“1
Vi ď tk ` 2q ď PB
´ nÿ
i“1
pVi ´ rεq ď ´n
2
rε¯ “ OpnVarBpViqq “ Opεq. (3.100)
Furthermore, define the intervals Ii “ ti ` r´2nε3{2 ´ eA{a, 2nε3{2s, i “ 1, . . . , k and denote by P
the point process on the real line with points at the positions V1, V1 ` V2, V1 ` V2 ` V3, . . . Then P
is a Poisson process with intensity rε´1 “ Opε´1q and thus, for large A and a,
PB
´
P X
kď
i“1
Ii ‰ H
¯
ď Ckε1{2. (3.101)
We now have
PB
´
@i : Xr8s
tia3
“ Jtia3
¯
ě PB
´
Epi, jq : tia3 P rΘj ´ Tj´1,Θjs
¯
by definition
ě PB
´
G1n,
nÿ
i“1
Vi ą tk ` 2, P X
kď
i“1
Ii “ H
¯
by definition of G1n
ě PBpG0q ´Opεbq by (3.95), (3.100), (3.101).
Letting A and a go to infinity and using again Lemma 3.28, yields (3.99) and thus proves the
theorem.
4 The B5-BBM
In this section, we prove the parts of Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 concerning the B5-BBM,
which was defined in Section 2.2.1. This section relies very much on Section 3 and we will use all
of the notation introduced there.
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4.1 More definitions and results
Recall from the beginning of Section 2.2 that we fix δ P p0, 1{100q and that the phrase “for large
A and a” may now depend on δ. Depending on δ, we fix K ě 1 such that EK ď δ{10, where EK
is defined in (B.9). We will use the symbols Cδ and Cδ,α, which have the same meaning as C (see
Section 1.6), except that they may depend on δ or δ and α as well, α being defined later.
For a Borel set S Ă R`, we define the stopping line L redl,S by pu, tq P L redl,S if and only if the
particle u gets coloured red at time t and has been white up to time t, with t P S. We then
set Zredl,S and Y
red
l,S by summing respectively wZ and wY over the particles of this stopping line.
Furthermore, we define N redt and N
white
t to be the subsets of Nt formed by the red and white
particles, respectively, and define Zredt , Y
red
t , Z
white
t and Y
white
t accordingly. Recall that we kill all
red particles at every time Θn, n ě 0, so that N redΘn “ H and NΘn “ N whiteΘn for every n ě 0.
Note that the law of the process until time Θ1 is the same as under P
B, which allows us to use
the results from Section 3.
Recall that ν5t denotes the empirical measure of the white particles at time t and abuse notation
by setting ν5n “ ν5Θn . We set G5´ 1 “ Ω and for each n P N, we define the event G5n to be the
intersection of G5n´1 with the following events:
• supp ν5n Ă p0, aq,
• N whiteΘn Ă U ˆ tΘnu and Θn ą Tn` (for n ą 0),
• |e´AZwhiteΘn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and Y whiteΘn ď η.
• P5
´
Zredl,rΘn,Θn`Ka2s ` Y redl,rΘn,Θn`Ka2s ď a´1{2
ˇˇˇ
FΘn
¯
ě 1´ ε2.
The last event is of course uniquely defined up to a set of probability zero. Note that G5n P FΘn for
each n P N.
We now state the main results from this section, which will imply the B5-BBM parts of The-
orem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6. They are proved in Section 4.5. Recall the definition of (HK) from
Section 2.1.5.
Lemma 4.1. (HK) implies that P5pG50q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity.
Proposition 4.2. Proposition 3.1 still holds with Gn, P
B, EB replaced by G5n, P5, E5.
4.2 The total number of particles: upper bounds
In this section, we will establish some fine estimates for the number of particles of the process, which
will be used later to bound the number of creations of red particles. For this, we define Ntprq to be
the number of particles to the right of r at time t, i.e. Ntprq “ řuPA0ptq 1pXuptqěrq. Unfortunately,
this quantity is not very convenient to work with, because of the “in between” particles, namely,
particles u P A0ptq with τlpuq ď t ă σl`1puq for some l ě 0 (see Section 2.1.3). We therefore also
define for l ě 0,
N
plq
t prq “
ÿ
pu,sqPN plqt
1pXupsqěrq,
and define N
pl`q
t prq etc. by (3.2) as before. Note that contrary to Zt, Yt and Rt, we may have
Ntprq ‰ N p0`qt prq! We also apply the superscripts “white” and “red” to all of these quantities with
the obvious meanings.
Write for short N “ N 5 “ t2pieA`δa´3eµau. As in Section 3.5, we say that hypothesis (HB0)
is verified if ν0 is deterministic and such that G0 holds. The main lemma in this section is the
following:
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose (HB0). Let t P rKa2, t3.5^?εa3s. Then, for 0 ď r ď 9a{10 and every α ą 0
there exists Cδ,α, such that for large A and a,
PpNtprq ě N |T ą tq ď Cδ,αA2ε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
e´p2´αqr
Furthermore, conditioned on F∆, for t P rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s, for large A and a,
P5nbabpNtprq ě N |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδ,αA2ε2e´p2´αqr.
The proof of this lemma goes by a first-second moment argument, making use of the results from
Section C.3 for BBM in an interval. It is more convenient to calculate the moments of N
p0`q
t prq
instead of Ntprq, which is why we will work with this quantity for the next lemmas.
The following lemma about BBM conditioned not to break out will be used many times in the
proof. Recall the definition of a barrier function f and the norm }f} from Section 2.1.4. Also, see
Remark 2.1 about the definition of the tier structure in the case of varying drift.
Lemma 4.4. Let f be a barrier function, 0 ď t ď t0 ď t3.5 and suppose that }f} is bounded
by a function depending on A only and that either f ” 0 or t0 ď 2eAa2. For x P p0, aq, definepPxf “ Pxf p¨ |T ą t0q. Then, for all r ď p9{10qa and for large A and a,
pExf rN p1`qt prqs ď CAe´ANp1` r2qe´µr´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯, (4.1)pExf rN p0`qt prqs ď CAe´ANp1` r2qe´µre´3pa´xq{4, (4.2)pExf rpN p0`qt prqq2s ď Cp1` r4qe´2rεe´AN2´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯. (4.3)
Proof. First note that by the hypotheses together with Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.14, we can
apply the results of Lemma 3.13. By (3.42), Lemma C.1, Corollary C.5, the definition of N and the
hypothesis on r, we have for every x P p0, aq and s P r0, ts,
pEpx,sqf rN p0qt prqs ď
#
Ce´ANp1` r2qe´µrpwZpxq ` wY pxqq if x ě 19a{20
Ce´ANe´µra3wY pxq if x ă 19a{20.
(4.4)
Equation (4.1) then follows from (4.4) and (3.41), noting that a´ y´ fpζ{a2q ě 19a{20 for large a,
by the hypothesis on f . Equation (4.2) easily follows from (4.1) and (4.4).
For the proof of (4.3), we omit f from the notation, for simplicity. By Lemma 3.15, we have for
all x P p0, aq,
pExrpN p0`qt prqq2s ď pExrN p0`qt prqs ` C ż t
0
ż a
0
pp0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrN p0`qt prqs2 dz ds
` pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
´ ÿ
pv,t1qPS pu,sq
pEpXvpt1q,t1qrN p0`qt prqs¯2ı. (4.5)
We first bound the second summand in (4.5). By (C.30),ż t
0
ż a
0
pp0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrN p0`qt prqs2 dz ds
ď C pEx” ÿ
pv,t1qPSt
ż t
t1^t
ż a
0
p
p0q
s´t1pXvpt1q, zqpEpz,sqrN p0`qt prqs2 dz dsı (4.6)
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As in the proof of Lemma C.7, but using (4.2) instead of Corollary C.5, we have for every t1 ď t,ż t
t1
ż a
0
p
p0q
s´t1px, zqpEpz,sqrN p0`qt prqs2 dz ds ď CA2e´2AN2p1` r4qe´2µr´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯. (4.7)
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) together with (3.41) and the hypothesis on t now giveż t
0
ż a
0
pp0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrN p0`qt prqs2 dz ds ď CA2e´2AN2p1` r4qe´2µr´ ta3wZpxq `AwY pxq¯. (4.8)
As for the last summand in (4.5), let pu, sq P Rt. Note again that for every pv, t1q P S pu,sq,
Xvpt1q ě 19a{20 for large a. By (4.1), (4.4) and the hypothesis on t, we then haveÿ
pv,t1qPS pu,sq
pEpXvpt1q,t1qrN p0`qt prqs ď Ce´ANp1` r2qe´µrpZpu,sq `AY pu,sqq.
Furthermore, we have AY pu,sq ď AηZpu,sq ď Zpu,sq for large A and a by the first part of Lemma 3.3
and (2.6). This gives,
pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
´ ÿ
pv,t1qPS pu,sq
pEpXvpt1q,t1qrN p0`qt prqs¯2ı
ď Cp1` r4qe´2µre´2AN2pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
pZpu,sqq2
ı
. (4.9)
By now familiar arguments (namely, first (3.12), then (3.41), (3.42), Lemmas C.9 and C.8 and the
hypothesis on t) give
pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
pZpu,sqq2
ı
ď CεeApExrRts ď CεeA´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
. (4.10)
Equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10), together with (2.5) and (2.1), now bound the second and third
summands in (4.5). The first summand is easily bounded by (4.1) and (4.4). This yields (4.3) and
finishes the proof.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose (HB0). For large A and a, we have for every 0 ď r ď 9a{10 and t P
rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s,
P5nbabpN p0`qt prq ą δN{4 |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδεe´2A{3p1` r4qe´2r. (4.11)
Proof. Recall the line ĎLU from Section 3.4. By independence of its descendants, we have with
f`∆ “ f∆p¨ ´ T`{a2q,
Var5nbabpN p0`qt prq |F∆q1G∆ ď
ÿ
pu,sqP ĎLU
E
pXupsq,sq
f`∆
rN p0`qt prq2 |T ą Θ1 ` eAa2s,
and Lemma 4.4 now implies
Var5nbabpN p0`qt prq |F∆q1G∆ ď Cp1` r4qe´2rεe´AN2EU 1G∆ ď Cp1` r4qe´2rεe´2A{3N2, (4.12)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that EU ď eA{3 on GU Ă G∆. Furthermore, by
Lemma 4.4,
E5nbabrN p0`qt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď CAe´ANp1` r2qe´µrEU 1G∆ ď CAe´2A{3N. (4.13)
Equation (4.11) now follows from (4.12) and (4.13) together with the conditional Chebychev in-
equality.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. For simplicity, we will only prove the lemma with Ntprq replaced by N p0`qt prq.
This is certainly enough if qp0q “ 0, since then Ntprq ď N p0`qt prq almost surely. If qp0q ‰ 0,
one can bound the second moment of the number of in-between particles at time t by a constant
CA,ζ depending on A and ζ only (all results needed for this have been introduced, most notably
the second statement of Lemma 3.17). This yields the bound PpNtprq ´ N p0`qt prq ą pδ{10qNq ď
100δ´2CA,ζ{N2, which can be used with the bounds in the proof to yield the lemma. We omit the
(technical) details.
Assume Ka2 ď t ď t3.5 ^?εa3. By Lemma C.3 and Corollary 3.8, we have for large A and a,
ErN p0qt prq |T ą ts ď 2pia´3eµaZ0
`
1` EK `
`
1`r
a
˘2˘p1` µrqe´µr ď p1´ 3δ{4qN, (4.14)
where the last inequality follows from hypothesis (HB0) and the definitions of K and N from
Sections 4.1 and 2.2.1, respectively. Moreover, we have by Lemma 4.4,
ErN p1`qt prq |T ą ts ď Cp1` r2qe´µrNAe´Ap ta3Z0 ` Y0q ď C
?
εAN, (4.15)
by hypothesis (HB0), the hypothesis on t and (2.6). Equations (4.14), (4.15) and (2.4) now give for
large A and a,
ErN p0`qt prq |T ą ts ď p1´ δ{2qN. (4.16)
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.4 and the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0, we have
VarpN p0`qt prq |T ą tq ď CεN2p1` r4qe´2rpt{a3 ` ηq. (4.17)
Chebychev’s inequality, (4.16) and (4.17) yield the first equation of the lemma.
Conditioned on F∆, let t P rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s. Define N p0q,bulkt prq to be the number of hat- and
check-particles to the right of r at time t that have not hit a between T´ and t and likewise
N
p0q,fug
t prq the number of fug-particles with the same properties. Set Mt “ e´X
r1s
t “ p1 ` ∆tq´1,
where ∆t “ θppt´ T`q{a2qpe∆ ´ 1q. Note that we have on G∆: |e∆ ´ 1´ e´AZpU ,T q| ď 2ε1{4.
Define αr “ p1 ` µrqe´µr. By Lemmas C.1 and C.3, together with (3.9) and (3.42) from
Lemma 3.13 (which we can apply by Lemma 3.14), we have for large A and a,
E5rN p0q,bulkt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αreop1qNMtp1` EKqe´Ap pZT´ ` qZ∆q1G∆ ď αrNMtp1´ 3δ{4q, (4.18)
by the definition of pG and qG. Furthermore, we have by Corollary C.6 and Lemma C.1, for large a,
E5rN p0q,fugt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αreoap1qNMt
`
θ
`pt´ T q{a2˘`O `py `∆` rq2η{a˘˘ e´AZpU ,T q1G∆
ď αrNMt
´
∆t `Opε1{4 ` a´1r2q
¯
1G∆ . (4.19)
Equations (4.18) and (4.19) now give,
E5rN p0q,bulkt prq `N p0q,fugt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αrN
`
1´ δ{2`Opa´1r2q˘ . (4.20)
Similarly, one has by Lemma C.7 and (3.42),
Var5pN p0q,bulkt prq `N p0q,fugt prq |F∆q1G∆ ď Ce´Ap1` r4qe´2µrN2. (4.21)
Equations (4.20) and (4.21) and the conditional Chebychev inequality now yield for large A and a,
P5pN p0q,bulkt prq `N p0q,fugt prq ě p1´ δ{4qN |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδp1` r4qe´Ae´2µr.
This, together with Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 3.25 and the fact that the hat-, fug- and check-particles
do not hit a on Gnbab finishes the proof of the lemma.
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We finish this section with a result which extends Lemma 4.3 to t ď Ka2 under (HK).
Lemma 4.6. Suppose (HK) and let α ą 0. Then for large A and a, we have for every t ď Ka2 and
0 ď r ď 9a{10,
P5pNtprq ě N, Rp0qKa2 “ 0q ď Cα,δe´p2´αqr{a, and P5pRp0qKa2 “ 0q ě 1´ CδeA{a.
Proof. On the event tRp0q
Ka2
“ 0u, we have Ntprq “ N p0qt prq and T ą Ka2, so it is enough to prove
the statement with Ntprq replaced by N p0qt prq and PB replaced by P. Lemmas C.8 together with
(3.90) from the proof of Lemma 3.28 yields
PpRp0q
Ka2
ě 1q ď ErRp0q
Ka2
s ď C
´K
a
ErZ0s `ErY0s
¯
ď CKe
A
a
,
which gives the second statement. As for the first one, note that t2pieAa´3eµau equals te´δN u or
re´δN s. Suppose the former for simplicity. Now, since the density φpxq is stationary w.r.t. BBM
with absorption at 0 and a, we have
ErN p0qt prqs “ ErN p0q0 prqs “ te´δN u
ż a
r
φpxqdx ď e´δNp1` µrqe´µr. (4.22)
Furthermore, by the independence of the initial particles and the tower property of conditional
expectation,
VarpN p0qt prqq ď NEXrEXrpN p0qt prqq2ss,
where X is a random variable distributed according to the density φ and the outer expectation is
with respect to X. By Lemma C.7, we have for every x P r0, as,
ExrpN p0qt prqq2s ď Ce´2AN2p1` r4qe´2µrppt{a3qwZpxq ` wY pxqq,
and a simple calculation then yields for t ď Ka2,
VarpN p0qt prqq ď N
ż a
0
ExrpN p0qt prqq2sφpxqdx ď CpK{aqe´AN2p1` r4qe´2µr. (4.23)
The lemma now follows from (4.22) and (4.23), together with Chebychev’s inequality.
4.3 Bounds on the number of red particles
For a Borel S Ă R` and r P r0, as, denote by NwtrpS, rq (“wtr” stands for “white to red”) the
number of white particles turning red to the right of r at some time t P S. More precisely, set
NwtrpS, rq “ #tpu, tq P L redl,S : Xuptq ě ru.
Furthermore, we denote by Nwhitet prq the number of white particles with positions ě r at time t
(including the “in between particles”).
Lemma 4.7. For a Borel set S Ă R`, write |S| for its Lebesgue measure. Then for every α ą 0,
for sufficiently small δ, there exists Cδ,α, such that for large A and a, the following holds:
1. Suppose (HB0). For every r P r0, 9a{10s, t P rKa2, t3.5^?εa3s and every interval I Ă rKa2, ts,
ErNwtrpI, rq |T ą ts ď Cδ,αε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
e´p2´αqrNp|I| ` 1q.
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2. Suppose (HB0). Conditioned on F∆, for every r P r0, 9a{10s and every interval I Ă rT,Θ1 `
eAa2s,
E5nbabrNwtrpI, rq |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδ,αεe´2A{3e´p2´αqrNp|I| ` 1q
3. Suppose (HK). For every r P r0, 9a{10s,
E5rNwtrpr0,Ka2s, rq1pRKa2“0qs ď Cδ,αa´1e´p2´αqrN.
Proof. Define rNwtrpI, rq like NwtrpI, rq but not counting those particles which become red because
of an in-between particle branching. We will only prove the lemma with NwtrpI, rq replaced byrNwtrpI, rq, in which case one can actually take |I| instead of |I| ` 1 in the inequalities from the
statement of the lemma. Taking account of the remaining particles, i.e. of the difference rNwtrpI, rq´
NwtrpI, rq goes through straightforward but technical and uninteresting arguments.
We first prove the first statement. Fix r P r0, as and t P rKa2, t3.5 ^ ?εa3s. Write pEr¨s “
Er¨ |T ą ts and define the measure rmr on rKa2, ts by
rmrpSq “ pEr rNwtrpS, rqs, for all Borel S Ă rKa2, ts.
We want to show that the measure rmr is dominated by a constant multiple of Lebesgue measure
(with the constant given in the statement of the lemma). For this, it is enough to bound the limit
of rmrprs, s ` hsq{h as h Ñ 0, for every s P rKa2, ts. Now, one easily sees that in this limit, only
those events contribute where N white particles lie to the right of r at time s. More precisely, fix
s P rKa2, ts, let rNwhites prq be the stopping line formed by the non-in-between white particles to the
right of r at time s. Then, since a white particle branching into k ě 0 descendants creates pk´ 1q`
new white particles, we have,
lim
hÑ0
rmrprs, s` hsq{h “ lim
hÑ0
pE”1pNwhites prq“Nq ÿ
pu,sqPĂNwhites prq
pEpXupsq,sqrpNs`hprq ´ 1q`sı{h. (4.24)
Since for every x P p0, aq the law pPpx,sq is dominated in the sense of measures by 2Ppx,sq for large A
and a, we have pEpx,sqrpNs`hprq ´ 1q`s ď Ch for small h. Together with (4.24) this gives
lim
hÑ0
rmrprs, s` hsq{h ď CN pPpNwhites prq “ Nq ď CN pPpNsprq ě Nq ď Cδ,αε´ ta3 ` η¯e´p2´αqrN,
by the first part of Lemma 4.3. This proves the first statement. The second and third statements
are proven similarly, drawing on the second part of Lemma 4.3 and on Lemma 4.6, respectively.
For an interval I Ă R`, let GwtrI be the event that NwtrpI, 2a{3q equals zero.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose (HB0). Then, for large A and a,
PppGwtrrKa2,T^?εa3sqcq ď Cδoap1q and P5nbab
´
pGwtrrT,Θ1`eAa2sqc |F∆
¯
1G∆ ď Cδoap1q.
Proof. The second inequality follows directly from the second part of Lemma 4.7 and Markov’s
inequality. For the first inequality, we have for every r ď 9a{10, by the first part of Lemma 4.7,
ErNwtrprKa2, T ^?εa3s, rqs “
ż ?εa3
Ka2
ErNwtrpds, rq1pTąsqs
ď Cδεe´1.9rN
ż ?εa3
Ka2
´ s
a3
` η
¯
PpT ą sq ds. (4.25)
In particular, ErNwtrprKa2, T ^?εa3s, 2a{3qs ď Cδoap1q, since the last integral in (4.25) is trivially
bounded by Ca3. The first inequality follows from this together with Markov’s inequality.
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Lemma 4.9. Suppose (HB0). Define the intervals I “ rKa2, T ^ ?εa3s and J “ rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s.
For large A and a,
ErpZredl,I ` Y redl,I q1GwtrI s ď Cδε3eA, and E5nbabrpZredl,J ` Y redl,Jq1GwtrJ |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδεe4A{3{a.
Now suppose (HK). Then ErpZredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2sq1pRKa2“0qs ď CδeA{a2.
Proof. We only prove the first inequality, the others follow similarly, using the second and third
parts of Lemma 4.7 instead of the first. By integration by parts, we have on the event GwtrI ,
Zredl,I “
ż 2a{3
0
w1ZprqNwtrpI, rq dr and Y redl,I “ wY p0qNwtrpI, 0q `
ż 2a{3
0
w1Y prqNwtrpI, rqdr.
Now note that by (4.25), we have for every r ď 2a{3, by Corollary 3.6 and (2.7),
ErNwtrpI, rqs ď Cδεe´1.9rNa3E
”´ T
a3
^ 1
¯2 ` η´ T
a3
^ 1
¯ı
ď Cδε3e´1.9rNa3.
The inequality then follows easily from the previous inequalities, since w1Zpxq ď Cp1` xqex´a and
w1Y pxq ď CwY pxq ď 2Cex´a for x P r0, as and large a.
4.4 The probability of G51
We say that hypothesis (HB50) is verified if ν50 is deterministic and such that G50 holds.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose (HB50). Let Gfred be the event that the fugitive does not get coloured red.
Then, for large A and a,
P5pGcfred X pGU XGwtrrKa2,T sqq ď Cδε2.
Proof. Set Gwtr “ GwtrrKa2,T s. Let Tred be the first breakout of a red particle. Then
P5pGcfred X pGU XGwtrqq “ PpT “ Tred, GU XGwtrq ď PpTred ď
?
εa3, Gwtrq. (4.26)
Define T 1 “ T ^?εa3. Then, since L redl,r0,T s is a stopping line, we have by Proposition 3.2 and (3.9),
PpTred ď ?εa3 |FL redl,r0,T sq1Gwtr ď Cε
´1{2e´ApZredl,r0,T 1s ` Y redl,r0,T 1sq. (4.27)
Recall that PpZredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2q ě 1 ´ ε2 by hypothesis. By the tower property of
conditional expectation and (4.27), this gives
PpTred ď ?εa3, Gwtrq ď CErε´1{2e´ApZredl,rKa2,T 1s ` Y redl,rKa2,T 1sq1Gwtrs ` ε2 ` oap1q. (4.28)
The lemma now follows from (4.26) and (4.28) together with Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose (HB50). There exists a numerical constant b ą 0, such that for large A and
a,
P5pG51q ě 1´ ε1`b.
Proof. Recall the event G1 from Section 3. Define G
1
1 “ G1 X t|e´AZ 1Θ1 ´ 1| ď ε3{2{2u. Define the
random variable
X “ P5pZredl,rΘ1,Θ1`Ka2s ` Y redl,rΘ1,Θ1`Ka2s ď a´1{2 |FΘ1q.
By Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.27, we have P5pG11q ě 1´Opε1`bq, for some numerical constant
b ą 0. It therefore suffices to show that for large A and a,
P5pe´AZredΘ1 ą ε3{2{2q `P5pX ă 1´ ε2q ď ε1`b, (4.29)
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By Markov’s inequality and Lemma 4.9, together with Corollary 4.8, we have
E5nbabr1´X |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδoap1q.
A second application of Markov’s inequality yields
P5pX ă 1´ ε2, G∆ XGnbabq ď Cδoap1q. (4.30)
This bounds the second summand in (4.29). The first summand will be bounded by a first moment
estimate, restricted to a set of high probability. Define
Gred “ tKa2 ď T ď ?εa3, Zredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2u XGwtrI XGfred,
where I “ rKa2, T ^?εa3s. Conditioned on T and FL redl,r0,T s and on the event Gred, the particles
from the stopping line L redl,r0,T s then all spawn BBM conditioned not to break out before T (because
neither the fugitive nor any in-between particles are on the stopping line). By Lemmas 3.12 and 4.9
and (2.4), we then have
ErZredT 1Greds ď C
´
ErpZredl,I `AY redl,I q1GwtrI s `Aa´1{2
¯
ď CδAε3eA (4.31)
ErY redT 1Greds ď C
´
ErpZredl,I ` Y redl,I q1GwtrI s `Aa´1{2
¯
ď Cδε3eA. (4.32)
Now define an event rGnbab similarly to Gnbab, but with the difference that red hat-, check- and
fug-particles are now only required not to break out before time Θ1`eAa2. Trivially, rGnbab Ą Gnbab.
Inspecting the proof of Lemma 4.3, one sees that its second part is still valid if P5nbab is replaced
by rP5nbab “ P5p¨ | rGnbabq and Ntprq is replaced by Nwhitet prq. As a consequence, the second part of
Lemma 4.7 and the second inequality in Lemma 4.9 are still valid if E5nbab is replaced by rE5nbab.
This permits to bound ZredΘ1 in expectation under
rP5nbab: Define a random line
L 1 “ N redT ^L redl,J ,
where J “ rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s. Then conditioned on FL 1 and on the event12 GwtrJ , under the lawrP5nbab the descendants of the particles in L 1 follow independent BBM (with drift according to the
barrier function) conditioned not to break out before Θ1 ` eAa2. By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14 and
Proposition C.2, we then haverE5nbabrZredΘ1 |FL 1s1GwtrJ ď C`ZredT ` Zredl,J `ApY redT ` Y redl,Jq˘. (4.33)
Note that G∆ X Gred X GwtrJ P FL 1 . Equations (4.33), (4.31) and (4.32) together with the second
inequality of Lemma 4.9 then give,
E5rZredΘ1 1G∆X rGnbabXGredXGwtrJ s ď CδAε3eA,
so that by Markov’s inequality and the inclusion rGnbab Ą Gnbab,
P5pe´AZredΘ1 ą ε3{2{2, G∆ XGnbab XGred XGwtrJ q ď CδAε3{2. (4.34)
Finally, by the hypothesis, Corollary 4.8 and Lemmas 3.24, 3.25 and 4.10, we have
P5pG∆ XGnbab XGred XGwtrJ q ě 1´ ε1`b, (4.35)
for some numerical constant b ą 0. The lemma now follows from (4.30), (4.34) and (4.35), together
with (2.4).
12When a is large, this event prevents that L 1 contains in-between particles.
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4.5 Proofs of the main results
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Note that all particles are white at time 0, so that the first three events in the
definition of G50 are contained in G0. By Lemma 3.28, it then remains to estimate the probability
of the last event. Define the random variable X “ P5pZredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2 |F0q. Then,
E5r1´Xs ď P5pZredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2s ě a´1{2, RKa2 “ 0q `P5pRKa2 ą 0q ď Cδoap1q,
where the first summand is bounded by Lemma 4.9 and Markov’s inequality, and the second by
Lemma 4.6. Applying Markov’s inequality once again yields P5pX ď 1 ´ ε2q ď Cδoap1q, which
finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.2 and the B5-BBM part of Theorem 2.5. Let n ě 0. Conditioned on FΘn ,
the barrier process until Θn`1 is by definition the same in B5-BBM and B-BBM. Furthermore,
G5n Ă Gn and G5n P FΘn . Proposition 4.2 then follows by induction from Lemma 4.11, as in the
beginning of the proof of Proposition 3.1 in Section 3.5.
As for the B5-BBM part of Theorem 2.5, inspection of the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 shows
that they only rely on Proposition 3.1 and on the existence of the coupling with a Poisson process
constructed in Section 3.6. But this construction only relied on the law of Tn`1 conditioned on FΘn
and Gn and thus readily transfers to the B
5-BBM.
For the proof of the first part of Proposition 2.6, we need the following lemma. Recall that the
superscript p0q denotes restriction to the particles from tier 0.
Lemma 4.12. Suppose (HB50). Let r P r0, 9a{10s and pK ` 1qa2 ď t ď t3.5 ^
?
εa3. Then, for all
γ ą 0, for large A and a,
PpN p0q,redt prq ą γN, T ą tq ď Cδγ´1p1` µrqe´µrε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
` Cε2.
Proof. Define the event G “ Gwtrr0,ts X tZredl,r0,Ka2s ` Y redl,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2u. Then PpGc, T ą tq ď Cε2
for large A and a, by Corollary 4.8 and the hypothesis. By Markov’s inequality, it therefore suffices
to show that pErN p0q,redt prq1Gs ď Cδp1` µrqe´µrε´ ta3 ` η¯N, (4.36)
where pE “ Er¨ |T ą ts. Define a measure m on r0, as ˆ r0, ts by
mpS1, Sq “ pEr#tpu, sq P L p0q,redl,r0,ts : Xupsq P S1, s P Sus,
for all Borel S1 Ă r0, as, S Ă r0, ts. Further set for every x P r0, as, mxpSq “ mprx, as, Sq. By
Lemma 4.7, we then have for x ď 9a{10 and every interval I Ă rKa2, ts
mxpIq ď Cδε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
e´p3{2qxNp|I| ` 1q. (4.37)
Let N
p0q,red
t px, Sq denote the number of red tier-0 particles to the right of x at time t which have
turned red during some time s P S. If pEpx,sqrN p0qt prqs ď fpx, sq for some positive measurable
function f , then by definition,
pErN p0q,redt pr, Sq1Gs ď ż
Sˆr0,2a{3s
fpx, sqmpdx, dsq, (4.38)
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for Borel S Ă r0, ts. If furthermore fpx, sq is jointly differentiable in x and continuous in s, then by
(4.38) and integration by parts,
pErN p0q,redt pr, Sq1Gs ď ż 2a{3
0
ż
B
d
dx
fpx, sqmxpdsqdx`
ż
B
fp0, sqm0pdsq. (4.39)
Define I1 “ r0, t ´ a2s and I2 “ rt ´ a2, ts. By Lemma C.3, (C.16) and Corollary 3.8, we have for
x P r0, 2a{3s, pEpx,sqrN p0qt prqs ď
#
Cp1` µrqe´µrNe´AwZpxq, if s P I1
Ceµx
ş8
r e
´µzpat´spx, yq, if s P I2.
(4.40)
By (4.39) and (4.40) and the inequality w1Zpxq ď Cp1` xqex´a, we have for large A and a,
pErN p0q,redt pr, I1q1Gs ď Ce´ANp1` µrqe´µr´ ż 2a{3
0
mxprKa2, t´ a2sqp1` xqex´a dx` pErZredl,r0,Ka2s1Gs¯
ď Cδp1` µrqe´µrN
`
εppt{a3q ` ηqpt{a3q ` oap1q
˘
, (4.41)
the last inequality following from (4.37) and the definition of G.
We now further subdivide the interval I2 into I
1
2 “ rt ´ a2, t ´ 1s and I22 “ rt ´ 1, ts. Writing
p8s px, yq “ p2{ppisqq1{2 expp´px2 ` y2q{2sq sinhpxy{sq for the transition density of Brownian motion
killed at 0, we have trivially,
pEpx,sqrN p0qt prqs ď
#
Ceµx
ş8
r e
´µyp8t´spx, yq, if s P I 12
Ceµxe´µy, if s P I22 .
(4.42)
By (4.39), (4.42) and Fubini’s theorem, we now have
pErN p0q,redt pr, I 12q1Gs ď C ż 8
r
e´µy
ż
I 12ˆr0,2a{3s
eµxp8t´spx, yqmpdx,dsqdy.
In order to use our estimate on mx, we regularise the integrand. For this, write p
8
s px, yq “
maxzPrtxu,txu`1s p8s pz, yq. By elementary calculations, using notably the unimodality of p8s px, yq
in x, we have p8s px, yq ď Cpp8s px` 1, yq ` p8s px´ 1, yq ` s´3{21pmaxpx,yqă2qq for every s ě 1 and all
x, y ě 0, where we set p8s px, yq “ 0 for x ă 0. From the above inequality, we then get,
pErN p0q,redt pr, I 12q1Gs ď C ż 8
r
e´µy
ÿ
xPNXr0,2a{3s
ż
I 12
eµxp8t´spx, yqpmxpdsq ´mx`1pdsqqdy
ď C
ż 8
r
e´µy
ÿ
xPNXr0,2a{3`1s
eµx
ż
I 12
rp8t´spx, yq ` pt´ sq´3{21pmaxpx,yqă2qsmx´1pdsqdy.
It is well-known that
ş8
0 p
8
s px, yqds “ 2px^ yq ď 2x (take for example aÑ8 in (B.11)). One can
also check that
ş8
1 maxtsuďs1ďtsu`1 p
8
s1 px, yq ds ď Cx. Together with the last display and (4.37), this
finally gives pErN p0q,redt pr, I 12q1Gs ď Cδe´µrε´ ta3 ` η¯N. (4.43)
By (4.37), (4.39) and (4.42), one easily sees that (4.43) also holds with I 12 replaced by I22 .
Together with (4.41), this yields (4.36) and therefore finishes the proof.
Proof of the first part of Proposition 2.6. Define ρ “ xαe2δ , so that p1` µρqe´µρ “ αe2δp1` oap1qq.
For simplicity, we will only show that for every t ą 0, P5pquNα pν5ta3q ě ρq Ñ 1 as A and a go to
infinity. The general case is a straightforward extension (and the case t “ 0 is an easy calculation).
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Fix t ą 0 and set n0 :“ rrε´1pt`1qs. Define rn to be the (random) number, such that ta3 P rΘrn,Θrn`1q.
Define the good set
G “ G5n0 X trn ă n0u X tta3 P rΘrn ` eAa2, Trn`1qu.
Then P5pGq Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity, since by Proposition 4.2, we have P5pG5n0q ě 1´Oppt`
1qεbq for large A and a, and using the coupling of the process pΘn{a3qně0 with a Poisson process of
intensity rε´1 from Section 3.6, it is easy to show that the other events in the definition of G happen
with high probability as well (see e.g. the proof of Theorem 2.3). We now have
P5pquNα pν5ta3q ě ρ, Gq “
n0´1ÿ
n“0
P5pquNα pν5ta3q ě ρ, G, rn “ nq
ď
n0´1ÿ
n“0
E5
”
P5pquNα pν5ta3q ě ρ, Tn`1 ą ta3 |FΘnq1G5nXtta3´ΘnPreAa2,?εa3su
ı
.
In order to finish the proof, by (3.55) it remains to show that for every initial configuration ν such
that G50 is satisfied, and for every s P reAa2,
?
εa3s, we have for large A and a, for some b ą 0,
PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, T ą sq “ Opε1`bq, (4.44)
where we recall from Section 4.2 that Nwhites pρq denotes the number of white particles to the right
of ρ at time s. Write pPν “ Pνp¨ |T ą sq. We have for large A and a,
pEνrN p0qs pρqs ě p1´OppB ` EeAq ´ oap1qqe2δαe´δN ě p1` δ{2qαN,yVarνpN p0qs pρqq ď Cαe´2AN2,
where the first line follows from Lemma C.3 and Corollary 3.8 together with (3.9) and (B.9) and
the second from Lemma C.7 and Corollary 3.8. It follows that
PνpN p0q,whites pρq ă αN, T ą sq ď pPνpN p0qs pρq ă p1` δ{4qαNq `PνpN p0q,reds pρq ě pδ{4qαN, T ą sq
ď Cδ,α
`
e´2A ` εps{a3 ` ηq ` ε2˘ .
by Chebychev’s inequality applied to the first term and Lemma 4.12 to the second (with γ “
pδ{4qα). Since N p0q,whites pρq ď Nwhites pρq, this implies (4.44) (using (2.5) and (2.7)). This finishes
the proof.
5 The B7-BBM
In this section, we prove the parts of Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 concerning the B7-BBM,
which was defined in Section 2.2.2. As for the previous section, this section relies very much on
Section 3 and we will use all of the notation introduced there.
5.1 More definitions
As in the previous section, recall that we fix δ P p0, 1{100q and that the phrase “for large A and
a” may now depend on δ. Define K to be the smallest number, such that K ě 1 and EK ď δ{10.
Write for short N “ N 7 “ t2pieA´δa´3eµau. The symbols Cδ and Cδ,α have the same meaning as in
the last section.
For bookkeeping, we add a shade of grey to the white particles which have hit 0 at least once (and
call them hence the grey particles). We then add the superscripts “nw”, “gr”, “blue” or “tot” to the
quantities referring respectively to the non-white, grey, blue or all the particles. Quantities without
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this superscript refer to the white particles. This convention enables us often to use interchangeably
P7, P and PB (or E7, E and EB) in formulae concerning the white particles; we will do so without
further mention.
We will also use the notation Ntprq and its variants from Section 4.2 and set Nt “ Ntp0q,
N
p0q
t “ N p0qt p0q etc. In particular, N tott denotes the total number of particles to the right of the
origin at time t. We also define Bn and B
tot
n to be the number of white, respectively, white and grey
particles touching the left barrier during the time interval In with less than N particles to their
right (i.e. those which are coloured blue).
Recall that ν7t denotes the empirical measure of all particles at time t and abuse notation by
setting ν7n “ ν7Θn . We set G7´1 “ Ω and for each n P N, we define the event G7n to be the intersection
of G7n´1 with the following events:
• supp ν7n Ă p0, aq,
• N totΘn Ă U ˆ tΘnu and Θn ą Tn` (for n ą 0),
• |e´AZtotΘn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and Y totΘn ď η,• N totΘn ě N and for all j ě 0 with Θn´1 ` tj ă Θn: N totΘn´1`tj ě N ,
• P7
´
BtotrΘn,Θn`t1s ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
FΘn
¯
ě 1´ ε2.
The last event is of course uniquely defined up to a set of probability zero. Note that G7n P FΘn for
each n P N.
We now state the main results from this section, which will imply the B7-BBM parts of The-
orem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6. They are proved in Section 5.5. Recall the definition of (HK) from
Section 2.1.5.
Lemma 5.1. (HK) implies that P7pG70q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity.
Proposition 5.2. Proposition 3.1 still holds with Gn, P
B and EB replaced by G7n, P7 and E7.
5.2 The number of white particles: lower bounds
In this section, we bound the probability that the number of white particles is less than N at a
given time t.
Lemma 5.3. Let pP “ Pp¨ |T ą t1q with t1 ď t3.5 and let Ka2 ď t ď Cδa2. We have for A and a
large enough, pPpN p0qt ă N |F0q1pZ0ěp1´δ{2qeAq ď Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY0q.
Proof. By Lemma C.3, Corollary 3.8, (3.9) and the definitions of N and K, we have for A and a
large enough, pErN p0qt |F0s ě p1´ CpBqErN p0qt |F0s ě p1` p3{4qδqNe´AZ0.
By the conditional Chebychev inequality, we then have for A and a large enough, since δ ď 1{100,
pPpN p0qt ă N |F0q1pZ0ěp1´δ{2qeAq ď CyVarpN p0qt |F0qpe´ANδZ0q2 .
By Lemma C.7 and Corollary 3.8, yVarpN p0qt |F0q ď Cpe´ANq2ppt{a3qZ0 ` Y0q. The lemma now
follows from the previous inequalities and the hypothesis on t.
Corollary 5.4. Let pP “ Pp¨ |T ą t1q with t1 ď t3.5 and let t ď t1 and s P ra2, ts such that
t´ s P rKa2, Cδa2s. Then, for A and a large enough,
pPpN p0qt ă N, Zp0qs ě p1´ δ{2qeA |F0q ď Cδe´Ap1` e´AZ0q{a.
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Proof. First condition on Fs and apply Lemma 5.3. Then condition on F0 and apply (C.8) and
Corollary 3.8.
The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 5.3 for the system after the breakout. For an
individual u, we define pN ut and N fug, ut to be the number of white hat-, respectively, fug-particles
at time t which are not descendants of u.
Lemma 5.5. For large A and a, we have for each t P rT,Θ1s and pu, tuq P xNT´ YS pU ,T q,
P7nbabp pN ut `N fug, ut ă N |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδηe´A{ε.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, set Mt “ e´Xr1st “ p1`∆tq´1, where ∆t “ θppt´T`q{a2qpe∆´
1q. Recall from that proof that on G∆: |e∆ ´ 1 ´ e´AZpU ,T q| ď 2ε1{4. For a particle pu, tuq PxNT´YS pU ,T q, we define pN p0q, ut and N p0q,fug, ut to be the number of hat-, respectively, fug-particles
which are not descendants of u and which have not hit a after the time T´, respectively, T .
As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.26, we can apply the results of Lemma 3.13 on G∆, by
Lemma 3.14. Then, by Lemma C.1, Lemma C.3 and (3.43) for the first, and by Lemma C.1,
Corollary C.6 and the first part of Lemma 3.3 for the second inequality, we have for large A and a,
E7r pN p0q, ut |F∆s1G∆ ě p1` δ ´ op1qqNe´AMtp pZT´ ´ }wZ}8q1G∆ ě NMtp1` 3δ{4q1G∆ , and
E7rN p0q,fug, ut |F∆s1G∆ ě p1` δ ´ op1qqNe´AMtpZpU ,T q ´ }wZ}8qpθppt´ T q{a2q ` oap1qq1G∆
ě NMtpp1` δ{2q∆t ´ δ{4q1G∆ .
In total, this gives for large A and a,
E7r pN p0q, ut `N p0q,fug, ut |F∆s1G∆ ě Np1` δ{2q1G∆ . (5.1)
Moreover, by Lemma C.7, (3.42) and independence, we have for large A and a,
Var7p pN p0q, ut `N p0q,fug, ut |F∆q1G∆
ď CpNe´Aq2pp pZT´ ` ZpU ,T qqpt´ T´q{a3 ` ppY p0qT´ ` Y pU ,T qqq1G∆ ď CN2ηe´A{ε, (5.2)
by the definition of G∆. Now note that under P
7
nbab,
pN ut “ pN p0q, ut and N fug, ut “ N p0q,fug, ut
almost surely. Equations (5.1) and (5.2), together with Lemma 3.25 and the conditional Chebychev
inequality now yield the lemma.
5.3 Bounds on the number of blue particles
The bulk of this section will be to bound the number of blue particles. For this, first moment
estimates will turn out to be enough. We start with some lemmas which bound the number of
particles hitting the origin. Define for every interval I Ă R` and for every n ě 0 the random
variables
LI “
ÿ
pu,tqPLH0
1ptPIq and Ln “ LIn .
Lemma 5.6. Let f be a barrier function, 0 ď t ď t3.5 and suppose that }f} is bounded by a function
depending on A only and that either f ” 0 or t ď 2eAa2. Furthermore, let I “ rtl, trs Ă r0, ts and
x P r0, as. Then, for large A and a, we have
Exf rLI |T ą ts ď
#
Ceµaa´3ptr ´ tl ` a2qpAwY pxq ` wZpxqq, if tl ě a2 or x ě a{2
CeµapwY pxq ` a´3ptr ´ tl ` a2qwZpxqq, for any tl and x.
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Proof. As in Lemma 4.4, the hypotheses allow us to use the results of Lemma 3.13 without further
mention. Write pEr¨s “ Er¨ |T ą ts. Define for every interval I, Lp0qI “ řpu,sqPLH0 1pHapXuqąsPIq. By
(3.42) and as in the proof of Lemma C.1, we have pExf rLp0qI s ď CeOp}f}{aqErLp0qI s for every x P r0, as
and for large A and a. The hypothesis on f , Lemma A.1, Girsanov’s theorem and (B.12) then yield
pExf rLp0qI s ď CW x´µre 12H01pHaąH0PIqs “ CeµxW a´xre pi22a2Ha1pH0ąHaPIqs “ CeµxIapa´ x, Iq. (5.3)
By (B.14) and Lemma B.1 we have Iapa´x, Iq ď C `a´2ptr ´ tl ` a2q sinppix{aq ` 1ptlăa2 and xďa{2q˘ .
Together with (5.3), this gives for large A and a,
pExf rLIs “ pExf rLp0qI s ` pExf” ÿ
pu,sqPS p1`qtr
pEpXupsq,sqf rLp0qI sı
ď Ceµa
ˆ
tr ´ tl ` a2
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq1ptlăa2 and xďa{2q `
tr ´ tl ` a2
a3
pExf rZp1`qH s˙ . (5.4)
The lemma now follows from (5.4) and (3.41), together with the hypothesis tr ď t3.5 ď Ca3{A.
The following lemma is crucial. It will permit us to estimate the number of particles turning
blue upon hitting the origin.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that ν0 is deterministic with Z0 ě p1´ δ{4qeA. Let t ď t3.5 and I “ rtl, trs Ă
rKa2, ts with tr ď Cδa2. Write pP “ Pp¨ |T ą tq. Then, for large A and a,
pE” ÿ
pu,sqPLH0
1psPI,Np0qs ăNq
ı
ď Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY0qpErLIs.
Proof. For an individual u P U , denote by u0 its ancestor at time 0. If u P A p0q and s ě 0,
define N
p0q, u
s “ řpv,sqPN p0qs 1pvńuq. By the trivial inequality N p0qs ě N p0q, us for every u and by the
independence of the initial particles,
pE” ÿ
pu,sqPLH0
1psPI,Np0qs ăNq
ı
ď pE” ÿ
pu,sqPLH0
1psPIqpPpN p0q, u0s ă Nqı
ď
´
sup
uPA p0q, sPI
pPpN p0q, us ă Nq¯pErLIs.
The lemma now follows from Lemma 5.3, since for every u P A p0q, we have Z0 ´ wZpXup0qq ě
Z0 ´ C ě p1´ δ{2qeA for large A, by hypothesis.
Finally, the following lemma is needed to take care of the particles which survive upon hitting
the origin (i.e. the blue particles). We introduce the random variables Z freet , Y
free
t , R
free
t and N
free
t prq,
which are defined as Zt, Yt, Rt and Ntprq but taking into account all particles, including those who
have hit the origin.
Lemma 5.8. Let t ě 0 and f be a barrier function. Then,
E0f rZ freet s ď Cae
pi2
2a2
t´µa, E0f rY freet s ď Ce
pi2
2a2
t´µa and E0f rRfreet s ď Ce
pi2
2a2
t´µa.
Proof. Follows easily from Lemma A.1 and Girsanov’s theorem, together with the inequality Zt ď
aYt for the first inequality.
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Creation of blue particles: before the breakout. Recall the definitions from Section 5.1, in
particular of the random variables Bn and B
tot
n . The goal in this section is to bound the first moment
of these random variables under the (sub-probability) measure Prns :“ Pp¨, T ą tn`1q, n P N. Since
Prns is a subprobability measure, we introduce the notation Ernsr¨ |F s “ Er ¨1pTątn`1q |F s for a
sigma-field F . Furthermore, we define the good events
GZ,t “
"
sup
0ďsďt
|Zp0qs ´ eA| ă pδ{4qeA
*
and GZ,n “ GZ,tn .
Lemma 5.9. For every n ě 1 with tn`1 ď t3.5, we have for large A and a,
ErnsrBn1GZ,nXtY0ď1us ď Cδ
eµa
a2
ď Cδe´AaN.
Proof. For simplicity, assume that PpGZ,0XtY0 ď 1uq “ 1, the general case is a simple adaptation.
Let n ě 1 and set t1 “ tn´pK`1qa2 “ tn´1`2a2. In this proof, if a quantity has a superscript p0q,
it refers to the particles which have not hit a before time t1 (i.e. to the descendants of N p0qt1 ), and
if it has a superscript p1`q it refers to the remaining particles (i.e. to the descendants of Rp0qt1 ). By
Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 and the inequality Z
p0q
t1 ď aY p0qt1 ,
ErnsrBp0qn 1GZ,n |Ft1s ď Cδe´A
´1
a
` e´AY p0qt1
¯
1GZ,t1ErnsrLp0qn |Ft1s
ď Cδeµa´A
´1
a
Y
p0q
t1 ` e´ApY p0qt1 q2
¯
1GZ,t1 ,
Proposition C.2 now gives, since Z0 ď 2eA on GZ,0 and t1 “ tn´1 ` 2a2 ě 2a2,
ErnsrBp0qn 1GZ,ns ď Cδeµa´A
´1
a
ErY p0qt1 s ` e´AE
“
VarpY p0qt1 |Fa2q ` pErY p0qt1 |Fa2sq21GZ,a2
‰¯
ď Cδeµa
´
a´2 ` e´2A`Era´1Y p0q
a2
s ` a´2e2A˘¯ ď Cδeµa{a2. (5.5)
As for the remaining particles, by the strong branching property, with pPrns “ Pp¨ |T ą tn`1q,
ErnsrBp1`qn 1GZ,n |FLHa^t1 s “ Erns
” ÿ
pu,sqPRp0q
t1
ÿ
pv,rqPLH0 , vľu
1prPIn, Np0qr ăNq1GZ,n
ˇˇˇ
FLHa^t1
ı
ď
”
sup
rPIn
pPrnspN p0qr ă N, GZ,n |FLHa^t1 qı ÿ
pu,sqPRp0q
t1
E
pa,sq
rns rLIns
ď Cδe´Apeµa{a2qRp0qt1 QarZ `AY s,
the last inequality following from Lemma 5.6 together with Corollary 5.4 and the fact that Zt1 ď 2eA
on GZ,t1 . By the first part of Lemma 3.3, (3.11) and (2.6), we have Q
arZ `AY s ď CA. This gives
ErnsrBp1`qn 1GZ,ns ď Cδpeµa{a2qe´AAErRp0qt1 s ď Cδeµa{a2, (5.6)
the last inequality following from Lemma C.8 and the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0. The lemma now
follows from (5.5) and (5.6).
Up to now, we have only considered the white particles turning blue. In order to estimate Btotn ,
we will use an inductive argument. For n ě 0 and 0 ď k ď n ´ 2, define Btotk,n to be the number
of (white or grey) particles that turn blue at a time t P In, have an ancestor that turned blue at a
time t1 P Ik and have none that has hit 0 between tk`2 and tn.
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Let Gb,n be the event that no blue particle hits a before tn and Gg,n the event that there exists
no grey particle that breaks out before t3.5 and has been grey all the time between tn and the time
of its breakout. Then set
Gtotn “ GZ,n XGb,n XGg,n X tB0 ď eAeµa{a2, Y0 ď ηu.
Lemma 5.10. For every n ě 2 with tn`1 ď t3.5 and k ď n´ 2, we have for large A and a,
ErnsrBtotk,n1Gtotn s ď CδErksrBtotk 1Gtotk s
e´A
a
.
Proof. Let Bk be the stopping line consisting of the particles that turn blue during Ik, at the
moment at which they turn blue (hence, Btotk “ #Bk). Note that Bk ^N p0qtn´1 “ Bk YN p0qtn´1 , so
that the descendants of Bk and of N
p0q
tn´1 are independent conditioned on FBk^N p0qtn´1
, by the strong
branching property. Note also that Gtotk P FBk^N p0qtn´1 . It follows that with
pPrns “ Pp¨ |T ą tn`1q,
ErnsrBtotk,n1Gtotn |FBk^N p0qtn´1 s ď suptPIn
´pPrnspN p0qt ă N, GZ,n |FN p0qtn´1 q1Gtotk XGZ,n´11pTątn´1q
¯
ˆ
ÿ
pu,sqPBk
E
p0,sq
rns
” ÿ
pv,tqPL
Hk`20
1ptPIn, HapXvqątk`2, Xvptk`2qPp0,aqq
ı
, (5.7)
where here Hk`20 pXq “ inftt ě tk`2 : Xt “ 0u. By Lemma 5.6 and the inequality wZpxq ď
awY pxq, each summand in the sum on the right-hand side of the above inequality is bounded by
CeµaE0rY freetk`2´ss (with the notation of Lemma 5.8), which by Lemma 5.8 is bounded by CeCK for
s P Ik. Furthermore, by Corollary 5.4 and the fact that Zp0qtn´1 ď 2eA on GZ,n, the supremum in
(5.7) is bounded by Cδe
´A{a. The lemma follows by taking expectation on both sides of (5.7) and
using the fact that tk`1 ď tn´1 by the hypothesis on k.
Lemma 5.11. For all n ě 1 with tn`1 ď t3.5, we have ErnsrBtotn 1Gtotn s ď Cδeµa{a2 for large A and
a.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, the statement is true for n “ 1, because Btot1 “ B1 by definition. Now we
have for every n, by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 and the fact that Btot0 “ B0 ď eAeµa{a2 on Gtotn ,
ErnsrBtotn 1Gtotn s “
n´2ÿ
k“0
ErnsrBtotk,n1Gtotn s `ErnsrBn1Gtotn s ď Cδ
´e´A
a
n´2ÿ
k“1
ErksrBtotk 1Gtotk s `
eµa
a2
¯
. (5.8)
The lemma now follows easily by induction over n, since n ď a by hypothesis.
Define the random variable nT :“ tT {t1u and note that tnT´1 ą T´ for large A. Define the
events GtotnT “
Ť
npGtotn X tnT “ nuq and Gnw “ tZgrtnT ď eA{2, Y
gr
tnT
ď eA{2{a, BgrnT´1 ď ηeµa{au.
The next two lemmas show that these events happen with high probability.
Lemma 5.12. Suppose PpG70q “ 1. For large A and a, we have PpGtotnT q ě 1´ Cδε2.
Proof. Let n ě 1. By definition, the event Gtotn´1zGb,n implies that a particle which turned blue
during In´2 or In´1 has a descendant which hits a before tn. Markov’s inequality and Lemmas 5.8
and 5.11 then imply,
PrnspGtotn´1zGb,nq ď ErnsrpBtotn´2 `Btotn´1q1Gtotn´1s ˆ suptďt2 E
0rRfreet s ď Cδa´2, (5.9)
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Furthermore, the event pGtotn´1 X Gb,nqzGg,n implies that there exists a grey particle which breaks
out for the first time before t3.5, has not hit the origin between time tn and the time of its breakout,
and which has an ancestor that turned blue during In´2. Proposition 3.2 and Lemmas 5.8 and 5.11,
then give,
PrnsppGtotn´1 XGb,nqzGg,nq ď ErnsrBtotn´21Gtotn´1s ˆ C suptďt2 pBE
0r t3.5
a3
Z freet ` Y freet s
ď Cδa´2pBpa` 1q ď Cδe´2A{3a´1, (5.10)
where the last inequality follows from (3.9) and (2.5). Equations (5.9) and (5.10) now give for every
n ě 1, for large A and a,
PrnspGZ,n XGtotn´1zGtotn q ď Cδe´2A{3a´1.
Define GZ,nT “
Ť
npGZ,n X tnT “ nuq and set n0 “ ta3{t1u “ Opaq. Then,
PpGZ,nT XGtot0 X tT ď a3uzGtotnT q “
n0ÿ
n“1
PptnT “ nu XGZ,n XGtot0 zGtotn q
“
n0ÿ
n“1
nÿ
k“1
PptnT “ nu XGZ,n XGtotk´1zGtotk q ď
n0ÿ
k“1
PptnT ě ku XGZ,k XGtotk´1zGtotk q,
where we used the fact that pGZ,nqně0 and pGtotn qně0 are decreasing sequences. Now note that
nT ě n implies T ą tn. The last two equations then give
PpGZ,nT XGtot0 X tT ď a3uzGtotnT q ď Cδe´2A{3.
By the hypothesis and Proposition 3.2, we now have for large A and a,
PpGtot0 X tT ď a3uq ě 1´ 2ε2.
It therefore remains to bound the probability of GcZ,nT X tT ď a3u. Since pGcZ,nqně0 is a decreasing
sequence of events, we have PpGcZ,nT X tT ď a3uq ď PpGcZ,n0q, We first note that under G70,
|Z0 ´ eA| ď δeA{8 for large A and a. Since pZp0qt qtě0 is a martingale under P (see Section C), we
then have by Doob’s L2-inequality,
PpGcZ,n0 |F0q ď Pp sup
tPr0,tn0 s
|Zp0qt ´ Z0| ą δeA{8 |F0q ď C
VarpZp0qtn0 |F0q
pδeAq2 ď Cδe
´A,
where the last inequality follows from Proposition C.2. Together with the previous inequalities and
(2.5), the statement follows.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose PpG70q “ 1. For large A and a, PpGtotnT XGnwq ě 1´ Cδε2.
Proof. By Lemma 5.12 and Proposition 3.2, it remains to show that PppGtotnT X tT ď a3uqzGnwq ď
Cδε
2. The event tT ď a3u isFLH0 -measurable, since by definition, T is the time of the first breakout
of a particle which has not hit the origin yet. Lemmas 3.12, 5.8 and 5.11 then give
ErZgrtnT 1GtotnTXtTďa3us ď C suptďt2 E
0rZ freet `AY freet sE
” nT´2ÿ
n“0
ErnsrBtotn 1Gtotn |FLH0 s1pTďa3q
ı
ď Cδaeµa
ta3{t1uÿ
n“0
ErnsrBtotn 1Gtotn s ď Cδ.
(5.11)
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Similarly, we have
ErY grtnT 1pRgrInT´1“0q1GtotnTXtTďa3us ď Cδ{a and PpR
gr
InT´1
ą 0, GtotnT , T ď a3q ď Cδη. (5.12)
Finally, we have as in (5.11), by Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11,
ErBgrnT´11GtotnT´1XtTďa3us “ E
” nT´2ÿ
k“0
ErBtotk,nT´11GtotnT´1 |FLH0 s1pTďa3q
ı
ď Cδpe´A{aq
ta3{t1uÿ
k“0
ErksrBtotk 1Gtotk s ď Cδe´A`µa{a2. (5.13)
The lemma now follows from (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13), together with Markov’s inequality and
(2.5).
Creation of blue particles: after the breakout. We study now the system after the breakout.
Recall that nT “ tT {t1u by definition and define nΘ :“ tΘ1{t1 ` 1u. We define F 7∆ “ F∆ X
FN grtnT ^B
gr
nT´1
, where, analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.10, BgrnT´1 denotes the stopping line of
the grey particles turning blue during the interval InT´1. We then define the event G
7
∆ “ G∆XGnw P
F 7∆. We denote by the superscript “grĺ” the quantities relative to particles descending from those
that were grey before or at time tnT . Then let G
7
nbab be the intersection of Gnbab with the event
that none of these particles hits a between tnT and Θ1 ` eAa2 before hitting 0. Define then the
(sub-probability) measure P7nbab “ Pp¨, G7nbabq.
Lemma 5.14. For large A and a, P7pG7∆q ě 1´ Cε5{4 and P7ppG7nbabqc |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď Cε
2.
Proof. The first inequality follows from Lemmas 3.24 and 5.13. For the second statement, we have
by Lemmas C.8 and C.9 and the definition of Gnw,
P7pRgrĺrtnT ,Θ1`eAa2s ą 0 |F
7
∆q1G7∆ ď Cppe
A{aqZgrtnT ` Y
gr
tnT
q1
G7∆
ď Ce3A{2{a.
Together with Lemma 3.25, this implies the lemma.
Lemma 5.15. For large A and a and n ě nT ´ 1, E7nbabrBn `Bgrĺn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
´5A{3eµa{a.
Proof. Conditioned on F 7∆, let n ě nT ´ 1. As in Lemma 5.7, we have for t P In, with f`∆ “
f∆p¨ ´ T`{a2q,
E7nbabr pBn `Bfugn ` qBn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď C ÿpu,tqPL∆ pEpXuptq,tqf`∆ rLns supsPIn P7nbabp pN us `N fug, us ă N |F∆q1G7∆
ď CδηpεeAq´1
ÿ
pu,tqPL∆
pEpXuptq,tq
f`∆
rLns1G7∆
the last inequality following from Lemma 5.5. By the first inequality in Lemma 5.6 and the definition
of G∆, this gives for large A and a,
E7nbabr pBn `Bfugn ` qBn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď CδeµaηpεeAaq´1pZ∆ `AY∆q1G7∆ ď Cδeµaηε´2{a.
The reasoning is similar for the bar-particles, using the first inequality of Lemma 5.6 for those
px, sq P LU with x ě a{2 and the second inequality together with the bound wY pxq ď a´1e´pa´xq{2
valid for x ď a{2 and large a, to get
E7nbabr sBn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď CδeµaηpεeAaq´1pAEU q1G7∆ ď Cδeµaη{a,
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by (2.4) and the definition of GU Ą G∆. As for Bgrĺn , if n “ nT ´ 1 then Bgrĺn ď ηeµa{a on
Gnw Ą G7∆. Furthermore, if n ě nT , then by the second inequality of Lemma 5.6,
E7nbabrBgrĺn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
µaηpεeAq´1peAZgrtnT {a` Y
gr
tnT
q1
G7∆
ď Cδeµaηε´1e´A{2{a,
by the definition of Gnw. The lemma now follows from the above, together with (2.6) and (2.5).
For n ě nT ´ 1, define rGtotn to be the event that no descendant of a particle which has been
coloured blue between tnT´1 and tn hits a before Θ1 ` eAa2.
Lemma 5.16. We have for every n ě nT ´ 1 and for large A and a,
E7nbabrBtotn 1 rGtotn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe´5A{3 e
µa
a
.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.11: As in the proof of Lemma 5.10, with
Lemma 5.5 instead of Corollary 5.4, one first shows that for every nT ´ 1 ď k ď n´ 2, one has
E7nbabrBtotk,n1 rGtotn |FBks1G7∆ ď Cδηε´1e´AE7nbabrBtotk 1 rGtotk |F 7∆s1G7∆ .
By a recurrence similar to (5.8), using Bn `Bgrĺn instead of Bn, this yields the lemma.
5.4 The probability of G71
Lemma 5.17. For large A and a, P7nbabpp rGtotnΘqc |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď Cδ{a.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of (5.9) and (5.10) in the proof of Lemma 5.12, but using Lemmas C.8
and C.9 instead of Proposition 3.2, we have for large A and a,
P7nbabp rGtotn´1z rGtotn |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď CδE7nbabrBtotn´21 rGtotn´1 |F 7∆s1G7∆eA´µa{a ď Cδa´2,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 5.16. The lemma now follows by induction over n.
Lemma 5.18. Suppose P7pG70q “ 1. Then P7pG71q ě 1´ Cε5{4 for large A and a.
Proof. By Corollary 5.4 and the fact that T ď a3 on GU , we have by a union bound,
P7pDn ď nT : N tottn ă N, GZ,nT , GU q ď
tauÿ
n“1
PrnspN p0qtn ă N, GZ,nq ď Cδe´A. (5.14)
Furthermore, by Lemma 5.5, we have
P7pDnT ă n ă nΘ : N tottn ă N or N totΘ1 ă N, G∆q ď Cδη{ε ď Cδe´A, (5.15)
by (2.6) and (2.5). Now, by Proposition C.2 and Lemmas 5.8 and 5.14,
E7nbabrZnwΘ1 1 rGtotnΘ |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď C
´
ZgrtnT
` Cδaeµa
nΘ´1ÿ
n“nT´1
E7nbabrBtotn 1 rGtotn |F 7∆s
¯
1
G7∆
ď CeA{2 ` Cδ ď CδeA{2,
(5.16)
by Lemma 5.16. Similarly, we get
E7nbabrY nwΘ1 1 rGtotnΘ |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď CeA{2{a. (5.17)
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Moreover, we have by Lemma 5.16,
E7nbabrpBtotnΘ´1 `BtotnΘq1 rGtotnΘ |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδeµa´5A{3{a.
Setting X “ P7
´
BtotrΘ1,Θ1`t1s ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
FΘ1
¯
, we then have E7rp1 ´ Xq1
G7nbabX rGtotnΘXG7∆s ď
Cδe
´2A{3 by Markov’s inequality. Applying the Markov inequality once more to X as in the proof
of Lemma 4.1 yields
P7pX ď 1´ ε2, G7nbab X rGtotnΘ XG7∆q ď Cδε´2e´2A{3 ď Cδε2, (5.18)
by (2.5). The lemma now follows from (5.14), (5.15) and (5.18), Lemmas 5.14 and 5.17 and Markov’s
inequality applied to (5.16) and (5.17).
5.5 Proofs of the main results
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Set N0 “ t2pieAa´3eµau, then |N0 ´ reδN s| ď 1. By Lemma 3.28, it remains
to estimate the probability of the last event in the definition of G70. Denote the initial particles by
1, . . . , N0 and let N
 i
t1 be the number of particles at time t which do not descend from i P t1, . . . , N0u.
Again as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we have by (3.90), (4.22) and (4.23), for every i ď N0, by
independence,
PpN it1 ă N, Rt1 “ 0 |Xip0qq ď Cδe´A{a and PpRt1 ą 0q ď CδeA{a.
Using Lemma 5.6, we now have,
ErB01pRt1“0qs ď E
” N0ÿ
i“1
PpN it1 ă N, Rt1 “ 0 |Xip0qqEXip0qrL01pRt1“0qs
ı
ď Cδpe´A{aqeµaErY0s ď Cδeµa{a2,
by (3.90). Setting X “ P
´
B0 ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
F0
¯
, we then have Er1 ´ Xs ď CδeA{a by Markov’s
inequality. Applying Markov’s inequality once more to X as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 yields the
lemma.
Proof of Proposition 5.2 and the B7-BBM part of Theorem 2.5. Exactly the same reasoning as for
the B5-BBM, but using Lemma 5.18 instead of Lemma 4.11.
Proof of the second part of Proposition 2.6. Define ρ “ xαe´2δ , so that p1 ` µρqe´µρ “ αe´2δp1 `
oap1qq. Recall that N tott pρq denotes the number of particles to the right of ρ at time t. As in the
proof of the first part of Proposition 2.6 in Section 4.5, it is enough to show that
PνpN tott pρq ą αN, T ą tq ď Cδε5{4,
for large A and a, where ν is such that G70 is satisfied and t P reAa2,
?
εa3s. Fix such ν and t. Write
Prts “ Pp¨, T ą tq. Let n be the largest integer such that tn`1 ă t; note that n ě 1 for large A. By
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.17 together with Chebychev’s and Markov’s inequalities and Equations (2.5)
and (2.4), we have for large A and a,
Prtsp|e´AZtn ´ 1| ď ε1{8, Ytn ď e4A{3{aq ě 1´ Cδε5{4. (5.19)
And as in the proof of Lemma 5.13, we have ErtsrZgrtn1Gtotn XGU s ď Cδ, ErtsrY grtn 1Gtotn XGUXtRgrIn´1“0us ď
Cδ{a and PrtspRgrIn´1 ą 0, Gtotn , GU q ď Cδη, so that by Markov’s inequality and Lemmas 5.12 and
3.24, together with (5.19), we get
Prtsp|e´AZwgtn ´ 1| ď 2ε1{8, Y wgtn ď 2e4A{3{aq ě 1´ Cδε5{4, (5.20)
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Lemmas C.8, 5.6 and 5.8 and Corollary 3.8 then show that
PrtspRtotrtn,ts ą 0, |e´AZwgtn ´ 1| ď 2ε1{8, Y wgtn ď 2e4A{3{aq ď oap1q. (5.21)
Let rNwgt pρq be the particles to the right of ρ at time t which descend from the white and grey
particles at time tn and which have hit neither 0 nor a between tn and t. By Lemmas C.3 and C.7
and Corollary 3.8, we have for large A and a, with pP “ Pp¨ |T ą tq,
pEr rNwgt pρq |Ftns ď p1´ δ{2qαNe´AZwgtn , (5.22)yVarp rNwgt pρq |Ftnq ď Cδ,αN2e´2Apa´1Zwgtn ` Y wgtn q. (5.23)
Chebychev’s inequality and (5.20) then give for large A and a,
pPp rNwgt pρq ą p1´ δ{4qαNq ď Cδε5{4. (5.24)
Furthermore, denote by rNbluet pρq the number of particles to the right of ρ at time t which have
turned blue after tn ` a2 and which have not hit a between tn and t. Then as in Lemma 5.7, we
have by Lemma 5.3 and (5.3),
pEr rNbluet pρq |Ftns1GZ,n
ď sup
pu,tnqPN p0qtn , rPrtn`a2,ts
pPpN p0q, ur ă N |Ftnq1GZ,n ÿ
pu,sqPN wgtn
ż t
tn`a2
pEpXupsq,sqrLrτ,τ`dτ spu, sqsE0rN freet´τ pρqs
ď Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY wgtn q
ÿ
pu,sqPN wgtn
eµXupsq
ż t´tn
a2
Iapa´Xupsq,dτqE0rN freet´tn´τ pρqs. (5.25)
Set D “ t´ tn. Note that pK ` 3qa2 ď D ď 2pK ` 3qa2. By Lemma A.1 and Girsanov’s theorem,
we have for every τ ě 0,
E0rN freeτ pρqs “ eβmτW 0´µpXτ ą ρq “ e
pi2
2a2
τW 0re´µXτ1pXτąρqs “ e
pi2
2a2
τ
ż 8
ρ
e´µzgτ pzqdz, (5.26)
where gτ pxq “ p2piτq´1{2e´x2{p2τq is the Gaussian density with variance τ . If τ ě a2, then
supz gτ pzq ď C{a, so that for every x P r0, as and z ě ρ,ż D´a2
a2
Iapa´ x,dτqgD´τ pzq ď Ca´1Iapa´ x, ra2, D ´ a2sq ď CKa´1 sinppix{aq, (5.27)
by Lemma B.1. Moreover, by Lemma B.1, we have Iapa ´ x,dτq ď Ca´2 sinppix{aqdτ for every
τ ě a2, so thatż D
D´a2
Iapa´ x,dτqgD´τ pzq ď Ca´2 sinppix{aq
ż a2
0
τ´1{2 dτ ď Ca´1 sinppix{aq. (5.28)
Equations (5.25), (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28) together with Fubini’s theorem now yield
pEr rNbluet pρq |Ftns1GZ,n ď Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY wgtn qeµpa´ρqa´2Zwgtn ď Cδαe´2ANp1` ae´AY wgtn qZwgtn .
(5.29)
Furthermore, if N restt pρq denotes the particles to the right of ρ at time t descending from those
turning blue between tn´1 and tn ` a2, then by (5.26) and the supremum bound on gτ pzq,pErN restt pρqGtotn s ď Cδa´1e´µρpErpBtotn `Btotn´1q1Gtotn s ď Cδαe´AN, (5.30)
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by Lemma 5.11. Markov’s inequality applied to (5.30) and (5.29) gives, together with Lemma 5.12
and (2.5),
pPp rNbluet pρq `N restt pρq ą pδ{10qαN, Zwgtn ď 2eA, Y wgtn ď 2e4A{3{aq ď Cδε2. (5.31)
The statement now follows from (5.20), (5.21), (5.24) and (5.31).
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Follows simply from the fact that B7-BBM and C7-BBM coincide until Θn on
the set G7n.
A Preliminaries on branching Markov processes
In this section we settle the notation and recall some basic properties of branching Markov processes
in a Polish space E . We use the setup of Neveu’s marked trees13 but omit some technical details.
These can be found in the original works by Neveu and Chauvin [43, 19, 18].
A.1 Definition and notation
To define a branching Markov process, we need four ingredients:
• E , a Polish space (we will only use E “ R or “ R2),
• X “ pXtqtě0, a (conservative) strong Markov process on E with cadlag paths; law of and
expectation w.r.t. this process started at x are denoted by P x and Ex,
• R : E Ñ R`, a measurable function (the “killing rate”), and
• ppqpx, kqqkPNqxPE , a family of probability measures (“reproduction laws”) on N, measurable
with respect to x.
The branching Markov process starting at x is informally defined as follows: A particle moves
according to the process X, starting at x, and gets killed at the position-dependent rate R. When
it gets killed at the point y, say, it gets replaced by a random number of particles according to the
reproduction law qpy, ¨q. These particles then independently repeat this process, starting at y.
In order to maintain a record of the genealogy, we associate to each particle, or individual, a
label u P U “ tHu YŤně1pN˚qn, the universe. Here, the ancestor is denoted by H and the i-th
child of the individual u is denoted by ui, the concatenation of u and i. The universe is endowed
with the ordering relations ĺ and ă defined by
u ĺ v ðñ Dw P U : v “ uw and u ă v ðñ u ĺ v and u ‰ v.
The most recent common ancestor of two individuals u and v, i.e. the maximal individual smaller
than u and v (in the sense of ĺ), is then denoted by u^ v.
For t ě 0, we denote by A ptq Ă U the set of individuals alive at time t, i.e. those which are
born before or at time t and which die after time t. The death time of an individual u is denoted
by du and the number of its children by ku. The position of an individual u at time t is denoted by
Xuptq; if u is not alive at time t, it is the position of its ancestor alive at that time (or undefined if
such an ancestor does not exist).
The individuals that are alive at some time, i.e. the set A8 “ ŤtA ptq, forms a tree, and
together with pXuptqquPA8, tě0 this forms an object called a marked tree. The law of the branching
Markov process defined above is then formally a law on the space of marked trees which we denote
by Px. Expectation w.r.t. this law will be denoted by Ex. Note that by looking at the space-time
process pXt, tqtě0, we can (and will) extend this definition to the time-inhomogeneous case.
13Other definitions of branching Markov processes have been used in the literature, e.g. as a Markov process in the
space
Ť
n E
n{Sn , where Sn is the group of coordinate permutations [29] or as a measure-valued Markov process [21].
However, these definitions do not include the genealogy and are therefore less suited for our purposes.
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The above definitions can be extended to arbitrary initial configurations of particles distributed
according to a finite counting measure ν on E . In this case, there is no individual H; the initial
particles are denoted by 1, . . . , n. The law of this process is denoted by Pν , expectation w.r.t. this
law by Eν .
A.2 Stopping lines
The analogue to stopping times for branching Markov processes are (optional) stopping lines, which
have been defined in various degrees of generality [31, 18, 9]; often only in the discrete-time case,
but the definitions carry over. The most general definition is contained in [31], which the reader
should consult to find justifications of the definitions below.
For pv, sq, pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q, write pv, sq ĺ pu, tq if v ĺ u and s ď t, and pv, sq ă pu, tq if
pv, sq ĺ pu, tq and pv, sq ‰ pu, tq. Now define a line ` to be a subset of U ˆr0,8q, such that pu, tq P `
implies pv, sq R ` for all pv, sq ĺ pu, tq. We extend the meaning of the ordering relation ĺ to lines as
follows: For a pair pu, tq P U ˆr0,8q and a line `, write ` ĺ pu, tq if there exists pv, sq P `, such that
pv, sq ĺ pu, tq. For a subset A Ă U ˆ r0,8q, write ` ĺ A if ` ĺ pu, tq for all pu, tq P A. The relation
ă is extended similarly. If `1 and `2 are two lines, we define the line `1 ^ `2 to be the maximal line
(with respect to ĺ), which is smaller than both lines; it is easy to see that this line exists.
We say that a line ` is proper if u P A ptq for all pu, tq P `.
For a line `, we define the σ-algebra
F` “ σ
´
tu P A ptqu, Xuptq; pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : ` ć pu, tq
¯
.
Informally, F` contains the information about everything except the descendants of the line `. A
stopping line L is then a random proper line, such that for every line `, tL ĺ `u P F`. Informally,
this means that L does not depend on the individuals “behind” it. A stopping line L (in fact any
random proper line), defines a σ-algebra FL by
FL “ σ
´
tu P A ptq, Xuptq P A,L ć pu, tqu; pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q, A Ă E measurable
¯
.
The strong branching property [31, Theorem 4.14] states that for every stopping line L , condi-
tioned on FL , the subtrees rooted at the pairs pu, tq P L are independent with respective distri-
butions PpXuptq,tq.
For t ě 0, the line Lt “ A ptq ˆ ttu is a stopping line. More generally, if T is a stopping time
for the Markov process X, viewed as a functional of the path, then
LT “ tpu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : u P A ptq and t “ T pXuqu
is a stopping line as well.
A.3 Moment formulae
In this section, we recall first- and second moment formulae (called many-to-one and many-to-
two lemmas) for additive functionals of branching Markov processes, which will be the main tools
for the calculations in this article. For fixed time, these are classical (see e.g. [29, Theorems 4.1
and 4.15] or [47]), see also [36, 26, 28] for recent proofs using the spine decomposition from [38].
With stopping lines like the ones we consider below, they have been proved in the discrete-time
setting [9, Lemma 14.1] and their arguments can be used to adapt the proofs in [26] and [28] to
yield the results stated here. Again, they can be immediately extended to the time-inhomogeneous
case by considering the space-time process.
In both lemmas below, f : E Ñ R` is a measurable function and H the hitting time functional of
a closed set F Ă E which satisfies P xpH ă 8q “ 1 for every x P E . Definempxq “ řkě0pk´1qqpx, kq
and m2pxq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qqpx, kq for every x P E .
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Lemma A.1 (Many-to-one). For all x P E ,
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
ı
“ Ex
”
e
şH
0 RpXtqmpXtq dtfpXHq
ı
.
Thus, calculating the expectation of an additive functional reduces to calculating the expectation
of a functional w.r.t. the Markov process X. Note that if R and m are constants, then eRmt is the
expected number of particles at time t.
Now suppose that the Markov process X admits a transition density w.r.t. some measure dx on
E . Define the density of the branching Markov process before LH (w.r.t. dx) by
pHpx, y, tq dy “ Ex
” ÿ
uPA ptq
1pXuptqPdy, tăHpXuqq
ı
. (A.1)
Lemma A.2 (Many-to-two). For all x P E ,
Ex
”´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2ı “ Ex” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2
ı
`
ż 8
0
ż
E
pHpx, y, sqRpyqm2pyq
´
Ey
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
ı¯2
dy ds.
B Brownian motion in an interval
In this section, we recall some explicit formulae concerning real-valued Brownian motion killed upon
exiting or conditioned not to exit an interval. We also prove Lemma B.2.
B.1 Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval
We define for x P R and t ą 0 the following function of Jacobi theta-type:
θpx, tq “ 12 `
ř8
n“1 e
´pi22 n2t cosppinxq (B.1)
“ řnPZ 1?2pit exp´´ px´2nq22t ¯, (B.2)
the two representations being related by the Poisson summation formula (see [4], §9). We denote
the derivative of θ with respect to x by θ1. Note that (B.2) implies that
θ P C8
´`
Rˆ r0,8q˘ztp2n, 0q : n P Zu¯. (B.3)
Furthermore, the function θ has the following basic properties:
• It is 2-periodic in x, i.e. θpx, tq “ θpx` 2, tq for every x P R, t ě 0.
• For every t ą 0, θp¨, tq and θp1 ` ¨, tq are even functions, in particular, θ1p0, tq “ θ1p1, tq “ 0
for all t ą 0.
• For every t ą 0, the function θpx, tq is strictly decreasing (resp., increasing) in x on every
interval r2n, 2n` 1s (resp., r2n´ 1, 2ns), n P Z. This is easily seen from the infinite product
representation of theta functions, see e.g. [4], §32.
• It solves the heat equation Btθ “ 12B2xθ on Rˆ p0,8q with initial condition θp¨, 0q “
ř
nPZ δ2n.
We then define θptq by
θptq “ 2
pi2
e
pi2
2
t d
dt
θp1, tq “ 1
pi2
e
pi2
2
tθ2p1, tq, (B.4)
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which is a smooth function on R`. By (B.1) and (B.2), one can show that θptq is strictly increasing14
with θp0q “ 0 and θp`8q “ 1.
Various quantities of Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval can be expressed using
θpx, tq. For x P R, let W x be the law of Brownian motion started at x, let pXtqtě0 be the canonical
process and let Hy “ inftt ě 0 : Xt “ yu. For a ą 0, let pat px, yq be the transition density of
Brownian motion started at x and killed upon leaving the interval p0, aq, i.e.
pat px, yq dy “W xpXt P dy, H0 ^Ha ą tq, x, y P r0, as. (B.5)
Then (see [30], Problem 1.7.8 or [11], formula 1.1.15.8),
pat px, yq “ a´1
ˆ
θ
´x´ y
a
,
t
a2
¯
´ θ
´x` y
a
,
t
a2
¯˙
. (B.6)
One can easily deduce from the above-mentioned properties of θpx, tq, or otherwise, the following
basic properties of this quantity:
• pat px, yq ą 0 for all x, y P p0, aq and t ą 0.
• pat p0, yq “ pat pa, yq “ pat px, 0q “ pat px, aq “ 0 for all x, y P r0, as and t ą 0.
• For all t ą 0, the following quantities are strictly positive and continuous functions of x, y
and t: B
Bxp
a
t px, yq
ˇˇˇ
x“0
,´ BBxp
a
t px, yq
ˇˇˇ
x“a
,
B
Byp
a
t px, yq
ˇˇˇ
y“0
,´ BByp
a
t px, yq
ˇˇˇ
y“a
These properties imply that for every ε ą 0, the function px, y, tq ÞÑ p1t px, yq{psinppixq sinppiyqq is
continuous and strictly positive on the compact set r0, 1s2ˆrε, ε´1s. By scaling, this readily implies
the following: There exists a (universal) family pCtqtą0 of positive constants, continuous in t, such
that for every t ą 0,
2Ct{a2
a
sin
´pix
a
¯
sin
´piy
a
¯
ď pat px, yq ď
2C´1
t{a2
a
sin
´pix
a
¯
sin
´piy
a
¯
, @x, y P r0, as. (B.7)
For large t, this can be made much more precise: by (B.1), we have
pat px, yq “ 2a
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2a2
n2t sinppinxa q sinppinyaq. (B.8)
Define
Et “ pi2
8ÿ
n“2
n2e´pi2pn2´1qt{2. (B.9)
By (B.8) and the inequality | sinnx| ď n sinx, x P r0, pis, one now sees thatˇˇˇˇ
e
pi2
2a2
tpat px, yq ´ 2a sin
´pix
a
¯
sin
´piy
a
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď Et{a2 2a sin
´pix
a
¯
sin
´piy
a
¯
. (B.10)
In particular, the optimal constant Ct in (B.7) converges to 1 as tÑ8.
For small t, we often resort to the integral over t of pat px, yq, i.e. the Green function of the killed
Brownian motion. It is given by (see e.g. [32], Lemma 20.10, p379)ż 8
0
pat px, yq dt “ 2a´1px^ yqpa´ x_ yq. (B.11)
14More precisely, by elementary computations, (B.1) gives t0 P R`, such that θ is strictly increasing on pt0,8q and
(B.2) gives t1 ą t0, such that θ is strictly increasing on r0, t1q.
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Set H “ H0^Ha and define rat pxq “W xpH P dt, XH “ aq{dt. Then (see [11], formula 1.3.0.6),
rat pxq “ ´12
B
Byp
a
t px, yq
ˇˇˇ
y“a
“ 1
a2
θ1
ˆ
x
a
´ 1, t
a2
˙
.
The following two integrals are going to appear several times throughout the article, which is
why we give some useful estimates here. For a measurable subset S Ă R, define
Iapx, Sq “W x
”
e
pi2
2a2
Ha1pH0ąHa, HaPSq
ı
“
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
sras pxqds, and (B.12)
Japx, y, Sq “
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
spaspx, yqds, (B.13)
which satisfy the scaling relations
Iapx, Sq “ I
´x
a
,
S
a2
¯
, Japx, y, Sq “ aJ
´x
a
,
y
a
,
S
a2
¯
, (B.14)
with I “ I1 and J “ J1. The following lemma provides estimates on Ipx, Sq and Jpx, y, Sq. It is
easily proven from the above equations (see [40, Lemma 2.2.1]).
Lemma B.1. There exists a universal constant C, such that for every x P r0, 1s and every measur-
able S Ă R`, we have
|Ipx, Sq ´ piλpSq sinppixq| ď C
´
x^ Einf Sp1^ λpSqq sinppixq
¯
, and
|Jpx, y, Sq ´ 2λpSq sinppixq sinppiyq| ď C
´
rpx^ yqp1´ px_ yqqs ^ Einf S sinppixq sinppiyq
¯
,
where λpSq denotes the Lebesgue measure of S and Einf S is defined in (B.9).
B.2 The Brownian taboo process
The Brownian taboo process on the interval p0, aq is the diffusion with infinitesimal generator
1
2
`
d
dx
˘2 ` pia cot pixa ddx . The name of this process was coined by F. Knight [34] who showed that
it can be interpreted as Brownian motion conditioned to stay inside the interval p0, aq. It is the
Doob transform of Brownian motion killed at 0 and a, with respect to the space-time harmonic
function hpx, tq “ sinppix{aq expppi2t{p2a2qq. As a consequence, its transition density is given for
x, y P r0, as by
ptaboo,at px, yq “ sinppiy{aqsinppix{aqe
pi2
2a2
t pat px, yq.
In particular, by (B.7) and (B.10), there exists a (universal) family pCtqtą0 of positive constants,
continuous in t and such that Ct Ñ 1 as tÑ8, such that
2Ct{a2
a
sin2ppiy{aq ď ptaboo,at px, yq ď
2C´1
t{a2
a
sin2ppiy{aq. (B.15)
For x P r0, as we denote the law of the Brownian taboo process on p0, aq started from x by W xtaboo,a.
Often we will drop the a if its value is clear from the context, similarly for ptaboo,at px, yq. We also
denote by W x,t,ytaboo the law of the taboo bridge from x to y of length t. Note that the taboo process
is self-dual in the sense that for a measurable functional F and t ą 0, we have W x,t,ytaboorF ppXs; 0 ď
s ď tqqs “W y,t,xtaboorF ppXt´s; 0 ď s ď tqqs.
The following lemma is used a few times in the article, e.g. for bounding from below the density of
particles in the B-BBM conditioned not the break out from Section 3.3 (in the proof of Lemma C.12),
and in Section 3.4 for bounding the contribution of the fugitive’s descendants in B-BBM.
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Lemma B.2. Let c ą 0. There exists a constant C, depending only on c, such that we have for
every x, y P r0, as, for every t ě 0,
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` p1^ x´1q
¯
, (B.16)
and for t ě a2,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` p1^ x´1q ` p1^ y´1q
¯
. (B.17)
If t ď a2, we still have,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď C. (B.18)
Proof. Let c ą 0. We first show that (B.16) implies (B.17). By the self-duality of the taboo process,
we have for every x, y P r0, as,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
“W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
`W y,t,xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
.
Conditioning on σpXs; 0 ď s ď t{2q and using (B.15), there exists a universal constant C, such that
for t ě a2, for every x, y P r0, as,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
“W xtaboo
”ptaboot{2 pXt{2, yq
ptaboot px, yq
ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď CW xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
.
Equation (B.16) therefore implies (B.17).
Heuristically, one can estimate the left side of (B.16) for large a in the following way: Since
e´cx is decreasing very fast, only the times at which Xs is of order 1 contribute to the integral.
When started from the stationary distribution, the process takes a time of order a3 to reach a point
at distance Op1q from the origin [37] and it stays there for a time of order 1, hence the integral is
of order t{a3. When started from the point x, an additional error is added, which is of order 1,
when x is at distance of order 1 away from 0. Adding both terms gives the bound appearing in the
statement of the lemma.
The actual calculations can be performed in the following way: Let Y be a random variable
with values in p0, aq distributed according to rmpdxq :“ p2{aq sin2ppix{aqdx, which is the stationary
probability measure of the taboo process. Let HY “ inftt ą 0 : Xs “ Y u. We then have
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
“W xtaboo
” ż HY
0
e´cXs ds`
ż t
HY
e´cXs ds
ı
ďW xtaboo
” ż HY
0
e´cXs ds
ı
`W rmtaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
.
Both of these quantities can now be expressed through the scale function and speed measure of the
taboo process and after some calculations (see [40, Lemma 2.2.2] for details), one obtains (B.16).
Now let t ď a2. In order to prove (B.18), a different method is needed. We may assume that
x, y ď a{2, otherwise we decompose the path at the first and/or last time it hits a{2 and bound the
parts above a{2 trivially by a2e´ca{2 “ Opc´2q. The transition density of the taboo bridge can be
written for every s P p0, tq by,
W x,t,ytaboopXs P dzq “
paspx, zqpat´spz, yq
pat px, yq
dz.
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If we denote by p8t px, yq “ p2{ppitqq1{2 expp´px2` y2q{2tq sinhpxy{tq the transition density of Brow-
nian motion killed at 0, then we have the trivial inequality pat px, yq ď p8t px, yq and furthermore
pat px, yq ě C´1p8t px, yq for x, y ď a{2 and t ď a2 by Brownian scaling, where C ą 0 is a universal
constant. It follows that
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď CRx,t,y
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
,
where Rx,t,y denotes the law of the Bessel bridge of dimension 3, the Doob transform of Brownian
motion killed at 0 and started at x with respect to the space-time harmonic function hypz, sq “
p8t´spz, yq{p8t px, yq. It is Brownian motion with additional time-dependent drift
d
dz
plog hypz, sqq “ ´ z
t´ s `
d
dz
log sinh
zy
t´ s “ ´
z
t´ s `
y
t´ s coth
zy
t´ s.
Elementary calculations show that this is an increasing function in y and standard comparison theo-
rems for diffusions (see e.g. [46], Theorem IX.3.7) now yield that for y1 ď y2, we haveRx,t,y2re´cXss ď
Rx,t,y1re´cXss, since e´cx is decreasing in x. This is true in particular for y1 “ 0. Using the self-
duality of the Bessel bridge, we can repeat the same reasoning with x. We thus have altogether
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
ď CR0,t,0
” ż t
0
e´cXs ds
ı
“ 2CR0,t,0
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
,
for any x, y ď a{2. This last expectation can be bounded by a constant: Let rspx, yq “ yp8s px, yq{x
be the transition density of the Bessel-3 process, extended to x “ 0 by continuity. Then for every
s P p0, ts,
lim
yÑ0
rspx, yq
rtp0, yq “
´ t
s
¯3{2
e´
x2
2s ď
´ t
s
¯3{2
,
and so, with R0 the law of the Bessel-3 process started at 0,
R0,t,0
” ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
ı
“ R0
”´ ż t{2
0
e´cXs ds
¯
lim
yÑ0
rt{2px, yq
rtp0, yq
ı
ď 23{2R0
” ż 8
0
e´cXs
ı
.
The Green function of the Bessel-3 process is GRpx, yq “ 2ypx ^ yq{x (let a Ñ 8 in (B.11)), and
so,
R0
” ż 8
0
e´cXs
ı
“
ż 8
0
GRp0, xqe´cx dx “
ż 8
0
2xe´cx dx “ 2c´2.
Together with the previous inequalities, this yields (B.18).
C BBM in an interval
In this section we study branching Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval. We remark
that the results of Sections C.2 and C.4 as well as Lemma C.3 are in essence already contained
in [7] (with f ” 0), but we reprove them here for completeness and with streamlined proofs. The
remaining results are, to our knowledge, new.
The results obtained in this section are independent of the main text of the article and so is
the notation that we introduce, although there are many similarities. However, there are also some
conflicts that the reader should be aware of, notably the definitions of Zt, Yt and Rt (which would
correspond to Z
p0q
t , Y
p0q
t and R
p0q
t in the main text). These conflicts have been voluntarily accepted
in order to simplify the notation in this section.
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C.1 Notation
Let qpkq be a law on N and L a random variable with law qpkq. Define m “ ErL ´ 1s, m2 “
ErLpL´ 1qs and β “ 1{p2mq and suppose that m ą 0 and m2 ă 8. Furthermore, we let a ě pi and
set µ “
b
1´ pi2
a2
. We then denote by Px the law of the branching Markov process (in the sense
of Section A.1) where, starting with a single particle at the point x P R, particles move according
to Brownian motion with variance 1 and drift ´µ and branch at rate β into k particles according
to the reproduction law qpkq. Expectation with respect to Px is denoted by Ex. On the space of
continuous functions from R` to R, we define H0 and Ha to be the hitting time functionals of 0
and a. We further set H “ H0^Ha. By Lemma A.1, the density of the branching Brownian motion
before LH , as defined in (A.1), is given for t ą 0 and x, y P p0, aq by
ptpx, yq “ eµpx´yq` pi
2
2a2
tpat px, yq, (C.1)
where pat was defined in (B.5).
Now let f be a barrier function as defined in Section 2.1.4. Define
µt “ µ` 1
a2
f 1pt{a2q.
We denote by Pxf the law of the branching Brownian motion described above, but with (time-
dependent) drift ´µt. Expectation with respect to Pxf is denoted by Exf and the density of the
process before LH is denoted by p
f
t px, yq. We also denote by W x´µt and W x´µ the laws of Brownian
motion with (time-dependent) drift ´µt and (constant) drift ´µ, respectively.
We also extend the definitions of Px, Ex, Pxf and E
x
f to arbitrary initial configurations of
particles distributed according to a finite counting measure ν on p0, aq, as mentioned at the end of
Section A.1, as well as to a single particle starting from a space-time point px, tq.
C.2 The processes Zt and Yt
Recall from Section A that the set of particles alive at time t is denoted by A ptq. We define
A0,aptq “ tu P A ptq : HpXuq ą tu,
where H was defined in the previous subsection. Now set
wZpxq “ aeµpx´aq sinppix{aq1pxPr0,asq and wY pxq “ eµpx´aq,
and define the processes pZtqtě0 and pYtqtě0 by
Zt “
ÿ
uPA0,aptq
wZpXuptqq and Yt “
ÿ
uPA0,aptq
wY pXuptqq.
The usefulness of the process pZtqtě0 comes from the fact that it is a martingale under Px, as
observed in [7]. The proof of this fact is standard and relies on the branching property, the many-
to-one lemma (Lemma A.1) and the fact that et{2wZpXtq is a martingale for pXtqtě0 a Brownian
motion with drift ´µ killed at 0 and a, which is easily seen by Ito¯’s formula, for example.
The following lemma relates the density of BBM with variable drift to BBM with fixed drift.
Lemma C.1. For all x, y P r0, as and t ě 0, we have pft px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq.
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Proof. By Lemma A.1 and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
pft px, yq dy “ eβmtW x´µt pXt P dy, H ą tq
“ exp
ˆ
t{2´
ż t
0
µ2s ´ µ2
2
ds
˙
W x´µ
„
exp
´
´
ż t
0
rµs ´ µsdXs
¯
, Xt P dy,H ą t

.
(C.2)
By integration by parts, under W x´µ, we have
şt
0rµs ´ µsdXs “ pµt ´ µqXt ´
şt
0Xs dµs. Since
Xs P p0, aq for all s ă H, this gives on the event tH ą tu,ˇˇˇ ż t
0
rµs ´ µsdXs
ˇˇˇ
ď a|µt ´ µ| ` a
ż t
0
|dµs| ď 1
a
´
}f 1}8 `
ż 8
0
|df 1psq|
¯
(C.3)
Furthermore, we have for all s ě 0,
µ2s
2
“ µ
2
2
` µ
a2
f 1ps{a2q ` f
1ps{a2q2
2a4
,
so that ˇˇˇ ż t
0
µ2s ´ µ2
2
ds´ µfpt{a2q
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż 8
0
f 1ps{a2q2
2a4
ds “ 1
2a2
ż 8
0
f 1psq2 ds. (C.4)
Equations (C.2), (C.3) and (C.4) and another application of Lemma A.1 now give
pft px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´µfpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq,
and the lemma now follows from (2.2).
Proposition C.2. Under any initial configuration of particles at positions x1, . . . , xn, we have for
every t ě 0
Ef rZts “ Z0e´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq, (C.5)
and if in addition µ ě 1{2, then
Varf pZtq ď
nÿ
i“1
Exif rZ2t s ď Ce´fpt{a
2q`Op}f}{aq
´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
. (C.6)
Furthermore, we have for every t ě 0 (without hypothesis on µ),
Ef rYts ď Ce´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aqY0. (C.7)
and for t ě a2,
Ef rYts ď Ce´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aqZ0
a
. (C.8)
Moreover, for every a2 ď t ď a3, we have
Varf pYtq ď
nÿ
i“1
Exif rY 2t s ď Ce´fpt{a
2q`Op}f}{aqY0
a
. (C.9)
Proof. Equation (C.5) follows from Lemma C.1 and the fact that Zt is a martingale under P
x. In
order to show (C.7) and (C.8), it suffices by Lemma C.1 to consider the case without variable drift.
We first suppose that t ě a2. By (C.1) and (B.10), we get
ExrYts ď eµpx´aq
ż a
0
e
pi2
2a2
tpat px, yqdy ď Ceµpx´aq sinppix{aq
ż a
0
1
a
sinppiy{aqdy
ď Ceµpx´aq sinppix{aq.
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Summing over x yields (C.8) as well as (C.7) in the case t ě a2. Now, if t ă a2, by Lemma A.1 and
Girsanov’s theorem, we have
ExrYts “ eβmtW x´µ
”
eµpXt´aq, H ą t
ı
“ epi2t{p2a2qW xpH ą tqeµpx´aq ď Ceµpx´aq.
Summing over x yields (C.7).
In order to prove (C.6), we have by Lemma A.2,
Exf rZ2t s “ Exf
” ÿ
uPA0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
` βm2
ż a
0
ż t
0
pfs px, yqpEpy,sqf rZtsq2 dsdy.
By Lemma C.1, (C.5) and the fact that fptq ´ fpsq ě ´1 for all s ă t, this yields
Exf rZ2t s ď Ce´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq
¨˝
Ex
” ÿ
uPA0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwZpyq2 dsdy‚˛. (C.10)
Now we have wZpxq2 “ pa sinppix{aqe´µpa´xqq2 ď pi2pa ´ xq2e´2µpa´xq ď CwY pxq for x P p0, aq,
because µ ě 1{2 by hypothesis and so pa´ xq2e´µpa´xq ď C for x P p0, aq. This yields
S1 :“ Ex
” ÿ
uPA0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
ď CExrYts ď CwY pxq, (C.11)
by (C.7). Now, by (C.1) and (B.13), we have
S2 :“
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwZpyq2 dsdy “ aeµpx´aq
ż a
0
aeµpy´aq sin2ppiy{aqJapx, y, r0, tsq dy.
Lemma B.1 and (B.14) now give after the change of variables y ÞÑ a´ y,
S2 ď Caeµpx´aq
ż a
0
e´µy sin2ppiy{aq
´
t sinppix{aq sinppiy{aq ` ay
¯
dy
ď Caeµpx´aq
´
sinppix{aq t
a3
` 1
a
¯ ż 8
0
e´µyy3 dy,
(C.12)
the last line following from the inequality sinx ď x for x ě 0. Using again the fact that µ ě 1{2,
Equations (C.10), (C.11) and (C.12) now imply
Exf rZ2t s ď Ce´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
. (C.13)
Writing now the positions of the initial particles as x1, . . . , xn, then by independence,
Varf pZtq “
ÿ
i
Varxif pZtq ď
ÿ
i
Exif rZ2t s. (C.14)
Equations (C.13) and (C.14) now prove (C.6). Equation (C.9) is proven similarly.
C.3 The number of particles
In this subsection, we establish precise first and second moment estimates for the number of particles
which have not been absorbed until time t. For r P r0, as and t ě 0, we denote by Ntprq the number
of not absorbed particles (i.e. individuals u P A0,aptq) located in the interval rr, as at time t. Recall
the definition Et “ pi2 ř8n“2 n2e´pi2pn2´1qt{2 from (B.9). The first result is useful when t " a2:
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Lemma C.3. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Then for every x, r P p0, aq and t ą 0, we have
ExrNtprqs “ 2pip1` µrqe
µpa´rq
a3
wZpxq
´
1` err
¯
, (C.15)
with |err| ď Et{a2 `O
´
p1` Et{a2q
`
1`r
a
˘2¯
.
Proof. By (C.1) and (B.10), we have for every x, r P p0, aq and t ą 0,
ExrNtprqs “ p1` err1qwZpxq2e
µa
a2
ż a
r
e´µy sinppiy{aqdy,
with |err1| ď Et{a2 . Now expand sinppiy{aq around y “ 0 and use
ş8
r xe
´µx dx “ µ´2p1 ` µrqe´µr
and
ş8
r x
2e´µx “ Opµ´3p1 ` pµrq2qe´µrq. Together with (2.2) and the hypothesis on µ, this yields
(C.15).
The following proposition has a different formula for ExrNtprqs which is useful for every t ě 0.
We do not use it directly in this article, but the two corollaries that follow it are invoked very often.
Proposition C.4. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Let t ě 0, x, r P r0, as and suppose that x ě pr`a{20q1ptďa2q.
Then
ExrNtprqs “ p1` µrqeµpx´rq
«
´2e
pi2t{p2a2q
a2
θ1
´x
a
,
t
a2
¯
`O
ˆ
p1` r2qsinppix{aq _ 1ptďa2q
a4
˙ff
.
Proof. Let t ě 0 and x, r P r0, 1s. By (C.1) and Brownian scaling, we have
EaxrNta2parqs “ eµax`pi2t{2
ż 1
r
e´µazp1t px, zq dz. (C.16)
Because of the exponential in the integral, the value of the integral is determined by the value of
the integrand near the origin. This suggests an expansion of p1t px, zq around z “ 0. By (B.6), we
have pB{Bzqp1t px, zq|z“0 “ ´2θ1px, tq and pB{Bzq2p1t px, zq|z“0 “ 0. Taylor’s formula then guarantees
the existence of ξ P r0, zs, such that
p1t px, zq “ ´2zθ1px, tq ` z
3
6!
B3
Bz3 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇ
z“ξ. (C.17)
Now, if t ě 1, we have by (B.8), for every z P r0, 1s and ξ P r0, zs,ˇˇˇ B3
Bz3 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇ
z“ξ
ˇˇˇ
“ pi3
ˇˇˇ 8ÿ
n“1
e´pi2n2t{2n3 sinppinxq cosppinξq
ˇˇˇ
ď C sinppixqe´pi2t{2,
by the inequality | sinnx| ď n sinx, x P r0, pis. Similarly, by (B.1), |θ1px, tq| ď C sinppixqe´pi2t{2 for
all x P r0, 1s and t ě 1. With (C.17), this yields for t ě 1,ż 1
r
e´µazp1t px, zq dz “ ´2θ
1px, tq
µ2a2
p1` µarqe´µar `O
´
p1` parq3qe´µar sinppixq
a4
e´pi2t{2
¯
. (C.18)
Now suppose that t ď 1 and x ě r ` 1{20. By (B.6) and (B.3), we have for every z P r0, x´ 1{40s,ˇˇˇ B3
Bz3 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇˇ
“ |θ3px` z, tq ` θ3px´ z, tq| ď C
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Furthermore, |θ1pz, tq| ď C for all z P r1{20, 1s by (B.3). With (C.17), this yields for t ě 1, with
x1 “ x´ 1{40 ě r ` 1{40,ż x1
r
e´µazp1t px, zq dz “ ´2θ
1px, tq
µ2a2
p1` µarqe´µar `O
´p1` parq3qe´µar
a4
¯
. (C.19)
Furthermore, since
ş1
0 p
1
t px, zq dz ď 1 for all x P r0, 1s and t ě 0, we haveż 1
x1
e´µazp1t px, zqdz ď e´µax1
ż 1
x1
p1t px, zqdz ď e´µax1 ď e´µar´µa{40. (C.20)
Equations (C.16), (C.18), (C.19), (C.20) and the hypothesis on µ now yield the proposition.
Corollary C.5. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Let t ě 0, x, r P r0, as and suppose that x ě pr ` a{20q1ptďa2q.
Then,
ExrNtprqs ď Cp1` rqe
µpa´rq
a3
´
wZpxq ` 1` r
2
a
wY pxq1ptďa2q
¯
.
Furthermore, we have for all x, r P r0, as and t ě 0, ExrNtprqs ď Ceµpx´rq.
Proof. The second statement follows from the inequality Ntprq ď eµpa´rqYt together with (C.7). As
for the first statement, it is enough by Lemma C.3 to show it for t ď a2. We then note that by
(B.3), we have θ2px, tq ď C for px, tq P r1{20, 1s ˆ r0, 1s. The mean value theorem and the fact that
θ1p1, tq “ 0 then give θ1px, tq ď Cp1 ´ xq. Furthermore, 1 ´ x ď C sinppixq for x ě 1{20. This,
together with Proposition C.4, yields the statement.
Corollary C.6. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Let t ě 0 and r P r0, as. For every x P rr ` a{20, as, we have,
ExrNtprqs “ 2pip1` µrqe
µpa´rq
a3
”
wZpxqθ
ˆ
t
a2
˙
`O
ˆ
1` r2 ` pa´ xq2
a
wY pxq
˙ı
.
Proof. Let x P r0, 1s. By Taylor’s formula and (B.4), there exists ξ P rx, 1s, such that for all t ě 0,
´epi22 tθ1px, tq “ pi2p1´ xqθptq ´ 12p1´ xq2e
pi2
2
tθ3pξ, tq “ pi sinppixqθptq `Opp1´ xq2q,
where the last equality follows from the fact that pip1 ´ xq “ sinppixq ` Opp1 ´ xq2q and that
|epi22 tθ3px1, tq| ď C for all x1 ě 1{20 and t ě 0, this follows from (B.3) for t P r0, 1s and from (B.1)
for t ě 1. Together with Proposition C.4, this finishes the proof.
We now turn to second moment estimates.
Lemma C.7. Suppose µ ě 1{2 and r ď 9a{10. For every t ě 0 and x P r0, as, we have,
Exf rNtprq2s ď CeOp}f}{aq
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
p1` r4qe´2µr
´
wZpxq t
a3
` wY pxq
¯
Proof. As in the proof of (C.6), we have by Lemmas A.2 and C.1,
Exf rNtprq2s ď e´fpt{a2q`Op}f}{aq
´
ExrNtprqs ` βm2
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dsdz
¯
. (C.21)
The first summand is easily handled by the second part of Corollary C.5:
ExrNtprqs ď Ceµpx´rq “ CwY pxqeµpa´rq ď CwY pxq
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
e´2µr, (C.22)
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where the last inequality follows from the hypotheses on r and µ. As for the second summand,
we split the integral over z into two pieces at z “ 19a{20 and apply the second and first parts of
Corollary C.5, respectively. This yields for every s P r0, ts,
ż a
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
e´2µr
ˆ
”
a6
ż 19a{20
0
pspx, zqwY pzq2 dz `
ż a
19a{20
pspx, zqp1` r2q
´
wZpzq2 ` p1` r2qwY pzq2
¯
dz
ı
Changing variables by z Ñ a´ z and applying (C.1) and the inequality sinx ď x for x ě 0, we get,
ż a
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
eµpx´a´2rq`pi2s{p2a2q
ˆ
”
a6
ż a
a{20
paspx, a´ zqe´µz dz ` p1` r4q
ż a{20
0
paspx, a´ zqe´µzp1` z2qdz
ı
. (C.23)
Integrating over s from 0 to t givesż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dsdz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
eµpx´a´2rq
ˆ
”
a6
ż a
a{20
Japx, a´ z, r0, tsqe´µz dz ` p1` r4q
ż a{20
0
Japx, a´ z, r0, tsqe´µzp1` z2qdz
ı
,
with Ja from (B.13). By (B.14) and Lemma B.1, we have Japx, a´z, r0, tsq ď Czpt sinppix{aq{a2`1q.
Together with the hypothesis on µ, this gives,ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dsdz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
p1` r4qe´2µr
´
wZpxq t
a3
` wY pxq
¯
. (C.24)
The lemma then follows from (C.21), (C.22) and (C.24), together with the fact that fptq ě ´1 for
all t ě 0 by definition.
C.4 The particles hitting the right border
For a measurable subset S Ă R, define RS to be the number of particles killed at the right border
during the (time) interval S, i.e.
RS “ #tpu, tq : u P A ptq and H0pXuq ą HapXuq “ t P Su.
Furthermore, define Rt “ Rr0,ts. The first lemma estimates first and second moments of these
variables, in the case f ” 0.
Lemma C.8. For any initial configuration ν and any 0 ď s ď t, we have
|ErRrs,tss ´ pipt´ sqa3 Z0| ď C
´
Y0 ^ Es{a2p1^ pt´ sq{a3qZ0
¯
, (C.25)
where Es is defined in (B.9). Furthermore, if µ ě 1{2 and 0 ď t ď a3, then for each x P p0, aq,
ExrR2t s ď C
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
,
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Proof. Recall that H0 and Ha denote the hitting time functionals of 0 and a and H “ H0 ^ Ha.
Note that W x´µpH ă 8q “ 1 for all x P r0, as. By Lemma A.1, we then have
ExrRSs “ Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
1pXuptq“a, tPSq
ı
“W x´µ
”
eβmHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
“ eµpx´aqIapx, Sq, (C.26)
where the last equality follows from Girsanov’s transform and (B.12). Equation (C.25) now follows
from Lemma B.1. The second-moment estimate is obtained from Lemma A.2 and (C.26) by a
calculation similar to the one in the proof of Proposition C.2 (see [40, Lemma 5.8] for details).
The next lemma treats the case of general f .
Lemma C.9. For every x P p0, aq and every measurable S Ă R, we have
Exf rRSs ď e1`Op}f}{aqExrRSs.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma C.8, we have
Exf rRSs “W x´µt
”
eβmHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma C.1, we then have
Exf rRSs ď eOp}f}{aqW xµ
”
e´µfpHa{a2qeβmHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
ď e1`Op}f}{aqExrRSs,
where in the last inequality we used the fact that µ ď 1 and fptq ě ´1 for all t ě 0. This proves
the lemma.
C.5 Penalizing the particles hitting the right border
In this section, let pVuquPU be iid random variables, uniformly distributed on p0, 1q, independent of
the branching Brownian motion. Furthermore, let p : R` Ñ r0, 1s be measurable and such that
pptq “ 0 for large enough t. Recall that H “ H0 ^Ha. We define the event
E “ tEpu, tq P LH : Xuptq “ a and Vu ď pptqu.
Define rPxf “ Pxf p¨|Eq. In the main text, we will set pptq to be for example the probability of a
particle hitting a at time t to break out before some fixed time t0 (see Section 3.3). Then rPxf is the
law of the tier 0 particles of BBM conditioned not to break out before time t0.
In order to describe rPxf , set
hpx, tq “ Ppx,tqf pEq, Qpx, tq “
8ÿ
k“0
qpkqhpx, tqk´1, rqpx, t, kq “ qpkqhpx, tqk´1{Qpx, tq (C.27)
Under rPxf , the BBM stopped at LH is then again a branching Markov process where (see [40,
Section 3.4] and the errata in the arXiv version)
• particles move according to the law obtained from Brownian motion with drift ´µt (stopped
at 0 and a) through a change of measure by the martingale
hpXt^H , t^Hq exp
ˆ
´
ż t^H
0
βp1´QpXs, sqqds
˙
.
• a particle located at the point x P p0, aq at time t branches at rate βQpx, tq1xPp0,aq, branching
into k offspring with probability rqpx, t, kq.
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Together with Lemma A.1, this immediately gives the following useful many-to-one lemma for
the conditioned process stopped at the stopping line LH^t: Define the function
epx, tq “ β
ÿ
kě0
kp1´ hpx, tqk´1qqpkq ď βm2p1´ hpx, tqq. (C.28)
Lemma C.10. For any measurable function g : r0, as Ñ R`, x P p0, aq and t ě 0, we have
rExf” ÿ
uPLH^t
gpXuptqq
ı
“W x´µt
”
gpXH^tqhpXH^t, H ^ tq
hpx, 0q e
pH^tq{2´şH^t0 epXs,sq dsı. (C.29)
In particular, if we denote by rpft px, yq the density of the rPxf -BBM before LH , then for f ” 0,
rptpx, yq “ hpy, tq
hpx, 0qptpx, yqW
x,t,y
taboo
”
e´
şt
0 epXs,sq ds
ı
,
and for general f , rpft px, yq ď hpy, tqhpx, 0qpft px, yq. (C.30)
This lemma immediately gives an upper bound for the quantities we are interested in:
Corollary C.11. Let x P p0, aq, t ě 0 and g : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable with gp0q “ gpaq “ 0.
Define St “ řuPLH^t gpXuptqq. Then,rExf rSts ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rSts, (C.31)rExf rS2t s ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rS2t s. (C.32)
Proof. Equation (C.31) immediately follows from (C.30). In order to prove the second-moment
estimates, we note that by Lemma A.2 and the description of the conditioned process,
rExf rS2t s “ rExf” ÿ
uPLH^t
gpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż t
0
ż a
0
rpfs px, yqĂm2py, sqβQpy, sq´rEpy,sqf rSts¯2 dy ds,
where Ăm2px, tq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qrqpx, t, kq. By (C.27), we have Ăm2px, tqQpx, tq ď hpx, tqm2 for all
x P p0, aq and t ě 0. Using this inequality with (C.30) and (C.31), we obtain (C.32) after another
application of Lemma A.2.
The following lemma gives a good lower bound on the first-moment estimates in a special case.
Lemma C.12. Suppose µ ě 1{2, t ď a3 and suppose that there exists s0 P r0, a3s, such that ppsq “ 0
for s ě s0 and fpsq “ 0 for s ď s0. Let St be as in Corollary C.11. We haverExf rSts ě Exf rStsp1´ C}p}8q.
This follows from the following estimate on hpx, 0q.
Lemma C.13. Suppose ppsq “ 0 for all s ě a3. Then for all x P p0, aq, we have
1´ hpa´ x, 0q ď C}p}8eOp}f}{aqpx` 1qe´µx.
Proof. By Markov’s inequality, we have
1´ hpx, 0q ď Exf p#tpu, sq P LH^a3 : Xupsq “ a, Vu ď }p}8uq ď }p}8Exf pRa3q.
The lemma now follows from Lemmas C.8 and C.9 and the inequality sinx ď x, x P r0, pis.
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Proof of Lemma C.12. For all s ě s0 and x P r0, as, we have by hypothesis hpx, sq “ 1 and therefore
epx, sq “ 0. With (C.29) and Lemma A.1, this gives
rExf rSts ě Exf rSts inf
yPp0,aq
´
hpy, t^ s0qW x,t^s0,ytaboo
”
e´
şt^s0
0 epXs,sq ds
ı¯
. (C.33)
By Lemma C.13 (with f ” 0) and the hypothesis on µ, we have for every y P p0, aq and s ď s0,
hpa´ y, sq ě hpa´ y, 0q ě 1´ C}p}8e´y{3. (C.34)
Together with (C.28), this gives, for every y P p0, aq,
W x,t^s0,ytaboo
”
e´
şt^s0
0 epXs,sq ds
ı
ě 1´W x,t^s0,ytaboo
” ż t^s0
0
epXs, sqds
ı
ě 1´W x,t^s0,ytaboo
” ż t^s0
0
Ce´pa´Xsq{3 ds
ı
ě 1´ C}p}8, (C.35)
the last inequality following from Lemma B.2. The lemma now follows from (C.33), (C.34) and
(C.35).
Finally, we study the law of Rt under the new probability.
Lemma C.14. We have for every x P r0, as,
Exf rRts ´ }p}8Exf rR2t s ď rExf rRts ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rRts, (C.36)
and if there is p P r0, 1s, such that ppsq ” p for s ď t, then we even have
rExf rRts ď Ef rRts. (C.37)
Proof. Define the stopping line Rt “ tpu, sq P LH^t : Xupsq “ au. By the definition of the law rP,
rExf rRts “ Exf
”
Rt
ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppsqq
ı
Exf
”ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppsqq
ı . (C.38)
The denominator is hpx, 0q by (C.27), which yields the right-hand side of (C.36). The left-hand
side follows by noticing that
Exf
”
Rt
ź
pu,sqPRt
p1´ ppsqq
ı
ě Exf rRtp1´ }p}8qRts ě Exf rRts ´ }p}8Exf rR2t s.
For (C.37), we note that if ppsq ” p for s ď t, then by (C.38),
rExf rRts “ Exf rRtp1´ pqRtsExf rp1´ pqRts .
Since p1´ pqk is decreasing in k, this yields (C.37).
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C.6 Conditioning the penalised process to hit the right border at a given time
In this section, we consider the law rPx from the previous section (with f ” 0) conditioned on
the event that a particle hits the right border at a given time t ą 0, i.e. the conditional lawrPxp¨ | DU P U : pU , tq P R8q, where R8 “ tpu, sq P LH : Xupsq “ au. For this, it is enough to
consider expectation with respect to test functionals Y of the form
Y “
ÿ
pu,sqPLH
Yu1pu“U q, (C.39)
where Yu is a non-negativeFLH -measurable random variable for every u P U andU is the individual
hitting the right border at time t.
For this, we define a branching Markov process with a selected genealogical line, called the
spine15. Recall the definitions ofQpx, tq and rqpx, t, kq from (C.27) and define rm1px, t, kq “ řk krqpx, t, kq.
• Initially, a single spine particle moves according to standard Brownian motion starting at
x P R and absorbed at 0 and a.
• As long as this spine particle has not been absorbed yet, it branches at rate rm1py, sqRpyq
when at position y at time s, throwing offspring according to the size-biased distribution ofrqpy, s, ¨q defined by rq˚py, s, kq “ krqpy, s, kq{rm1py, sq.
• Amongst those offspring, the next individual on the spine is chosen uniformly. This individual
repeats the behaviour of its parent (started at the point y).
• The other offspring initiate independent branching Markov processes according to the law rPy,
independently of the spine.
The law of and expectation w.r.t. this process are denoted by rP˚,x and rE˚,x, respectively. We
further denote the individual on the spine alive at time s by ξs and the trajectory of the spine by
Xξ. We then have the following result, which resembles [20, Theorem 1]. Recall the definition of
epx, sq from (C.28).
Lemma C.15. Let t ě 0, x P p0, aq and Y be a functional as in (C.39). Then,
rEx”Y ˇˇˇ DU P U : pU , tq P R8ı “ rE˚,x
”
Yξte
´ şt0 epXξpsq,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pXξq ą HapXξq “ tırE˚,x”e´ şt0 epXξpsq,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pXξq ą HapXξq “ tı .
Proof. Since almost surely, no two particles hit the point a at the same time, we have
rEx”Y ˇˇˇ DU P U : pU , tq P R8ı “ rEx
”ř
pu,sqPR8 1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
rEx”řpu,sqPR8 1pHapXuqPdtqı . (C.40)
Lemma A.1 is too restricted to deal with such an expectation. However, the “full” many-to-one
lemma (see [36, 26, 28] for proofs with fixed time and [9, Lemma 14.1] for a proof with stopping
lines in the discrete-time setting, which can be adapted to continuous time), yields
rEx” ÿ
pu,sqPR8
1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
“ rrE˚,x”Yξteşt0 rmpXξpsq,sqβQpXξpsq,sq ds1pH0pXξqąHapXξqPdtqı, (C.41)
where
rrE˚,x is defined as rE˚,x but with the motion of the spine being the same as the motion of
the other particles. According to the description of rPx in Section C.5, the law of this motion is
obtained from Brownian motion with drift ´µ (stopped at 0 and a) through a change of measure by
15Such processes are classical, see e.g. [19] for an early example.
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the martingale
´
hpXs^H , s^Hq expp´
şs^H
0 βp1´QpXr, rqqdrq
¯
sě0
, where h and Q are defined in
(C.27). With Girsanov’s transform, (C.41) then yields,
rEx” ÿ
pu,sqPR8
1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
“ e´µpa´xq` pi
2
2a2
t hpa, tq
hpx, 0q rE˚,x”Yξte´ şt0 epXξpsq,sq ds1pH0pXξqąHapXξqPdtqı.
(C.42)
Plugging (C.42) into (C.40), with Yu ” 1 in the denominator, yields the lemma.
Corollary C.16. In addition to the assumptions in Lemma C.15, suppose µ ě 1{2, t P r0, a3s and
ppsq “ 0 for s ě a3. Then,
rEx”Y ˇˇˇ DU P U : pU , tq P R8ı ď eC}p}8 rE˚,x”Yξt ˇˇˇH0pXξq ą HapXξq P dtı.
Proof. By (C.28), Lemma C.13 and the hypothesis on µ, we have epx, sq ď C}p}8e´pa´xq{3 for
all x P p0, aq and s ě 0. By Lemma B.2, we then have W x,t,ataboor
şt
0 epXs, sq dss ď C}p}8. Jensen’s
inequality now yields
rE˚,x”e´ şt0 epXξpsq,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pXξq ą HapXξq “ tı “W x,t,ataboore´ şt0 epXs,sq dss ě e´C}p}8 . (C.43)
The statement now follows from (C.43) and Lemma C.15.
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